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Chapter VII 

The Scenes from the Life of St. Nicholas. Their Iconography 

and Te~tual Sources. 

All of the scenes encountered during the research of 

the hagiographical icons of the saint in Russia will be 

described in this chapter. Where possible, the origins of 

the compositional formulae are indicated and the literary 

sources of particular representations are shown, supported 

by quotes from Old Russian manuscripts. The quotes enable 

one to see the relationship between the illustrations and 

the textual sources. The description of each scene is pre-

ceded by the selection of inscriptions found on researched 

monuments. References to the illustrations (included in 

the appendix) appear in the text. 

The following forty-four scenes from the life of St. 

Nicholas are analyzed (the numbers indicate on which icon(s) 

the particular scene appears): 

1. The Birth of St. Nicholas: 1-37, 39-43, 45-48, 
--50-55, 57-6~ 65-68, /0-72, 74-78, 80-82, 84. 

2. Nicholas Refuses to Take Milk 2!!. Wednesdays and 
Fridays: 9, 15, 17-19, 24-26, 29-30, 33, 35-37, 
41, 62, 65, 68. 

3. The Baptism of St. Nicholas: 9, 12, 16, 18-19, 21, 
24, 29-30, 33, 36-37, 39-41, 43, 45-48, 50-53, 

57-60, 65-68, 70-72, 74, 76-78, 80-82, 84. 

4. Nicholas Heals a Woman with a Withered Arm: 6, 12, 
33, 36-37, 40-41, 43, ~48, 52, 66-6-=r;-10-72, 
74,'76-82, 84. 
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5. The Schooling of Nicholas: 1-11, 13-22, 24-26, 
28-33, 35-43, 45-52, 55, 61-68, 70-74, 76-82, 
84, VII. 

6. The Story of the Three Maidens (Praxis de tribus 
f iliabus) : 17, 22, 25-26, 33, 40 ( two scenes) , 
45,59, 70, 79-82. 

7. Nicholas Fells the Cypress of Plakoma: 1-3, 5-8, 
10-14, 16-18, 20-23, 25-26, 28-29, 31-33, 35-
37, 39-40, 42-46, 50-52, 55, 61-62, 65-66, 70, 
72, 76, 82, III, V. 

8. Nicholas Charms~ Dragon: 12. 

9. Nicholas Draws Water from the Mountain: 12. 

10. Nicholas Celebrates Mass: 3, 40. 

11. Nicholas Builds the Church of St. Simeon: 38, 
49, 63-64, 73. 

12. Sea Miracles (The Jerusalem Journey, the Grain-
ship Miracle and Praxis de nautis): 1-3, 6, 
8-11, 13-15, 17-23, 25-28, 29 (two scenes), 
31-35, 37-39, 40 (two scenes?), 41-42, 46-47, 
49-52, 55-56, 60-63, 65-66, 69, 73, 75-77, 80 
(four scenes), 82 (five scenes), IV, IX. 

13. Church Doors Open Before Nicholas: 45, 82. 

14. The Miracle with~ Stone: 45. 

15. Nicholas Multiplies Bread and Wine: 6, 45. 

16. Nicholas has~ Vision of the Church of the Vir-
gin: V. 

17. Nicholas Gives a Child to a Childless Couple: 45. 

18. The Appearance of Archangel Michael to Nicholas: 
22, 45. 

19. Nicholas Heals Demoniacs: 2, 9-14, 17, 23, 26-
28, 31, 34, 36-37, 39-42, 43 (two scenes), 44, 
50-51, 54-55, 57-58, 60-61, 64-65, 71-72, 75, 
78, 82, I, V. 

20. Nicholas Charms s Devil: 40 (two scenes). 
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21. Nicholas is Consecrated Deacon, Priest, and 
Bishop:-a) Deacon: 1-8, 10-17, 19-2~26, 
28-29, 31-33, 36-37, 40-43, 46-48, 50-51, 56, 
61, 65-66, 70-72, 74, 76-78, 80, 82, 84, XI-
XII: 

b) Priest: 1-4, 6, 8, 11-12, 14-16, 18, 
22, 24, 26, 28, 30-33, 36-37, 40-43, 47, 57, 
70-71, 77, 81-82; 

c) Bishop: 1, 3-5, 8, 10-11, 13-14, 16-28, 
30-35, 37, 39-40, 42-43, 45-48, 51, 53-58, 60-
61, 65-67, 70-72, 74-78, 80, 82, 84. 

22. Nicholas with Paul of Rhodes and Theodore of 
Ashkelon: 22 

23. Nicholas is Imprisoned: 80, 82. 

24. Nicholas Destroys the Temple of Artemis: 80?, X. 

25. Nicholas at the First Ecumenical Council: 1, 2 
(two scenes), 22 (two scenes), 45, 80, 82. 

26. The Story of the Three Generals (Praxis de Strate-
latis): a) Nicholas saves three men from exe-
cution: 2-9, 10-22, 24-26, 28-33, 35-43, 46, 
49-52, 55-56, 61, 63-67, 71, 73-74, 76-82, 84; 

b) Nicholas appears to the three genearls in 
prison: 1-2, 5-25, 27, 29-37, 39-43, 46-48, 50-
51, 53-55, 57-58, 60-62, 65-66, 71, 74-78, 80, 
82, II, IV-V; 

c) Nicholas appears to Constantine in a dream: 
1-3, 5-8, 10-21, 23, 25-29, 31-37, 40-43, 46-48, 
50-61, 63-67, 70-72, 75-78, 80-81, 84, XII; 

d) Nicholas appears to Ablabius in a dream: 2-
4, 6-7, 10, 12, 15, 32, 37-39, 49, 51, 73, 77, 
80; 

e) The three generals come before Constantine: 
15, 45, 80; 

f) The three generals thank St. Nicholas: 15. 

27. Angels Announce the Death of St. Nicholas: 40, 
45, 71-72, 76, 80, 82. 
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28 . .'.!he Death cl St. Nicholas: 1-2, 4-14, 16, 20, 
22-24, 30, 36-38, 40-41, 43, 48-49, 51, 55, 
63-64, 66, 70-73, 76-77, 80-82, 84. 

29. The Burial of St. Nicholas: 1, 7, 17-19, 21, 
--25-29, 31-35-,-39-40, 42, 46, 50, 52-54, 56-62, 

65, 74-76. 

30. The Translation of the Relics of St. Nicholas: 
--1-2, 4, 7-8, 10-1~17-21, 24-3°?; 39-42, 45 

(two scenes), 46, 48, 51-52, 54-57·, 61-62, 65-
66, 70-71, 74-77, 81-82, 84. 

31. Nicholas Saves Demetrios from Drowning (Thauma 
de Demetria): 1-6, 8-13, 14 (two scenes), 15-
24, 26-41, 43-47, 49-52, 55-59, 61, 63-66, 69-
70, 72-75, 78-80, 82, 84, II, XII. 

32°. The Story of Basil (Thauma de Basilio) : a) Nich-
olas takes Basil away fromthe Saracenes: 2, 5-
6, 8, 10-11, 14, 16, 25, 32-33, 42, 55, 77; • 

b) Nicholas returns Basil to his parents: 1-
2, 4-6, 8-14, 16-19, 21, 23-30, 32-33, 36-38, 
40-43, 46-47, 49, 51-52, 55-57, 59-61, 63-66, 
70-78, 80-82, 84, I, IV-V, VIII-IX. 

33. Nicholas Saves Christopher from Execution (Thauma 
de presbytero): 23, 27, ~59-60, 75, BO, 82. 

34. The Story of Peter (Thauma de Petro scholario): 
15, 45, 76, 80, 82, v. 

35. Nicholas Heals a Lame Man (Thauma de Nicolao 
claudo): 5, 51-;-732. 

36. The Saracene Miracle: 10?, 80, 82. 

37. The_Carpet Miracle (Thaurna de strornate): a) 
Nicholas buys the carpet from the old man: 2, 
7-8, 10-11, 13-16, 19, 23, 26, 31, 37, 40, 42-
43, 57-58, 61, 77; 

b) Nicholas returns the carpet: 1-2, 7-8, 10-
13, 15-16, 19-20, 26, 31, 37, 40, 42-43, 57, 
61, 77; 

c) Nicholas buys and returns the carpet: 4, 
18, 27, 29, 33, 39, 47, 51, 65-66, 75, 80, 82. 
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38. The Story of the Three Merchants (Thauma de 
~ribus Christ'Ianis): 42 (three scenes)-,-43, 

45 (two scenes), 55 .(two scenes), 56, 70, 71?, 
77 ( three scenes) , 80, 82, V. 

39. The Story of the Patriarch (Thauma de patriarcha): 
4, 45, 80 (three scenes), 81, 82 (two scenes), 
V-VI. 

40. The Story of the Liberated Servant (Thauma de 
--servo liberate) : 40 (two scenes) , 82. 

41. The Story of the Monastery (Thaurna de sepulcro): 
80, 82. 

42. The Kiev Miracle: 4, 8-9, 12, 20, 22, 37, 45, 
--70~, 80, 82, v. 

43·. The Polovtsian Miracle: -15 (two scenes), 43, 77 
--(two scenes), 82. 

44-. The Miracle with Stephen Decanski: 80 (two scenes). 

1. The Birth of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions: Ro1estvo svjatago Nikoly na / ... / 
gov/ . . . / ( 1) ; 

Rozestvo svjatago Nikoly (3, 4, 66); 
Svjatago Nikoly rolestvo (23); 
I . .. I egda vsxote baba ornyti ego 

I . .. I sta'na no~vax tri ~asy 
(34); • 

Rotenie svjatago Nikoly (76); 
Ro~estvo svjatago Nikoly ~judotvorca 

( 81) . 

In Byzantine art the Birth of Nicholas scene was based 

on an. iconographic formula accepted for the representation 

of the Birth of the Virgin and the Birth of John the Bap-

tist. 1 According to one scholar, in such a composition 

"the mother lies on a bed2 while attendants bring her food. 

The child is bathed by a midwife in a basin nearby." " (Sev-
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~enko, p. 203). In order to depict the Birth of Nicholas 

the painters moved the midwife just slightly away from the 

child, and through an expressive gesture of her hands in-

dicated her surprise and astonishment caused by the saint's 

first miracle -- standing in the basin. This compositional 

scheme lost its clarity in the 14th century because the 

artists were too much influenced by the traditional Birth 

of the Virgin compositions. From these compositions they 

borrowed and introduced in the Nicholas scene a figure of 

a second midwife, and frequently depicted the child being 

supported in the basin by one of the women, or even held 

in one's arms. Thus "the elements which differentiated 

the Birth of Nicholas from the Birth of the Virgin were at 

first neglected, then finally abandoned, and, with time, 

the two compositions became indistinguishable." 

p. 207). 

" ,, (Sevcenko, 

In Russ~an icons a very similar phenomenon can be ob-

served. Most icons either preserve the old, "correct" comp-

osition which emphasizes the child's miraculous deed (ill. 

24-5), or show the child in the arms of a midwife (ill. 26-

7). However, among the Russian icons we also find several 

unusual renditions of the subject. 

In two instances (1, 22) the position of the bed and 

the mother is different than in all other icons. The 

mother's head is on the right side of the scene, and her 
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feet are on the left. It is possible that such a position 

of the bed was influenced by icons representing the Nativity 

and the Birth of John the Baptist, in which the position of 

h b . 3 t e ier can vary. 

In one case(6) the painter developed the composition 

adding a small figure of the baby wrapped in white sheets 

and lying in a cradle near the mother's bed (ill. 28). Ap-

parently this was a combination of certain Byzantine il-

lustrations of the scene which presented only the mother 

and the baby in a cradle (~ev~enko, p. 207) , 4 and the trad-

itional representation of the bath miracle. 

The icon from the collection of A.V. Morozov (7) pre-

sents only the mother and one attendant (probably the fa-

ther), but neither a basin nor the child are depicted. 5 

On the icon from Meletovo (22) the painter represent-

ed only the mother and the child standing in the basin, but 

he did not show any midwives. 

The famous icon from Kolomna (14) encloses the scene 

of the birth in an architectural frame (ill. 29). Such an 

attempt by the painter to be "realistic" is unusual for the 

Russian icons. The composition could have been based on 

some Byzantine example, or even painted by a Greek. A con-

firmation of this assumption can be found in the fact that 

one of the midwives depicted in this scene wears "typical-
6 ly Greek trousers." 
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The number of attendants represented in Russian icons 

varies from none to three and in most cases includes a male 

figure which may be interpreted as the saint's father. 

Only three Old Russian texts describe the birth of St. 

Nicholas and his bath miracle. The Vita Nicolai Sionitae 

says: "Egda bo rodisja i na~a~a ego omyvati v no~vax (v 

sosude, ile be na to ustroen) sta na nogu svoeju 

prost do dvoju ~asu." 7 In Slovo poxvalno we read: "Jako~e 

egda omyti xotjal~i i polotita v lekan', i vsta prost 2 

~asa stoja na nogu svoju." 
v 

(Leonid, Zitie, p. 102). Final-

ly, in redaction B of the Synaxarion: "Egda ~e rodisja, 

omyti ego xotjat~i baba pololi iv no~'vax i stoja na nogu 

3 ~asy. 118 We have already seen that these three texts are 

closely related. This explains the similarities; it is in-

teresting, however, that in the third fragment Nicholas is 

said to have stood erect for three, not two hours. This 

change probably took place under the influence of folklore 

and under the impact of associating the saint with the 

Holy Trinity. In the 17th century Dmitrij Rostovskij in 

his Vita of St. Nicholas explained that by standing in the 

basin for three hours the saint expressed his future dedi-

cation to the Trinity. 

What was the relation of Russian representations of 

the birth to these literary texts? In most cases we cannot 

even be sure that the painters knew the story about the 
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saint's first miracle because they give their scenes a 

standard title "The Birth of St. Nicholas." I believe that 

this title is placed on icons more to differentiate the 

Birth of Nicholas from the Birth of the Virgin9 than to 

indicate any literary source. In only two instances can 

one speak about the painter's knowledge of a particular 

text or a group of texts. The icon from Kievec (4) deve-

lops the scene of the birth by an inclusion in the upper 

right corner of another small scene in which the father 

hands a wrapped baby to a monk. This shows that the paint-

er had in mind the texts based on the Vita Nicolai Sionitae 

(all these texts mention that Nicholas' uncle, a monk, 

having learned about the miracle of the bath, named the 

child Nicholas), not the other: sources (the Vita per Meta-

phrasten or redactions A and C of the Synaxarion do not tell 

about the event). Only the painter of icon No. 34 in his 

inscription used the text of redaction B of the Synaxarion, 

(note the similarity in wording), abbreviating it slightly 

but retaining the same characteristic change of two hours 

into three. However, the painter's knowledge of this par-

ticular text did not affect the iconography of the scene 

which remained standard. 

Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that for the 

illustration of this scene the painters did not have to 

know the literary texts. The compositions were similar 
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regardless of whether the painter knew all the texts 

describing the birth of St. Nicholas, only one text, or 

no text at all. 

2. Nicholas Refuses to Take Milk££ Wednesdays and Fri-

days. 

Inscriptions: Svjat / ... / ija v pjatok mleka 
( 15) ; 

Svjatyj Nikolae ne priim mleka v sre-
du i v pj anicu ( sic) ( 17) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola v sredu bo iv pjatok 
edinoju pri~a~~aMesja mleku (40). 

According to Sevtenko, "there is not a single refer-

ence to this event in any Byzantine cycle ... The artists 

had no model which combined the suckling motif with the 

birth formula; so, rather than add a separate episode to 

their cycle, they chose to ignore the miracle altogether." 

( pp . 2 0 4 - 5 ) . 

In Russian icons the suckling miracle was represented 

quite frequently (the earliest representation dates to the 

14th century). Usually the composition consists of two 

figures: at the left Nicholas' mother sitting on a throne-

like chair and holding the child on her knee or on her arm, 

and at the right the father approaching his family, express-

ing by the gestures of his hands wonder and surprise (ill. 

30). The baby sometimes sits with outstretched arms as if 

saying that it is quite natural for a pious Christian to 
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fast on Wednesdays and Fridays. 

The only notable variations in this basic composition 

can be observed on icons from the Novgorod Museum {15) and 

from the Tret'jakov Gallery {36). On the first, both 

characters, mother and father (the latter may be a monk) 

are seated. On the second, a large part of the background 

is occupied by the icon hillocks (ill. 31), while all other 

icons have an architectural background. 

The compositional scheme for the suckling miracle 

probably originated in Russia. There are three possible 

sourc~s of its iconography. One is the iconographic type 

of the Virgin Eleusa {Umilenie), the second the type of the 

Virgin Galactotrophusa {Mlekopitatel'nica, Virgo Lactans), 

and the third the iconography of the Birth of the Virgin. 

In the first two cases the Virgin holds the child in a manner 

which closely resembles the mother of Nicholas. If one con-

siders the great popularity of the Virgin Eleusa type in 

Russia, it is probable that it was used as a source of the 

suckling miracle scene. This type of the Virgin was much 

better knovm than the Virgin Galactotrophusa type. 10 It was 

quite easy to diminish the figure of the Virgin and the child 

and to place them on the left side of the composition, adding 

on the right a figure of the father, resembling the figure of 

the Apostle Paul (particularly his iconographic type found in 

Deesis compositions). The third possibility is also tempting. 
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I found a 16th century Novgorod icon depicting the Birth of 

the Virgin, 11 on which the painter represented at the left 

the scene of the birth, but at the right placed Joachim and 

Anna sitting close to each other, admiring the child. These 

two figures are so amazingly similar to the figures of the 

mother and father of Nicholas on the suckling miracle 

scenes, that a hypothesis can be made that they were based 
. . l 12 on some common or1g1na. 

The literary sources of this miracle were the Vita per 

Metaphrasten and the Vita Nicolai Sionitae. According to 

the latter: "Jako be e'tte mladenec' syj, desnago tokmo 

sesca i togo edinjoju d'n'rn' pitajasja, v ustavnyj 9 ~as 

d'rii mleka priima~e, v sredu iv pjatok ne priima~e." 

(Leonid, ~itie, p. 29). Metaphrastes is more restrained 

in his description: "Po vsja bo d' ni j ako rr.ladenec' ssati 

trebovaMe, eda ~e sreda ot d'nii ili pjatok dostignja~e, 

edinoju v kiildo ot seju d'nii mleka pri~a~~a~esja, i t~de 

v ve~ernee vremja. " (VM~D6, p. 132). The Vita Nicolai 

Sionitae maintains that Nicholas took milk only from the 

right breast, once a day, at nine o'clock, and on Wednes-

days and Fridays he did not eat at all. Metaphrastes chan-

ges this unbelievable story, saying that the saint took the 

breast only once on Wednesdays and Fridays, but on other 

days he sucked as much as he wanted. 
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The author of an icon from the collection of Pavel 

Karin (40) indicated in his inscription that he knew the 

text of Metaphrastes (notice the use of the same expres-

sions: "edinoju" and "pri?!aM~a~esja"), but his preference 

for this literary source did not affect in any way the 

standard composition of his picture. 

3. The Baptism of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions: Krettenie svjatago Nikoly (51, 66, 72, 
7 6) . 

In Byzantine art this event was not illustrated. Among 

the monuments surveyed by Sevcenko, only one contained the 

representation of the baptism (Podvrh, Yugoslavia, 1613-

1614), but it was probably based on Russian compositions. 

In .Russia the baptism scenes appeared in the 14th century. 

The standard composition is very simple and stable. On one 

side are the parents of the saint13 (the mother slightly in 

front of the father), in the middle the baptismal font (bap-

tistery), and on the other side a church official: a deacon, 

priest, or bishop. 14 The greatest variations can be ob-

served in the position of the baby: the most common repre-

sentation is that of the mother holding Nicholas in her arms, 

but sometimes the child is shown standing in the baptistery, 

or being held above the font by a church official (48, 72, 

76). Myslivec thought that the variant which presents 
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Nicholas standing in the baptistery reflects a transposi-

tion of the bath miracle into the baptism scene (p. 59). 

Apparently some painters decided that since Nicholas stood 

in the basin after his birth, he could and should have re-

peated the miracle during the baptism. 

Myslivec noted that since "no Greek text mentions the 

baptism at all, one has to look for an explanation in some 

later Russian texts . " (p. 59). Our study of the Old 

Russian literary monuments did not reveal any texts which 

would describe the event. The only plausible explanation 

of the inclusion of this scene in the Nicholas cycle is the 

great importance of the baptism in the life of the Russian 

people. Baptism was the first step toward the Kingdom of 

God; through the sacrament a man became a Christian. And 

the painters probably reasoned that the saint had to be bap-

tized in order to become a Christian and a saint. 

The iconographical sources of this scene are unclear. 

It is possible that the scene of the Purification, known 

also as the Presentation of Christ in the Temple (Sreten-

ie) , 15 served as an example: it depicted Joseph and Mary 

approaching Symeon with the child Jesus in their hands. A 

little change of the posture of Symeon and an addition of 

a baptistery between the figures would result in a creation 

of a composition quite similar to this, representing the 

baptism of Nicholas. 
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4. -Nicholas Heals a Woman With a Withered Arm. 

Inscriptions: Svjatago Nikoly ~judo (6); 
Svjatyj Nikola isceljae suxorukuju ~enu 

( 6 6) ; 
Svjatyj Nikola isceli ~enu su / ... / 

{ 7 2) ; 
Svjatyj Nikolae ~judotvorec isceli 

suxorukuju zenu na puti (81). 

This is still another scene which does not appear in 

Byzantine monuments while in Russian works it is quite com-

mon. The origins of its iconography are obscure, although I 

believe that it has been based on the iconography of the 

Schooling of Nicholas (see the discussion of the next scene). 

This can be confirmed by the presence in the earliest icons 

(6, 12) of a figure of the teacher in this composition. The 

teacher sits at the right in both scenes: on the icon from 

Ozerevo (6), in the middle, we see Nicholas facing the teach-

er, and behind the saint a standing woman with a withered 

arm (ill. 32); on the icon from the Ugre~skij monastery (12) 

the composition is slightly different: we still see the 

teacher, but he occupies less space, the saint is at the 

left, followed by his father, and the figure of a woman is in 

the middle. She is kneeling in front of the approaching 

Nicholas. This composition was soon superseded by a new one, 

which became a standard representation: the figure of the 

woman had been moved to the right at the expense of the 

teacher who disappeared from the picture. Nicholas occupied 
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the center, and on the left were his parents (sometimes only 

his father: 41, 43, 52, 67, 74, 76, 78, 79). In this 

canonical composition (ill. 33) of most interest is the 

figure of the sick woman: she is often dressed in a bright 

red garment and either kneels or half-stands in front of 

Nicholas; her one hand is sometimes hidden in a sleeve of 

her dress (36, 52). The figure of the woman could have been 

borrowed from two popular icon compositions: the Raising of 

Lazarus or the Descent into Hell. In the first composition 

one of the sisters of the dead man, lying on the ground in 

a pose resembling the pose of a woman on icon No. 12, wears 

a bright red dress (see Lazarev, Novgorodskaja, ill. 33). 

In the second composition the similarity between the pose 

of Eve, stretching her hand towards Christ, and the pose of 

the woman with a withered arm on the majority of the scenes 

of healing, is even greater (see Lazarev, Moskovskaja, ill. 

72). Characteristically, Eve is also often clad in a bright 

red garment. Since these two compositions were among the 

most popular and oldest scenes illustrating the events from 

the life of Christ (in iconostases they were placed in the 

feast or holiday row of icons -- prazdnitnyj rjad), their 

influence on other, new compositions (like that of healing 

of a woman by Nicholas) is quite possible. 

Only the Vita Nicolai Sionitae describes the event: 

"Idut~u ~e emu (se slugarni) na u~en'e knil'noe, i srete i 
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~ena iz vesi, imenem' (imja ej) Nona, imui~i jej (u sebe) 

suxu ruku, i znamena ju siloju Svjatago Duxa, i poide cela 

(zdrava) ." (Leonid, titie, pp. 28-9; variants in the paren-

theses: VM~D6, p. 12). As mentioned before, the Greek 

original featured a woman with a withered leg. The change 

of the leg into an arm is difficult to explain. Myslivec 

put forth a conjecture that "we are dealing here with an in-

spiration by local Slavonic texts which changed this detail 

of the Greek original." (p. 59) . I believe that the change 

occured under the impact of a miracle described in hagio-

graphical works about the first Russian saints, Boris and 

Gleb. 16 This miracle, entitled "~judo ... o 'iene suxoruce" 

or "~judo ... svjatyx strastoter'pec' Borisa i Gleba 

svjatago otca nalego Nikoly, Mir'skago ~judotvorca", is a 

story of a woman who on a feast day of St. Nicholas, instead 

of going to the church of the saint, had been working at home. 

According to the version recorded by Nestor, suddenly three 

horsemen (Boris, Gleb, and Nicholas) appeared to her, and 

after learning why she did not go to the church, they destroy-

ed her house, and the oldest one (Nicholas) took her by the 

hand and paralyzed her entire body. Only three years later 

had she recovered enough to be able to explain what had hap-

pened to her; her hand, however, was still withered. Final-

ly, after continuous prayers to the Russian martyred princes, 

she was healed. The following diagram may help to explain 
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the influence of this story on the youthful miracle of St. 

Nicholas: 

Anon~n::stor 
I
s ~t::::k~r Sionitae 

~Old Russian translation of 
the Vita Nicolai Sionitae 

.., 
Nestor based his Ctenie on a legend recorded in the 

anonymous Skazanie. He not only reworked it considerably 

(changing its social and political implications into a 

standard Christian didactic vita with miracles), but also 

inserted the name of Nicholas into two miracle stories. 

Apparently the fame of the Wonderworker was at that time 

growing rapidly in the Kievan Duchy, and Nestor, who un-

doubtedly knew the Greek lives of the saint, decided to in-

sert the name of Nicholas in the miracles of Boris and Gleb 

in order to spread the cult and veneration of the saint 
V' 

even farther. The popularity of Nestor's Ctenie was so 

great that when the translator of the Greek Vita Nicolai 

Sionitae (the translation might have been done in the Kiev 

Monastery of the Caves where Nestor's works were well known) 

encountered in the Vita the miracle performed by the saint 

on a woman with a withered leg, he associated both miracles, 

because the object of the miracles (a woman) and the illness 

(a withered extremity) were the same; thus he changed the 
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leg from the Greek original into an arm. If this hypothesis 

is correct, it may in the future (when the necessary re-

search is completed) shed some light on the ;history of the 

translation of the Vita Nicolai Sionitae, and can help in 

understanding Nestor's Weltanschauung and his literary hori~ 

zons (it is tempting to ascribe to the famous chronicler the 

translation of the Vita; the change of the leg into an arm 

would then be even more natural). 

Whatever the case may be, in Russian texts of the Vita 

Nicolai Sionitae we find a miracle performed by the saint 

on a woman with a withered arm, and this miracle is illus-

trated. 

Only one literary source, the redaction B of the Syn-

axarion, describes a different miracle: 
..,, 

"Egda ze predan 

byst u~itisja gramote, idyj k didaskalu stvori ~judo 

nekoej vdovici dast' prozreti, slepa bo be okom." (VM~D6, 

pp. 1-2). I was not able to find a source of this unusual 

version. Surprisingly, on icon No. 78 this miracle is de-

picted. On the left is Nicholas' father, in the middle the 

saint blessing with his right hand, and on the right a kneel-

ing woman. Nicholas touches her eye with his hand and re-

t h . h 17 sores er sig t. 

5. The Schooling of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions: Svjatago Nikolu da / ... / na 
I . .. I cenie kramoty (3); 
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Svjatog / ... / olu dajute / ... / 
gramote ( 6) ; 

Svjatago Nikolu privedo~a ot'c' mati na 
u~enie k gramote (8); 

Svjatago Nikolu prived / ... / gramote 
( 13) ; 

Svjatago Nikolu daju /. / te ucit' 
( 15) ; 

Svjatago Nikolu dajut v nautenie gramote 
( 17) ; 

Svjatago Nikolu ot'c' daet' gramote u~iti 
( 21) ; 

Svjatyj Nikolae dan byst' na u~en'e 
gramote (38); 

U~enie gramoty svjatago Nikoly (51); 
Privedenie svjatago Nikoly k grarnote (66); 
V nau~enie gramote svjatago Nikoly (72, 

VII). 

The scene of the Schooling of Nicholas was one of the 

most frequently illustrated scenes in the St. Nicholas cycle. 

Perhaps only the Birth of Nicholas, the scenes of his conse-

crations and episodes from the Praxis de stratelatis enjoyed 

greater popularity among the painters. The basic composition 

of the scene featured at the left a figure of the escorting 

parent, in the middle a figure of Nicholas, and at the right 

a teacher, sitting on a chair (didaskalios thrones). Notic-

ing a significant number of new elements introduced into this 

basic composition over the centuries, ~evtenko believed that 

this was the result of the lack of a New Testament iconograph-

ical model for the scene. "New Testament iconography, the 

primary source of the Nicholas compositions, could provide 

the artist with no appropriate formula for the representation 

of this episode." (~evtenko, p. 214). She tried to find 
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possible sources of this composition: the Presentation of 

the Virgin in the Temple, the First Steps of the Virgin, the 

Presentation of Moses to the Pharaoh, Hannah Bringing Samuel 

to Eli, and others, but rightly concluded that the "Nicholas 

composition derives from none of these ... directly, but 
18 . they all go back to one common source." (p. 216). 

Regardless of the source which was responsible for the 

introduction of this scene in the Nicholas cycle, it became 

an almost obligatory part of every fresco or icon depicting 

the life of Nicholas and, as stated previously, probably 

exerted a certain influence on the composition of the scene 

of the Healing of the Woman with a Withered Arm. This in-

fluence is especially apparent in the icon from Ozerevo 

(6). The Schooling scene (which I consider primary) depicts 

at the left the mother and the father of the saint, in the 

middle Nicholas walking towards the teacher who sits at the 

right (ill. 34). In the scene of the Healing the painter 

simply eliminated the figure of the father and the halo 

around the teacher's head. But the figures of the woman 

and of the mother, as well as the figure of Nicholas, are 

exactly the same, as if they have been copied from each 

other (notice the characteristic position of the hands of 

both women). One could speculate that the painter knew the 

text of the Vita Nicolai Sionitae in which the names of 

Nicholas' mother and of the healed woman were the same 
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(Nonna), therefore he decided to depict them similarly. 

However, much better grounded is an assumption that he sim-

ply took the easiest way for his rendition of the Healing, 

and copied his own composition of the Schooling. 

In her dissertation ~evcenko analyzed the changes in 

the. composition of the scene, noticeable in the figure of 

the escorting parent, the figure of Nicholas, the figure of 

the teacher, and in the addition of other students. In most 

cases the conclusions drawn from the Byzantine works can be 

applied to the Russian icons. There are only a few minor 

differences. 

In the Byzantine works it is the mother who most often 

escorts the child to school. In only four instances the fa-

ther accompanies Nicholas, and on the fresco at Bojana we 

see both parents bringing the saint to a teacher. In Russian 

icons the most common is this last composition (ill. 35-6). 

The father alone appears quite often (ill. 37), but the mo-

ther alone is extremely rare (21). It is possible that this 

change in the "importance" of the escorting parent was caused 

by the literal understanding of the following fragment in the 

Vita Nicolai Sionitae: "I byviju deti~~u 7-i let, i vsxotes-

ta roditelja ego Bo~iirn' poveleniem' vdati i u~iti svjatym 

knigam. Otcju ~e ego tu~ai~u, neveduMtu koernu ucitelju dati, 

detil~e ~e Nikola svoemu u~itelju irnja naznamenaja slogami 

(rek~e sklady) ." (Leonid, titie, pp. 28-9). Notice that 
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both parents are mentioned first, and then it is the father 

who has the difficult task of finding a teacher. The mother 

alone is not mentioned at all. In other Russian texts we 

find a simple statement that Nicholas was given to a teach-

er: "Vzrastu ~e prikosnuv~usja, predan byst' 
.,,, . 

na ucenie 

gramote." (Metaphrastes: 
.,,, 

VMCD6, p. 132). 

In Russian compositions the figure of Nicholas is also 

represented similarly to Byzantine works, but on several 

icons he does not seem to have a halo (4, 7, 8, 13, 21, 22, 

45, 52, 61, 72). The writing tablet which appears in the 

14th century in Byzantine works in Nicholas' hand is rarely 

present in Russian icons (13, 20, 35, 73) and may be substi-

tuted for by a scroll or a book. 

In all Russian icons the teacher is an ecclesiastical 

person, usually a monk holding a staff in one hand and bless-

ing with the other. He is often shown with a halo, as if the 

painters try to tell the viewer that whoever has been teach-

ing the saint is a saint himself. Only in three icons (22, 

48, 67) the composition of the scene is reversed and the 

teacher sits at the left. 

The greatest changes in the composition of this scene 

occured when the artists tried to develop the episode by 

changing it into a scene of Nicholas at school (not Nicholas 

being brought to school). One of the earliest Russian ex-

amples is found on an icon from the collection of I.S. Os-
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trouxov (43). The scene is divided into two sections by a 

vertical column. On the left side we see Nicholas approach-

ing the teacher, as in all standard compositions. However, 

the figure of the accompanying parent is missing. On the 

right side of the picture Nicholas sits behind a long bench-

desk, reading a book. On the icon from the collection of 

E.E. Egorov (51), the standard composition is only slightly 

altered. At the left there is Nicholas, sitting on a bench 

and reading a book. Above the saint, in the background, are 

the parents, while the teacher sits at the right. The icon 

from the collection of N.P. Lixa~ev (48). presents another 

variant of the composition. The figures of the parents, and 

the figure of Nicholas walking towards the teacher are elim-

inated. Instead, the teacher sits at the left, and at the 

right there is a long bench on which four students sit with 

writing tablets (or books) in their hands. The first pupil 

(Nicholas) has a halo and pays close attention to the teach-

er, while the next student turns back and talks to the one 

sitting behind him. A very similar picture appears on the 

icon from the collection of D.V. Sirotkin (55). The teach-

er sits at the right, and at the left there is a long bench 

with three students sitting on it. The first student (Nich-

olas, with a halo and an inscription "Nikolae" above his 

head) hands a scroll to the teacher while the second student 

talks to the third (ill. 38). Almost exactly the same rend-
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ering of the scene is on the icon from Tor1ok (39). On the 

plaque from Palex (79), the scene is divided into two parts: 

at the left a traditional representation of the father 

bringing Nicholas to the teacher, and at the right a monast-

ery school (inside a building) with four students sitting at 

the table with open books or notebooks. Another icon from 

Palex (82) repeats this composition, omitting only the walls 

of the school building. On the icon from the private col-

lection in Berlin (81) in the foreground we see the usual 

composition in which the parents bring Nicholas to the teach-

er, and in the background, slightly above this group, there 

is a school building with three students behind a desk. 19 

~ev~enko indicated that all these changes in the basic 

composition, especially the addition of the other pupils and 

the writing tablet in Nicholas' hands, could have been trans-

ported into Byzantine painting (and subsequently, as can be 

seen, into Russia) from the West, from the illustrations of 

the scene of Mary taking Christ to school (pp. 223-7). How-

ever, she was cautious to draw a final conclusion regarding 

the sources of those additions, and said that "only new evi-

dence and further study will show" whether they were intro-

duced in the East or borrowed from the West. 

There is a possibility that these new details appeared 

in Russian icons primarily in connection with a certain "re-

alistic" tendency in icon-painting of the 16th century. The 
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artists more and more freely included details from everyday 

life, from their surroundings, into the old, established, 

canonical compositions. Since monastery schools were quite 

numerous in 16th century Russia, it was only natural to in-

clude in icons a representation of such a school. Composi-

tions of this kind, skillfully arranged, glorified the saint 

even more than the traditional ones, showing him among the 

other pupils as the only one dedicated to learning and 

serving God. 

6. The Story of the Three Maidens (Praxis de tribus f il.ia-

bus). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola nadeet tri d~~eri (17). 

The story of this charitable deed of Nicholas was one 

of the most beloved and popular in Byzantine liter~ture de-

voted to the saint. Its illustration can be seen on the 

oldest preserved hagiographical icon of Nicholas. The pri-

mary composition was almost identical to the iconographical 

formula used for a representation of a vision or of a dream 

(Sev~enko, p. 254). The father sleeps on a bed and the 

saint appears on the far side of the bed (sometimes he is 

separated from it by a short wall), handing the poor man a 

bag of gold. This composition was employed up to the middle 

of the 14th century. As ~ev~enko indicated, "this particu-

lar formula conveys really very little of the original story, 
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which may explain why before the mid 14th century the scene 

was infrequently included even in extensive Nicholas cycles. 

It had few elements to distinguish it from other similar 

compositions; furthermore, it could not adequately express 

one major feature of the narrative how Nicholas man-

aged to get the money into the house without ever entering 

it. Some reform was evidently necessary." (pp. 254-5). 

In the 14th century, in frescoes at St. Nicholas Orphan-

os in Salonica, a new rendition of the scene appeared. The 

author of the new composition introduced the figures of the 

three maidens sleeping in a bed, enclosed the family with 

four walls, and depicted Nicholas standing outside the walls 

and _pushing a sack of gold through a window. "It is diffi-

cult to find anything similar to the play on interior versus 

exterior space and to the way in which Nicholas, by pushing 

his sack through the window, penetrates the barrier between 

the two. Here, for the first time, an episode described in 

the texts of the life of Nicholas has given birth to a comp-

osition all its own" -- writes ~evcenko (p. 256). This or-

iginal composition, unparallelled in Byzantine art in its 

spatial complexity, "was never successfully imitated." 

(ibid., p. 258). However, the Salonica fresco firmly estab-

lished the three daughters as an essential part of later 

representations of the miracle. 
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The iconographical sources of this fresco were complex. 

According to Sev~enko the iconography of the figures of the 

daughters and the father derived from Byzantine models, 

while the spatial organization of the composition and the 

relation between exterior and interior space was based on 

the Western (probably Italian) examples. Because for other 

painters this original rendering of the miracle was too dif-

ficult to follow,they "reverted to the older, simpler formu-

la." In search for a successful composition some painters 

divided the episode into two scenes, adding a picture of the 

father thanking St. Nicholas for his help. Others showed 

the father wide awake, sitting on the bed or kneeling in 

front of the saint. Still others completely eliminated the 

father from their compositions (see ~ev~enko, pp. 262-6). 

In Russian icons the spatial complexity of the Salonica 

frescoe was never achieved. Among the icons illustrating 

the miracle the oldest is an icon from Northern Russia, dat-

ing to the end of the 14th -- beginning of the 15th century 

(17). At the left Nicholas hands a piece of gold (?) to the 

father who sits in a high tower, his body turned towards his 

daughters and his face towards the saint. The maidens are 

sleeping on the bed with the heads on the far right side of 

the composition. An interesting part of this picture is a 

wall extending from the tower to the bottom of the composi-

tion, and separating Nicholas from the family. There is no 
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spatial complexity characteristic of the Salonica fresco in 

this icon, but the viewer can clearly see that the saint 

gives his charity to the father through a window. A similar 

rendition of the event can be seen on icon No. 25. Here the 

bed with the three daughters occupies the foreground. Nich-

olas and the father are depicted in the background (above 

the daughters); the saint stands behind a wall and holds out 

his hand towards a window in a tower which separates him and 

the father. There is no clear border between the father and 

the daughters; possibly they are in the same room. The ver-

tical wall of the first icon was changed here into a low 

horizontal wall, and the saint has been shown only up to his 

waist. The three girls became the most important part of the 

composition; the penetration of the interior space is less 

essential. On the icon from Meletovo (22) we see another 

compositional solution. All five figures are in one room: 

the daughters are sleeping on a bed at the left, the father 

stands in the middle and faces Nicholas, and the saint is on 

the right (he may be handing the father a sack of gold). The 

author of this icon did not even attempt to separate Nicholas 

from the family, and chose an easier way to illustrate the 

episode. Some other painters also selected less complex ways 

of representing the miracle. On the icon from Dmitrov (26) 

Nicholas stands at the left, and at the right there is a 

building (a tower) in which a fig~re of the father can be 
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distinguished. The daughters and their bed are eliminated 

from the composition. The scene resembles more an appear-

ance of Nicholas to a prisoner than the representation of 

Praxis de tribus filiabus. A similar, simplified composi-

tion, repeated twice, appears on the icon from the collection 

of Pavel Kerin (40). Its author depicted the miracle in two 

scenes. In the first, Nicholas stands at the right side of 

the picture and pushes his hand through a window in a simple, 

rectangular building; in the second, the saint is at the left 

and reaches through a window in a very similar building. Ap-

parently the author of this icon was primarily interested in 

showing Nicholas perform his miraculous deed more than once; 

he did not try to invent a new composition, but simply re-

versed the one he knew. 

Among other icons which represent this event, the icon 

from the National Gallery in Oslo (33) shows the daughters 

sleeping at the left, the father kneeling in the middle, and 

the saint standing at the right. In the background of the 

scene are buildings and walls. One of the walls just barely 

separates the bed with the maidens from the figure of the 

father, and he is still very much in the same room with the 

girls and the saint. The icon from Prikra (59) has Nicholas 

standing at the left, on the far side of the bed with the 

daughters, while the father stands near their heads behind 

the bed. On the plaque from Palex (79) we see a more compli-
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cated rendition of the episode. The scene is divided into 

two sections which show two separate temporal fragments. In 

the middle there is a standing figure of Nicholas with a sack 

of gold in his outstretched hand, and at the right a fairy-

tale-like pavilion in which the three daughters lie on the 

bed. The pavilion's left wall is just a decorative column, 

and the saint's hand is shown on the background of this co-

lumn. No attempt is made to depict the penetration of the 

bed chamber from the outside. Behind Nicholas, in the left 

upper corner, we see the -saint again, and at his feet the 

father thanks his benefactor (ill. 39). Similar composi-

tions, with a pavilion containing the daughters, appears on 

icons Nos. 45, BO, 81, and 82. In all these icons Nicholas 

pushes the gold through a window in the pavilion, while the 

maidens sleep inside. The figure of the father can be seen 

only on icons Nos. 45 and 32. In the latter, the father 

crouches at the saint's feet in a pose of deep appreciation. 

Nicholas is dressed in a monk's cassock. Such a costume of 

the saint in the Praxis de tribus filiabus scene is extreme-

ly rare. In the chapter concerned with the literary sources 

it was said that the story of the three daughters circulated 

in Old Russian manuscripts in two versions: as a posthumous 

miracle and as a part of the Vita per Metaphrasten. Accord-

ing to the Greek hagiographer the miracle occured soon after 

the death of Nicholas' parents, when the saint was a young 
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man, long before he was elected a bishop. The Palex icon 

then follows the Metaphrastian text (most probably the ver;... 

sion of Dmitrij Rostovskij). 

7. Nicholas Fells the Cypress of Plakoma. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola progonjaet' besi ot 
dreva (1); 

sviatyj Nikola posekae dub, besovoe 
zili~~e (3); 

Svjatyj Nikola posekaete dreo (sic) 
predo narodome (6); 

Svjatyj Nikola izgna besa is kladezja 
( 17) ; 

·Svjatyj Nikola povele se~i drevo, besov-
skoe ~ili~~e (39); 

Svjatyj Nikola usekae drevo, izgonjae 
besa (50); 

Svjatyj Nikolae izgonjaet' beov (sic) 
is kladezja (66). 

The earliest Byzantine work depicting this miracle of 

St. Nicholas is the 12th-century Sinai icon. "At the right 

is a tree, looking nothing like a cypress ... Nicholas is 

at the left, his body turned away from the tree, his arms 

raised, holding an axe with both hands. His head is turned 

back toward the three, which he is evidently about to strike 

with the axe. Two mountain peaks are visible in the back-

ground." ( ~ev~enko, p. 2 7 2) . 

As was mentioned before, the event was described in the 

Vita Nicolai Sionitae. According to its Old Russian transla-

tion, Nicholas was visited by the inhabitants of the village 

of Plakoma who said: "Est' v naM'em sele drevo, ide~e rivet' 
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bes kumira ne~istago i kazit' teloveky·i selo, na puti bo 

est', ne mo~em minuti ego. II When Nicholas arrived at 

the spot, he noticed an old scar on the tree. The villagers 

explained that "nekij ot pre~nix pride pose~~i drevo s dvema 

sekirami i edinoju bradov'ju, i jako na~a se~~i, isxyti ne-

~istyj bes sekiru iz ruki, i udari ~eloveka togo, i pogrebe-

nie ego pri koreni dreva est' sego." Nicholas prayed to God 

and ordered the villagers to start chopping the tree. "Tre-

pet 1e prijat vsja stoja~~aja s ... Nikoloju, jako ni 

drznuti, ni zreti mo~axu na drevo. Togda ... vzem se~ivo 

... Nikola znamenav udari semi~dy, videv te ne~istyj dux, 

jako Bo~iju vlast' imat' ... vskriia ne~istyj dux, glagol-

ja: ' Gore mne . . . ' " 
.., 

(Leonid, Zitie, pp. 34-5). 

It is easy to see which fragment of the text is illus-

trated on the Sinai icon. The sources of the iconography 

of this scene are much more difficult to find. ~ev~enko 

dismissed such obscure sources as the illustration of the 

well-known Prediction of John the Baptist: "Now is the axe 

laid to the root of the tree" (p. 275) or an image on a coin 

from Myra, depicting "a tree with ... a goddess in the 
20 branches, threatened by two men with raised axes" (p. 276). 

Apparently the Roman scenes representing animal sacri-

fices are a closer parallel to our composition. In such 

scenes "the 'papa', or executioner, raises his axe with both 

hands for a full swing at the animal before him, his legs 
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apart and his body twisted in a contraposito very similar 

to that assumed by Nicholas. This Roman formula for an ani-

mal sacrifice was known in the Byzantine period ... It is 

possible that the Nicholas figure derives from such a 'popa' 
V .,, 

image." (Sevcenko, p. 277). 

In Byzantine painting the scene of Nicholas felling 

the cypress "underwent very few changes in subsequent cent-

uries" (Sev~enko, p. 278). The most important was the de-

cline of the contraposto in the figure of Nicholas. Accord-

ing to Sevcenko, it "should be ascribed to the gradual de-

cline in artistic quality evident in some .. nlater monu-

ments. Nonetheless, we should keep in mind the possibility 

that the strong contraposto pose was intentionally avoided. 

Perhaps the vigorous physical effort displayed by Nicholas 

in the early works was considered inappropriate in later per-

iods; the mere raising of his axe, it was thought, should 

have sufficient power power to drive the demons to flight." 

(p. 280). 

The representations of this miracle in Russian icons 

can be roughly divided into three groups. The largest re-

peats the composition known from the Sinai icon (2, 7, 8, 

11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 22, 28, 31, 32, 42, 43, 50, 52, 55, 61). 

The second presents Nicholas as an observer, usually with one 

hand in blessing and the other holding a Gospel book. The 

chopping is performed by a man, whose figure closely re-
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sembles the executioners on the scenes of animal sacrifices 

( 1, 1 7 , 2 3 , 2 5 , 2 6, 2 9 , 3 5 , 4 0 , 4 6 , 51 , 6 5 , 7 6 , I I I) . The 

third depicts not only the saint and the tree, but also the 

villagers present at the scene of the miracle (3, 6, 16, 33, 

45, 82, III). 

The most interesting feature of the majority of Russian 

representations of this scene is the presence in the compo-

sition of a well (it does not appear only on icons Nos. 3, 

6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 22, and possibly 43). The well is some-

times rectangular (1, 2, 23) or round (11, 14, 31, 40), but 

most often hectagonal. The best theory as to why the well 

appeared in the scene of Nicholas felling the cypress, is 

that the Russian painters mixed in their works two miracles 

of the saint: the Plakoma miracle and the miracle with the 

well (cf. Myslivec, p. 72). This second miracle was des-

cribed in the Vita Nicolai Sionitae immediately after the 

Plakoma miracle. The story narrates that after the expulsion 

of the devil from the cypress, Nicholas was asked by the in-

habitants of another village to help them by exorcizing a 

devil from their well. "I pripado~a k rabu Boiiju, glagol-

jui~e ... 'Zele d'javol pakosti deet' nam. Imjaxu ubo 

staryj isto~nik, izide ~ena po~erpsti vody i ne~istyj dux 

vver~e ju vo isto~nik, i u.mre. I bedno est' vsem nam i sko-

tom na~im, vzmuti bo sja voda ot togo ~asa i byst' kalna, i 

strax ny oder~it'. I niktote ne pristupaet ko isto~niku 
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tomu, i umiraem s skotom svoim. ' 11 (Leonid, ti tie, p. 37) . 

Nicholas came, blessed the well and expelled the demon. I 

believe that the reason for linking these two miracles in 

one composition was the closeness of the stories in the 

Vita and the similarity of the subject -- exorcism of de-

vils. Through the addition of one detail (the well} to the 

old compositional scheme, the artists were able to illus-

trate not one, but two miracles in one scene. Character-

istically, in the inscriptions they emphasized either the 

Plakoma miracle (1, 3, 6, etc.) or the well miracle (17, 

6 6) . 

Equally hard to explain is the presence in some Russian 

icons of the figure of the man with the axe. 21 One possibi-

lity is that the figure refers to that fragment of the text 

in which the villagers tell Nicholas about the man who tried 

to cut down the tree and was killed by the devil. In that 

case the scene would show two events distant in time. How-

ever, another hypothesis may be put forth. Perhaps the de-

cline of the contraposto, mentioned by Sevcenko, ultimately 

led to the introduction of the helper of Nicholas into the 

standard composition. The man would carry the physical ef-

fort, while the saint would be an observer, giving his 

blessings to the holy endeavor. 

After the emergence of this representation the painters 

had three compositional variants of the Plakoma miracle to 
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choose from, depending on their individual tastes and pre-

ferences. As can be seen, these three variants developed 

simultaneously and remained known through the centuries. 

The Russian compositions in which the villagers are 

present are probably based on similar Byzantine composi-

tions (see ~ev~enko, pp. 273-5: frescoes at Megara and 

Bojana). The number of the observers varies from one, on 

the icon from Ozerevo (6) (ill. 40), to a large crowd on 

icons Nos. 45 and 82. Two villagers are depicted on the 

Ljuboni icon (3) (ill. 41), two or three on the icon from 

the Repnikov collection (16) (ill. 42), and three on the 

icon from the National Gallery in Oslo (33). On icon No. 

III, the observer is a cleric (deacon) with a Gospel book 

(ill. 43). 

Only in a few istances the composition is reversed, 

showing Nicholas at the right; not left (32, 82, III). The 

reversal of the composition, however, never reflects the re-

striction of the space at the artists' disposal, as has been 

the case with some Byzantine works (see ~ev~enko, p. 279), 

but rather is the painters' fancy. 

Several more interesting details of the Russian compo-

sitions should be mentioned. On icon No. 52 Nicholas holds 

a sword instead of an axe (maybe under the influence of the 

Praxis de stratelatis scenes). In many icons Nicholas, or 

the man who cuts the tree, swings his axe at the well, not 
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at the tree which is shown in the background (17, 21, 28, 

29, 31, 35, 40, 42, 45, 50, etc.) (ill. 44). On icons Nos. 

46 and 82 there is no tree at all. In some icons the tree 

grows out from the well (ill. 45-7). The devils may be 

depicted escaping from the tree, from the well, or from 

both at the same time. Their number ranges from one to 

five or six. On several icons I could not distinguish any 

devils. The devils are usually schematically represented 

as black winged sprites with arms, legs and short tails. 

The scene almost always shows the icon hillocks in the 

background. Only on a few icons (_7, 8, 16, 22, and 23) are 

there no hillocks behind the saint and the tree. The last 

of those icons, from Radru~, gives an exceptionally interest-

ing representation of the Plakoma miracle. Nicholas stands 

at the left, in front of a small building. In the middle 

is a well, resembling a box, and behind it a tree with a 

devil running away from its branches. At the right is a man 

holding an axe not on the side, as in the majority of the 

compositions, but in front of him (compare with No. 76). 

This representation is not only unique because it is the 

only one to show a building behind the saint, and a rare 

pose of the man with the axe, but mainly because it is the 

only Carpathian icon known to me which includes the scene 

of the felling of the cypress. The other icons from that 

region, apparently due to the limited number of scenes they 
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contain, do not depict the miracle. A similar elimination 

can be seen in icons of Nicholas Velikoreckij and Babaev-

skij. 

8. Nicholas Charms a Dragon. 

Inscription illegible. 

The representation of this deed of St. Nicholas ap-

pears only on the icon from the Ugre~skij Monastery (12). 

At the left, in front of a tall building, we see a figure 

of an observer. In the middle is St. Nicholas with his 

hand extended in blessing, and at the right, on the ground, 

a dragon with wings and a snake-like body. 

Among the texts devoted to the saint only redaction B 

of the Synaxarion includes a fragment in which the dragon 

is mentioned: "Zmija umertvi, ugnezdiv~asja pod nekym' sel-

om, pakosti deju~da ... " (VM~D6, p. 2). In Chapter II it 

was indicated that this fragment was probably based on the 

Vita Nicolai Sionitae and the miracle of expelling a devil 

from the well, but under the influence of folklore the devil 

was changed into a dragon. This hypothesis should be ac-

cepted, especially when one compares the fragment from the 

Synaxarion with the following fragment from the Vita: "zelo 

d'javol pakosti deet' narn" (Leonid, ~itie, p. 37). The au-

thor of the icon used the text of the Synaxarion, thus en-

riching the cycle with an unique representation. 
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The iconography of this scene may be based on icons 

depicting St. George and the Dragon or St. Theodore and 
22 the Dragon, although in our scene Nicholas is not riding 

a horse, nor is he actively engaged in a combat with the 

creature. 

9. Nicholas Draws Water from the Mountain. 23 

Inscription illegible. 

This unusual representation also appears on the icon 

from the Ugresskij Monastery (12) . It precedes the scene of 

the charming of the dragon, and apparently also illustrates 

the text of redaction B of the Synaxarion. In this text we 

read that Nicholas "vodu ot zemlja molitvoju vozvede .. 
.., 

(VMCD6, p. 2). This short fragment is doubtlessly based on 

the story from the Vi ta Nicolai s•ioni tae, which describes 

how Nicholas found water hidden in the mountain called 

Caesar: "I potom glagola~a rabu Bo1iju klirici: 

est' u nas v gore Kesarii voda utaena. I II 

'Gospodi, 

Nicholas 

prays to God for a revelation and goes to the mountain. 

II 

There, at the place, 11 vzem motyku, otkopa male, i dast' rnoty-

ku edinomu ot klirik. 

v tj ~as vskype voda. 

I kopale polutora lokti vglub', i 

" (Leonid, 1itie, pp. 39-40). 

The scene shows on the right side a monk, dressed in a 

brown cassock, standing in front of a church. At the left 

is a mountain with a river flowing down a slope. The figure 
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of the monk may be identified as Nicholas, praying to God, 

and the river at the left as the "hidden treasure of water" 

(skrovenoe skrovii~e vody 
v 

Leonid, Zitie, p. 40). 

The analysis of the last two scenes allows one to 

assume that they were based on the text of the Synaxarion, 

but the painter also knew the Vita Nicolai Sionitae which 

supplied him with additional details (the mountain, the 

k • G ~) f h • • 24 rnon praying to oa or t e composition. 

The iconography of the unique scene most probably 

comes from the representation of the Miracle of Archangel 

Michael at Chone. By changing the course of the river, the 

Archangel saved the pious monk Archippus when the devil 

wanted to sweep away his hut. The icons usually show the 

hut at the right, with Archippus in front of it. In the 

middle is the river, and at the left the Archangel. It 

would be sufficient to remove the Archangel and to change 

slightly the shape of the river to achieve the compositional 

formula which was employed in the Ugretskij Monastery icon. 25 

10. Nicholas Celebrates Mass. 

Inscriptions: Slutba svjatago Nikoly ('3) : 
Svjatyj Nikolaj slula~e Bo~estvennuju 

liturgiju.26 

In hagiographical icons of St. Nicholas the representa-

tion of the saint celebrating mass was very rare. It ap-

peared in only two Byzantine icons from Sinai: in a 12th-
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13th century work and its 15th-century copy. In Russian 

icon painting only the icon from Ljuboni (3) adheres to this 

old compositional scheme. At the right there is an altar 

with a chalice and a Gospel book on it. Above the altar a 

ciborium supported by four columns can be seen. At the left 

Nicholas, in his bishop's robes, stands in front of the al-

tar, holding a scroll. Behind the saint we see a deacon 

(ill. 48). 

The iconographical formula used in this scene may go 

back to the scenes of the consecration of Nicholas, in which 

an altar, a ciborium, and a deacon are depicted. Much more 

difficult to find are the textual sources of this represent-

ation. Since no text devoted to the saint mentions the 

event, one can speculate that its first illustrator had 

reasoned that Nicholas, like all other bishops, must have 

celebrated mass and this celebration should be depicted for 

the greater glory of the saint. 

The presence of the scene on an icon from the Novgorod 

region, and the closeness of this icon to the Byzantine work 

from Sinai, may serve as an interesting example of the cul-

tural relations between Russia and Byzantium in the 13th-

14th century. 

In the 16th century the composition of this scene in 

Russian icons notably changed. In the new version of the 

composition (icon No. 40) Nicholas, with a Gospel book in 
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his hands, stands near the altar, while the deacon and the 

ciborium are eliminated and the background of the scene is 

occupied by a church. Before this new rendition of the 

event can be dissussed, we have to analyze the following 

scene: 

11. Nicholas Builds the Church of St. Simeon. 

Inscriptions: Nikola sozda xram svjatago Simeona 
(38, 63). 

Suprisingly, the composition of this scene is exactly 

the same as the composition of the second variant of the 

scene presenting the celebration of mass by Nicholas. Only 

the inscriptions on both representations allow one to deter-

mine which subject is actually illustrated. It is worth 

noting that these representations appeared at the same time 
27 in the 16th century (38, 40, 49, 63, 64, 73 ) . 

It was mentioned before that there is no text which 

describes the celebration of mass by the saint. The search 

for the literary sources of the scene of the building of the 

church reveals a fragment of the Vita Nicolai Sionitae in 

which construction activities are described. According to 

the Old Russian text: "Videv ze prepodobnyj Nikola podvig i 

tscanie detisca i molenie, posla k prepodobnomu i blazennomu 

arxiepiskopu nasernu Nikole naznamenati v Fareii molitvennyj 

xram. Obescav ze prezderecennyj, vdasja, naznarrenaet' na tam neste 

rrolitvennyj xrarn, egoze xoscet naresci prepodobnyj arximandrit Nikola. 
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Prited na mesto, nare~e v sozdanie slavnyj svjatyj Sion, i 

naznamena pre~de oltar'." 
., 

(.VMCD6, p. 12). A careful reader 

will notice that this fragment tells about the building of 

the church of the Holy Sien, not St. Simeon, and that it is 

not St. Nicholas (at that time just a boy -- detisc'e) who 

blesses the altar and builds the church, but some archbi-

shop Nicholas. The multitude of Nicholases in the Vita 

Nicolai Sionitae, and "an indiscriminate use of the third 

person pronoun (or adjective)" 28 in Greek, and subsequently 

in Russian, texts of the vita, confused many scholars. 29 

It is obvious that the medieval reader of the Vita had ex-

actly the same difficulty in distinguishing the saint who 

erected the church. More difficult to explain is the way 

in which the church of the Holy Sion became the church of 

St. Simeon. I believe that originally there existed an icon 

with an inscription which read "Nikola sozda xram svjatago 

Siona." When this icon was later copied, the copyist thought 

that the word "Siona" was an abbreviation of the name "Sime-

ona", and he added two missing letters. Of course he did not 

link this representation to the appropriate fragment of the 

Vita Nicolai Sionitae, but mechanically reproduced the scene. 

It is significant that the name Simeon (Simon, Semen, Semien) 

was much more familiar for the Russians than the name Sien; 

hence the change seems quite natural. 
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Since a mass was part of·every founding and consecrat-

ing of a church, the scenes of Nicholas celebrating mass and 

building the church of St. Simeon in the 16th century must 

have been considered illustrations of the same event, hence 

the similarity of the composition. Characteristically, the 

scene(s) appeared most often on icons of Nicholas Velikorec-

kij and Babaevskij (ill. 49), possibly as an allusion to the 

fact that on the spots where these icons had been found 

churches in honor of St. Nicholas were built, or on icons 

with unusually extensive selection of the border scenes, 

·like icon No. 40. 

The iconography of this representation derives most 

probably from the compositional formulae used in the scenes 

of Nicholas' consecration, especially from the 15th and 16th-

century variants which often depict a church in the back-

ground. 

12. Sea Miracles. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola ide v korabli postav-
len ( 1, 10) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavlja / ... / 
korab / ... / na more ot p 
I .. . I (3); 

Svjatyj Nikola izba / . / na more 
( 6) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi korabl' ot poto-
pa (8, 17, 35); 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavljae / ... / i 
korab o potopa (15); 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi korabl' (21); 
Svjatyj Nikola izbavi korabl' na more 

ot potopa (34); 
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potoplenija (51); 
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Svjatyj Nikola izbavi korabl' so dna 
morja (.62) . 

Among the stories describing St. Nicholas' protection 

of sailors and sea-travelers two, the so-called Jerusalem 

Journey and Praxis de nautis, were most often illustrated. 30 

The Jerusalem Journey, a story which narrated the 

saint's travel to the Holy Land, appeared first in the• Vita 

Nicolai Sionitae and later was slightly reworked an incorp-

orated into the Vita per Metaphrasten. 

According to both texts the storm which caught the ship 

at sea was a result of the devil's plotting. "Se az videx 

dijavola obiduM~ago korabl' i xotja~~ago blazniti ot pravago 

puti. Tako bo pride k korablju imea no~' obojudu ostr, jako 

obrezati vsja uia rabotajuM~aja korablju i vvesti ny v glubi-

ny utr', da pot.:,ibnem . . .. " (Vi ta Nicolai Sioni tae: Leonid, 

ritie, p. 43. Vita per Metaprasten is much more concise: 

"Samogo bo, reMe, videx lukavago, vlezMa v korabl', is ~elo-

veky v glubine pogruzi ti.": VH~D6, p. 139) . 

Redaction B of the Synaxarion gives an even more expres-

sive description: "Idyj te v Ierusalim, i diavol xotja sot-

voriti pakost', vozdvile burju v mori i napolni korabl' vody, 

i ule xotjale razdrati vetrilo, svjatyj ~e Nikola molitvoju 

more ukroti i diavola otgna, i korabl' sux stvori." 
V (VMCD6, p. 2) . 
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~ev~enko noted that the "crucial element" which en-

ables one to determine that the illustrated event is the 

Jerusalem Journey, not Praxis de nautis, is the presence of 

devils in the composition (p. 290). When the devils are 

missing, the scene may as well represent the Praxis, how-

ever, the Jerusalem Journey scene is much more popular in 

Byzantine painting (p. 300). 

In Russian icons these sea miracles are very common, 

but the scholar has the same difficulties in identifying 

them as he does in Byzantine works. There are two more im-

portant factors helpful in determining which event is repre-

sented, not mentioned by Sevcenko. The first is the place-

ment of the scene on the icon. When it is positioned in 

the beginning of the cycle, immediately after the scenes of 

consecrations (in some instances it is then entitled "Nikola 

ide v korabli postavlen"), it belongs to early miracles and 
31 must represent the Jerusalem Journey. When it is placed 

at the end or in the middle of the cycle, it probably repre-

sents Praxis de nautis. The second factor, closely related 

to the first, is the presence in some icons of two or more 

scenes depicting sea miracles. In those cases (29, 80, 82) 

the earliest one should be identified as the Jerusalem Jour-

A close investigation of the sea miracle scenes led 

~ev~enko to the following observations: their iconography 
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depends on the representation of Christ stilling the waves 

on Lake Tiberias (p. 292); the shape of the vessel carrying 

the saint and the mariners has "little to do with actual 

development in seacraft" and depends rather on "how pre-

cisely the artist has rendered one basic ship form" (pp. 

292-293); the ship is seldom shown in any visible danger 

(p. 294); Nicholas is "usually shown sitting in the stern, 

facing the group of sailors" (p. 296); and finally, "in the 

early works the scene takes place on the open sea with no 

trace of land", but in the 14th century a rocky shoreline 

is added on three or even four sides of the composition (p. 

297) . 

On researched Russian icons the scenes with devils com-

prised only about one fourth of all sea miracle scenes, and 

appeared more often in the early works (1?, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 

13, 15, etc.). Especially amusing is the representation on 

icon No. 15, where the devils hang on the yand of the sail 

with their heads down, like three bats (ill. 50). Such a 

large number of devils appears also on icons Nos. 2 and 6, 

while in other icons there are only one or two winged sprites. 

Devils may appear not only in the rigging of the ship, but 

under it (27, 68, 75). 

The shape of the sail varies from triangular, with a 

yard at the top (3, 6, 11, 28, 31, 42) or the bottom (18, 

9), and rectangular (8, 17, 22, 35, 40, 41, 56), to an x-
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shaped (25, 32) or conical (60). Only a few scenes present 

more than one sail (25, -29 -- Praxis de nautis, 32, 50), 

while -some do not show the sail at all (2, 13, 20, 21, 27, 

29 Jerusalem Journey, 61, 65, 73). 

Oars are rarely depicted. When they appear they can-

not be considered steering oars, used for directing the 

ship, but rather resemble oars used in small rowboats. On-

ly on icon No. 29 in both scenes, attached to the stern of 

the ship, one can see an object which possibly represents 

a large steering oar (ill. 51). On other icons it is either 

Nicholas who holds one (49, 56, 73) or two oars (32), or a 

sailor (8). Icon No. 14 shows two sailors and each of them 

has a short black oar. 

The shape of the ship usually resembles a rowboat, and 

it is possible that in Russia rowboats were used as models 

for this representation. Only on later icons {80, 82) the 

ship is a real sea-sailing vessel. Occasionally the stern 

of the ship is raised (17, 25, 29, 33, 35, 40 1 65), and in 

two instances (2, 11) the bow is decorated with a carving of 

a horse's head (ill. 52) . 32 

In the earliest icons the saint is most often depicted 

in the middle of the ship (1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 11, 13, 14, 23). 

From the 15th century on he may sit either in the stern (17, 

18, 19, 25, 27, 29, 35 etc.) or in the bow (20, 21, 26, 28, 

31, 33, 42 etc.) and only ~arely in the middle (61). On 
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icon No. 15 Nicholas stands outside the ship, relatively 

large in comparison with the ship and the sailors. 33 

Similar to Byzantine works, in Russian icons the ship 

does not appear to be in immediate danger. The painters 

indicate the storm by showing the waves in the form of white 

coils. The sailors rarely show any fear; sometimes they 

crouch inside the ship (20, 49, 73), but they do not attend 

to the ropes or try to avert the danger by praying for de-

liverance. On icon No. 6 only the broken mast and the devils 

tampering with the ropes indicate the peril (ill. 53). 

Finally, the early icons show the scenes as taking 

place either on the open sea (1, 3, 6, 11, 14, 15) or framed 

by a -shoreline on two sides (2, 13). Later, the shoreline 

encircles the whole composition, changing the sea into a 

lake. Especially expressive are such representations on 

icons Nos. 19, 23, 26, 28, 29, 31, 35, 40, 42, 51, 60, 75, 

and IV (ill. 54) . In the 16th century open sea scenes appear 

again (32, 41, 55, 56, 61). 

In conclusion, it should be said that Russian icons, 

compared with Byzantine works, present simplified composi-

tions depicting sea miracles. The figures of the sailors, 

for instance, are almost never individualized; they form a 

cluster of bodies with only two or three faces shown. The 

details of the ship's rigging are also simplified or omit-

ted. 
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Only two late icons (80, 82) give numerous and detailed 

compositions devoted to sea miracles. On the icon painted 

by Simon Spiridonov Xolmogorec (80), there are three sea-

miracle scenes. The first one, preceding the scene of con-

secration of Nicholas as a bishop, is undoubtedly the Jeru-

salem Journey. The saint sits in the stern of a large ship, 

with three sails and a flag above the stern. The second 

scene shows in the right upper corner a ship with folded 

sails. Nicholas bends over a man who is sleeping on the deck 

of the ship. In the foreground, slightly to the right, the 

ship is depicted again, this time with a large sail. The 

ship is moving to the left, as the positions of the sail 

and two or three flags indicate. There are many sailors a-

.board; two of them point with their hands towards a city 

which is at the far left. In the middle of the left side 

the ship is shown for the third time, after its arrival in 

the city's port. A group of citizens meets the sailors in 

the harbor. A close analysis of this scene reveals that 

Xolmogorec depicted here neither the Jerusalem Journey, as 

some scholars believed, 34 nor Praxis de nautis. The scene 

represents another sea miracle of Nicholas, the so-called 

grainship miracle, or Thauma de navibus frumentariis in 

rnari. According to the text of the story, when Myra once 

suffered from great famine, Nicholas appeared in a dream to 

the captain of a ship carrying grain, gave the captain three 
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gold pieces, and asked him to deliver the grain at Myra. 

When the captain awoke and found the gold, he went to Myra 

and sold all his grain with a large profit (Metaphrastes; see 
v 

VMCD6, p. 147) . Thus the top fragment of the scene shows the 

appearance of the saint to the captain, the foreground depicts 

the sailing to Myra, and the left side presents the arrival of 

the ship with its precious cargo in the famine-stricken city. 

This composition is unique in Russian painting. Apparently 

the miracle began to be represented only in the 17th century, 

but no rendering achieved the complexity and detailing of Si-

mon's picture. 

The third scene on Xolmogorec's icon depicts the Praxis 

de nautis. Nicholas sits in the stern of a large one-sail 

ship. There are several sailors showing their fear by ex-

pressive gestures of their raised hands (ill. 55). The back-

ground of this scene, as well as of most of the other scenes 

on this icon, consists of elaborate architectural forms and 

almost realistically rendered landscapes. These architectur-

al details, baroque decorativeness and "realistic" landscapes 

are a trademark of Simon Xolmogorec and of the 17th-century 

Jaroslavian icon painting. 

Simon depicted in his icon several more sea miracles. 

Most of them can be identified and they will be discussed 

later, under appropriate headings. The last two representa-

tions, however, are difficult to identify. I treat one of 

them as an illustration of the Thauma de tribus Christianis 
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(see below), while the second may depict either the Thauma 

de Artemide (otherwise unknown in Russian icon painting) or 

some other rarely shown miracle. I cannot see all the neces-

sary details to make any other hypothesis in regard to this 

scene. 

Almost as difficult to identify are several sea miracle 

scenes on the icon from Palex (82). The first two do not 

present problems in identification, since they depict the 

Jerusalem Journey. In the first scene Nicholas sits in the 

stern of a large ship with three sails, and faces a group of 

sailors who sit in the bow, praying to the saint. In these-

cond, the composition is reversed, the ship sails in the op-

posite direction, with Nicholas still in the stern. However, 

there are some interesting new details. On the background of 

the top sail we can see a small figure holding to the mast. 

The same figure, dressed in a pink tunic, is represented a-

gain on the deck of the ship, kneeling in front of the saint. 

The sailors, who were seated in the first scene, now are 

standing and discuss something with great animation. An ex-

planation of this representation is found in the text narrat-

ing the events which took place during the saint's Jerusa-

lem Journey after the storm: "Ot burja ~e vetrenyja raz-

gvozdisja krest ot dreva, na nem~e jadro visit Na 

utrija ~e, videv unota kresta gore visja~ca na dreve, voz-

lez .. na drevo prigvozditi -kresta, i prigvozdi i. Vzrevnov-

av ~e dijavol, sverze unotju dolu, i pade na odr 
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. . . i le~aie otrok j ako mertv bez glasa . . . Blalennyj 

ie ·rab Bolij Nikola priblizisja k sveriennomu mertvecju i 

molisja o nem. i byst' mertvyj ~iv." 
.,, 

(Leonid, Zi tie, 

pp. 44-5, cf.: Metaphrastes, VM~D6, pp. 139-40). Thus, 

the small figure shown-on the mast, and later kneeling in 

front of the saint, is Ammonios, a young boy who tried to 

repair_ the cross damaged by the storm, and fell down. A 

similar scene saw Myslivec (see pp. 78-9) on the icon from 

the Pe~erskij monastery near Pskov. 

The third scene on the Palex icon depicts the grainship 

miracle. At the right, at sea, there is a ship with four 

large and two small sails. The ship has no crew, but a 

close scrutiny allows one to notice that it is filled with 

grain. At the left, ashore, the citizens of Myra await the 

arrival of the ship and express their gratitude for their 

deliverance from the famine (ill. 56). It is easy to see 

how s_irnple this scene is in comparison with the representa-

tion on icon No. 80. 

The fourth scene probably shows the Praxis de nautis. 

The composition is quite simple: on the sea a large ship 

with one large and one small sail, and with raised bow car-

ries Nicholas (in the stern) and a group of sailors. Since 

there are no details which would indicate otherwise, on the 

basis of the position of the scene in the cycle one may 

identify it as the Praxis de nautis. 
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The last two scenes present the same difficulty in 

finding their subjects as the last two scenes on icon No. 

80 did. The first one, similarly, may be consid~red a. re-

presentation of Thauma de tribus Christianis (see the dis-

cussion of the miracle below). The second one, however, 

cannot be identified. 

13. Church Doors Open Before Nicholas. 

Inscriptions illegible. 

This miracle of the saint is illustrated on only two 

icons (45, 82). 

On the icon from Borovi~i (45) the scene shows at the 

left a church erected on the top of a rocky mountain, and 

Nicholas kneeling near the door of the church. At the right 

side a larger church is depicted, and the saint lies pro-

strated in front of its doors. According to the Vita Nico-

lai Sionitae, when Nicholas went to Jerusalem, he "pomolisja 

na svjatej Golgofe i poklonisja. I togda pomolisja, doide 

ide~e letate ~estnoe i vzljublenoe drevo kresta, i voleju 

Bo~ieju otverzo~asja dveri cerkvi, i prijata raba Bo~ija 

·Nikolu ... " (Leonid, ti tie, p. 48). Paraphrasing t,his 

fragment, Metaphrastes says: "Ottudu ubo ot~ed, k Xristovu 

grobu i k ~estnej Golgofe abie priide ... I tako k Botes-

tvenomu drevu krestnomu no~~iju priide, i sami ubo tomu 

cerkovnyja otvr'zo~asja dveri ... " (VMCD6, p. 140). Thus, 
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our scene apparently shows at the left Nicholas praying at 

the Golgotha mountain, and at the right the saint bowing in 

awe in front of the opened doors of the church of the Holy 

Cross. 35 

On the Palex icon (82) the scene is placed after the 

scene of saving Ammonias and before the scene of consecra-

tion of Nicholas as a bishop. In the left upper corner, 

Nicholas, dressed in a brown cassock of a monk and a black 

cowl, prays in front of the church doors. In the foreground 

and at the right we see the saint again, exorcizing a group 

of five people. Some of the people are possessed: their 

strange gestures indicate that they are not observers, but 

people in need of Nicholas' help. 

This representation probably connects the miracle of 

the door with the scene of healings. According to Meta-

phrastes, these healings were performed by the saint after 

his sea voyage, on the way to Jerusalem: "I jako¥e prista~a 

na zemli, i mnogaja Gospod' s Nikoloju stvori iscelenia: 

slepiii ubo vskore dragyj svet vide~a, i ini, zle stra1u~~ei, 

ot odr~ai~ix ja zl razre~axusja ... " (VM~D6, p. 140). 

The iconographical sources of these two scenes are un-

clear. The sick and the possessed come from scenes of heal-

ing demoniacs, but the figure of Nicholas praying in front 

of a church is a skillful coinage of two common motifs: a 

kneeling man and a church. 
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14. The Miracle with a Stone. 

Inscription illegible. 
bratiju ( . 

. .. / Nikoly / 
/ kameni / . 

. I 
/) 

In the Vita Nicolai Sionitae we read that when Nich-

olas went to Palestine, he asked Arthemas, one of the 

brothers in the monastery, to halt the construction 

activities at the site. Arthernas did not listen to the 

saint, and after the/latter left, he gathered 75 workers 

and tried to remove a large stone which obstructed the 

progress of the building process. "I tru~a~esja ves' 

den' o edinom kameni, i ne mogola oprovaliti ego, da 

sbudetsja slovo raba Bo~ija Nikoly, jako ~e re~e emu, 

~emu bez nego ne oprover~esja kamen' ni edin. I po 

proiestvii (sic) raba Bo~ija Nikoly ot svjatyx mest, i 

prizva 12 muza, i led oprovali kamen' ... " (Leonid, 
v Zitie, p. 51). 

What enables us to attribute one of the scenes on 

the icon from Borovi~i (45) as the illustration of this 

miracle of St. Nicholas are the remnants of the inscription, 

especially the word "karneni". The composition of the scene 

is symmetrical: at the left we see Arthemas 36 who directs 

the work of a large group of diggers with shovels and pick-

axes~ At the right it is Nicholas who directs the work, 

but the group of diggers is much smaller and the work 
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done seems more impressive. Instead of depicting a stone, 

the artist preferred to show the amount of digging ac-

complished by each group (ill. 57). 

The source of the iconography of the diggers may be 

sought in the representations of the combat of two armies 

on miniatures and icons (notice the similarity in the im-

pression given by the spikes, spears and pickaxes pointing 

upwards and in treatment of the group as a cluster of 

bodies with only front row of heads depicted with some de-

tail and the rest indicated as simple semispheres) , 37 but 

it was adapted specifically for the illustration of this 

miracle of Nicholas. 

15. Nicholas Multiplies Bread and Wine. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola kormite bratiju (6). 

The above inscription comes from the icon from Ozer-

evo and is placed in a scene illustrating an event des-

cribed in the Vita Nicolai Sibnitae under a title "O vine, 

ego le blagoslovi i umnoti." (Leonid, titie, pp. 40-1). 

According to the text, one day the clerics felt happy and 

wanted to celebrate. They requested wine from the saint, 

but, to their disappointment, Nicholas allocated just a 

little cup of wine for the occassion. When the clerics 

complained, the saint not only miraculously filled three 

pitchers with the amount allocated, but also made sure that 
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everyone had as much wine as needed. The clerics wondered 

at the miracle and decided never to doubt the saint's powers 

again. 

The icon presents three clerics sitting behind a table 

on which there are several plates and three tall pitchers. 

Nicholas stands at the right and holds a leather skin bot-

tle with wine (ill. 58). 

On the icon from Borovi~i (45) the painter depicted 

another miracle of multiplication, also related in the 

Vita Nicolai Sionitae ("O umnoienii xlebnyx ukrux"). Once, 

says the vita, more than 80 workers were employed at the 

monastery. When the time came to feed them, it was dis-

covered that there was only one loaf of bread. Then Nich-

olas took the bread and distributed it to all the workers. 

The saint "vzem blagoslovi, i prelom', i polo~i pred 

narodom, i vsern nasytiv~irnsja, i izbytsJa ot edinago xleba 

ukruxov 3 bljuda. 11 (Leonid, ~itie, p. 56) . 38 

The scene shows at the left a long table with a large 

number of men sitting along it on benches. The men are 

dressed in simple tunics, not in monk's cassocks, which 

proves that they are the workers mentioned in the text. 

Most of the men are eating (note the characteristic posi-

tion of their hands near their mouths) while the figure at 

the right receives food from Nicholas who sits on a throne 

in front of the monastery building (ill. 59). 
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For the iconography of these scenes one should look at 

the representations of the Marriage at Cana and the Last 

Supper. The scene on icon No. 6 may be based on the illu-

strations of the Thauma de Basilio (to be discussed later). 

16. Nicholas has a Vision of the Church of the Virgin. 

Inscription illegible. 

Another rarely illustrated scene can be found on the 

icon from the Pe~erskij Monastery (V). It is based on the 

text from the Vita Nicolai Sionitae, according to which 

Nicholas had a vision of the Virgin showing him the future 

church he was to build for her: "I po postavlenii ego po 

trex letex, javisja emu M • V ati Boga nasego Iisusa Xrista, 

ka1ju~~i emu mesto i meru koliku sotvoriti emu cerkov' svja-

tyja Bogorodica." (Leonid, z•itie, p. 68). 

The composition employs the formula of a vision or a 

dream: at the right Nicholas lies on bed, while the Virgin 

stands above him behind the bed and points toward a building 

at the left. This building should be identified as the fu-

ture church which the saint will erect in the Virgin's 

honor. 

17. Nicholas Gives a Child to a Childlesa Couple. 

Inscription illegible. 
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In the Vita Nicolai Sionitae there are two short stor-

ies which describe in almost exactly the same way how Nich-

olas was visited by a childless couple, how he blessed them 

and predicted the birth of their son, and how a year later 

he baptized the child. These miracles are entitled "Jako 

molitvoju neplodnym plod darova" and "O ~ene neplodnej i 

nera~aju~~ej let 30, ej ~e molitvoju plod darova, syna, ego 

ie kresti" (Leonid, 1itie, pp. 52 and 72-3). 

The representation of one of these miracles (the only 

scene of this kind in Russian icon painting) appears on icon 

No. 45. 'l'he scene is divided into two sections. In the 

first, at the left, Nicholas stands in his monk's robes in 

front of the couple and blesses them. In the second section, 

at the right, the saint wears his bishop's vestments. He re-

ceives the child from the father and is about to baptize it 

in a baptistery which separates him from the father. Two 

deacons stand behind Nicholas. In the background are build-

ings: in the first part of the scene a building which re-

presents the monastery complex, and in the second a large 

church and a bellfry with two bells. 

This representation must have been based on the scenes 

depicting the baptism of St. Nicholas. 

18. The Appearance of Archangel Michael to Nicholas. 

Inscriptions illegible. 
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The literary source of this scene is a fragment from 

the Vita Nicolai Sionitae which narrates how the Archangel 

appeared to Nicholas with three sickles and a warning that 

"prispe vremja tatve po poveleniju Gospoda Boga, i posla 

mja k tobe dati orutie fatve." (Leonid, litie, p. 57). 

When the saint did not understand the vision and did not 

know who appeared to him, the Archangel came back "vo obraze 

voina" and explained that he is Michael, Nicholas' eternal 

servant, and that in forty days there would, be a terrible 

plague in Myra and Lycia. 

The representation of this event on the icon from Boro-

vi~i (45) shows both appearances of Michael to Nicholas in 

one scene. On the right side of the picture the saint 

rests on his bed, and the winged Archangel towers behind 

the bed on his white horse. On the left side of the compo-

sition Nicholas, dressed in a cassock and a cowl, listens 

to the Archangel who stands in front of him, dressed as a 

soldier. 

On the icon from Meletovo (22) the scene of the ap-

pearance is rendered in a different, simpler way. At the 

left Nicholas, as a bishop, with his Gospel book, stands 

facing the Archangel, who also stands in a hieratic pose. 

When one takes under consideration the position of this 

scene in the icon (it precedes the scene of Nicholas' death), 

one may assume that it was based on a fragment from the 
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Periodoi Nikolaou which told about the appearance of angels 

(Michael among them) to Nicholas just before his death: "I 

kak pervyj Mixail arxangel pokaza emu pe~at' stratnago i 

presvjatago Botestva, uvidev te svjatyj Nikolae pe~at' 

Bo~estva, i na~al molitisja ... 

The iconographical sources of both representations are 

complex. The icon from Borovi~i employs the vision-dream 

formula as a basis of the composition and enriches it by 

the addition of the Archangel on horseback. Similar por-

trayals of Michael can be seen on many Russian icons 40 a~d-

probably originated quite early. The icon from Meletovo 

uses another type of Michael's portrait, a standing figure, 

dressed as a warrior. This type of representation is even 

more common and older. 41 Finally, the positions of the re-

maining figures on both icons are traditional and may de-

rive from so many sources (mainly from other scenes depict-

ing the miracles of St. Nicholas) that the exact one cannot 

be pointed out. 

19. Nicholas Heals Demoniacs. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj 
I . . 

Nikola izba / ... / ne~ista 
. I (7); 

Svjatyj 
Svjatyj 

(34) ; 

Nikola izbavi besnago (17); 
Nikola otgna besa ot ~eloveka 

Svj a~yj Nikola 
muc ima ( 3 9 ) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola 
Svjatyj Nikola 

izbavi muia besem 

izbavi besna (?) (50); 
isceli besnago (51). 
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The scenes of expelling devils from demoniacs are quite 

common in Russian icons. Their iconography is based on the 

representations of Christ healing the sick and exorcising 

the possessed. A constant element of all the scenes is the 

figure of Nicholas, depicted in a characteristic pose, with 

the Gospel in his left hand and with the right hand raised 

in blessing. The position of the saint varies: he may be 

shown at the left or the right side of the composition. 

Usually he heals orte demoniac (ill. 60), but in a few in-

stances more than one figure is being exorcized (2, 11, 82). 

The demoniac may be accompanied by other figures, the people 

who bring him to the saint (12, 17, 26, 28, etc.). Very 

often a successful exorcism is indicated by a black devil 

flying away from the mouth of the sick man. 

Two distinctive variants of the composition appear in 

Russian icons. Icons which adhere to these variants differ 

only in details, otherwise remaining faithful to some corn~ 

rnon source. 

The first variant can be seen on icons Nos. 28, 31, 42, 

50 and 55. The event takes place on the background of a 

hilly landscape. Nicholas stands at the right, holding his 

Gospel and blessing. In front of the saint, at the left, a 

demoniac dressed only in a white loincloth and with his hand 

raised in an expressive gesture (the gesture may indicate 

his mental disorder) is being held from behind by a man who 
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wears a tunic and a cape. There are no devils escaping from 

the sick man's mouth. The same composition, but with build-

ings and walls instead of the landscape in the background, 

appears on icons Nos. 43 and 51. 

The second variant is represented on icons Nos. 17, 27, 

34, 54, 57, 60, 65 and 75. Nicholas, in his characteristic 

pose, stands at the left, blessing a figure which lies on a 

bed. A devil escapes from the patient. The demoniac is 

dressed in a loincloth, and his feet and hands are frequent-

ly tied up. The most interesting changes in this variant 

occur when the painters decide to add more figures to the 

scene. On icon No. 17 immediately behind the resting demon-

iac, almost as if lying on the bed, half figures of a man 

and a woman are depicted. They emerge from an opening in a 

large building in the background. This building, resembling 

a basilica, also reappears in most of the compositions of 

this variant (27, 54, 57, 65), together with another tall 

building or a column behind the saint. On icon No. 54 an 

opening in the large building accomodates only a bust of a 

man. On icon No. 57 the man stands outside, near the bed, 

and on icon No. 65 half outside, half inside the building, 

behind the bed. The figure of the man also appears in one 

icon from this variant (75) which shows in the background 

some different architectural forms: a large building with 

a shed roof (the man is seen through a window in the build-
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ing'.s wall) occupies more than a half of the background, and 

at the far left is a tall and narrow tower. The architect-

ural background is also different on icon No. 60 (two to-

wers linked by a wall). Icon No. 78 shows no architecture 

at all. 

Besides these two variants of the demoniac scene, 

united by common and reappearing elements, there are several 

representations which can be grouped together on the basis 

of the number of demoniacs or accompanying figures depicted. 

Particularly interesting are icons Nos. 2 and 11 which show 

three demoniacs. On the first icon, several men, dressed 

in tunics, stand together in a cluster, and only their heads 

indicate that there are three of them (ill. 61). In the 

second work, one man prostrates himself on the ground in 

front of the saint, and the other two stand behind with their 

hands in vivid gestures. The men are half-naked. In both 

scenes the devils run away from the exorcized people. On 

icon No. 2 the scene takes place in an architectural setting, 

and on icon No. 11 the background consists of characteristic 

hillocks. 

In only two instances the exorcized person is a woman. 

On icon No. 13 the identification is made on the basis of 

the headdress of the damaged figure, while on icon No. 23 we 

can clearly see the woman, sitting on a stool in front of a 

building with a gabled roof, holding her right hand to her 
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cheek. Nicholas approaches from the. left. Another archi-

tectural structure can be observed behind the saint. 

Icon No. 41 also shows an unusual rendering of the 

scene. At the left is Nicholas, with his hand raised in 

blessing. At the right there is a bed, but the demoniac has 

just risen, healed, and faces the saint. A large devil es-

capes from the bedding. In the background are decorative 

architectural forms. 

On icon No. 26 we see two men bringinga demoniac to the 

saint. They stand behind the sick man and hold him by his 

arms. One accompanying figure appears on icons Nos. 12, 

40 (it may be another demoniac), and No. I (the demoniac is 

shown in long white pants). 

The icon from Palex (82), besides the scene of the mir-

aculous opening of the church doors, in which the healing of 

many demoniacs was represented, shows another scene in which 

Nicholas heals one man. The saint is at the right, extend-

ing his hand towards a man who lies on the ground. The man 

is dressed in a rich tunic and cape. In the background are 

characteristic Palex pavilions and dynamic hillocks. 

The variations in composition of the scene of healing 

demoniacs have their roots not in the lack of a strict icon-

ographical formula (Christ's healings), but mainly in the 

absence of a particular text which would have served as a 

literary source of representations, and, to a certain extent, 
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restricted the variations. In the ·vita per Metaphrasten on-

ly a few healings are mentioned, and in rather general terms, 

without details. On the contrary, in the Vita Nicolai Sion-

itae there are at least eleven miracles of healing demoni-
42 acs and several stories of healing the sick. Finally, in 

the Periodoi Nikolaou we find two miracles of healing demon-

iacs, but also frequent mention of other miracles of heal-
. 43 ings. 

I think it would be an unjustified conjecture to try to 

argue that the representations which show a demoniac and two 

figures of a woman and a ~an behind him (like No. 17) illus-

trate some miracle in which a mother and a father are pre-

sent during the exorcism, or that the scenes showing a demon-

iac and one accompanying figure illustrate a miracle in which 

the sick person is brought to the saint by a guardian. What 

we see on the scenes is rather a "collective" image of all 

these miracles, represented by the painter in his individual 

rendition. He may choose to follow some example (this leads 

to the appearance of the variants with the common elements), 

but he may also be independent and create his own composi-

tion, based on other scenes in the cycle, on the illustra-

tions of exorcisms performed by other saints, and on his own 

ideas how such a miracle could have happened. 

20. Nicholas Charms a Devil. 
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Inscriptions illegible. 

Only one Russian icon, from the collection of Pavel 

Kerin (40), includes the illustration of this miracle of 

St. Nicholas, in two scenes. The story which is depicted 

can be found in the Periodoi Nikolaou. Nicholas set out 

from Antioch to Rome, and before leaving prayed to God to 

grant him a safe trip to the city. "I kak skon~al molitvu, 

i strel ego bes, vsjakim lixorn ispolnen, i o~i ego kak og-

neny, a zuby ego kak zveriny, a vlasy na glave ego kak vel'-

blui'i I re~e emu sv. Nikolae: 'Ty kto esi, gde 

ideMi?' I re~e emu bes: 'Az esm' angel sveta, idu u~iti 

ljudej vo pravdu.' I razgnevavsja sv. Nikolae, i em 

ego, i porinul pod noze svoi, i nata biti ego I sv. 

Nikolae, svjazav emu ruce i noze, znarneniem kresta nazna-

menoval zemlju, i razstupisja zernlja na 60 i 5 laktij, i 

vrinul ego tamo, i opjat' naznarnenoval krestorn zemlju, i 

sstupisja zemlja, kak prefe byla." (Klju~evskij, pp. 455-

6) • 

In the first scene, on the background of two mountains, 

at the left Nicholas stands with his Gospel book and looks 

at a strange creature (a devil) which stands at the right. 

The devil resembles an angel with large wings, but has a 

characteristic pointed hairy head and is completely black. 

Iconographically, this figure may derive from the represent-

ations of devils in other scenes of the Nicholas cycle, but 
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more probably from the compositions of the Last Judgement 

and the Apocalypse, in which the devils are much larger than 

in the Nicholas scenes. 44 

In the second scene, as far as can be distinguished on 

the reproduction, Nicholas appears again at the left, slight-

ly bent forward and pointing down or making a sign of a cross 

over a black crevice in the ground. I cannot see the devil 

there, but it is quite possible that the crevice itself is 

in reality the upper part of the devil's body. The gesture 

of the saint, the similarity of the background, and the 

placement of this scene immediately after the one showing 

the meeting of Nicholas with the black demon, allows us to 

identify the illustration as a continuation of the miracle 

of charming a devil. Such an identification is confirmed 

by the presence of a very similar illustration of the mir-

acle in the church of St. Nicholas at Popau~i in Rumania 

(first half of the 16th century). Myslivec published two 

inscriptions from that church; the first read "Stvorisja 

diavol' jako angel i javisja svjatomu", and the second "Sv-

jatyj zakloti diavola v zemlja (p. 77). In this connection 

a question comes to mind, how and in what direction the 

iconographic formula used for these two scenes was trans-

ferred from one country to the other. Unfortunately at 

this time the question must remain open. However, it is 

noteworthy that the Periodoi Nikolaou was known in the 16th 
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century not only in Russia, but in Rurnania, and possibly 

in other Slavic countries as well. 

21. Nicholas is Consecrated Deacon, Priest, and Bishop. 

Inscriptions: Svjatago Nikolu postav / ... / om 
( 1) ; 

I . .. I Nikolu stavjatr / ... / 
akonorn', Svjatago Nikolu stavjat' 
poporn', / ... /Ni/ ... / lu 
s I . . . I li to / . . . / ( 3) ; 

Svjatago./ ... / kolu stavjat' 
dejakonorne, Svatago Nikolu stavjate 
poporne (6); 

I . .. I stavjat' v d'jakony, / ... / 
stavjat' v popy, / ... / stavjat' v 
rnitropolity (8); 

Svjatago. Nikolu postavlja / ... / 
d'kon / ... /, Svjatago Ni/ .. / 
post/ ... / ju popom (15); 

Svjatago Nikolu stavjat' v arxidiakony 
(?), Svatago Nikolu stavjat' vo arxie-
piskopy (17); 

Svjatago Nikolu postavljat! epispukop 
(sic) (21); 

Postavlenie vo d'jakony svjatago Nikoly, 
Postavlenie svjatago Nikoly vo arxie-
poskopy (57).; 

., "' Following Myslivec (pp. 60-2) and Sevcenko (pp. 234-48), 

I will describe all three consecration scenes under one head-

ing. Both art historians proved that the iconography of 

these scenes "should be related not to the Nicholas texts, 

which provide use with no relevant information, but to the 

• " (YS " k 236) consecration liturgy. . . evcen o, p. • An analy-

sis of the consecration liturgy and of its rendering in By-

zantine painting revealed that "the artists had at their 

disposal a large number of notifs, all of which have their 
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source in the actual liturgical ceremony. When assembled 

correctly, these could produce a faithful rendering of the 

rite of consecration. But the artists were forever juggling 

the motifs, omitting some here and there, or using elements 

peculiar to one consecration in the context of another." 

(~ev~enko, p. 247). 

All of these representations (ill. 62-4) have in common 

a figure of Nicholas bowing {or kneeling) in front of a con-

secrating bishop. Nicholas is dressed in vestments appropri-

ate for the particular consecration. The composition also 

includes another participating cleric {usually a deacon), an 

altar between Nicholas and the bishop, and a ciborium above 

the group (ciborium and altar indicate that the event took 

place inside the church, in the sanctuary). 

~ev~enko demonstrated that among the Byzantine works 

those painted in Serbia and Macedonia were much more elabor-

ate and detailed than the works purely Byzantine in origin 

or dependent on metropolitan art. These details included 

additional attending clerics (deacons, priests, bishops, 

cantors), their expressive gestures, the varying position 

of the officiating bishop (he might have been seated on a 

throne), the change in the position of Nicholas, the en-

largement of the ciborium, etc. 

When we compare the Russian representations of the 

consecrations with the Byzantine ones, we can easily notice 
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that the former are much simpler and almost never include 

any interesting or unusual details. The most original are 

the early compositions and they deserve a short description. 

On the icon from Pavlovo (1) Nicholas is shown at the· 

bottom of the picture. A long staircase leads from his 

feet to two other figures depicted at the top of the compo-

sition. One of these figures can be easily identified as a 

bishop or even a metropolitan, but the second, clad in red, 

is certainly not an ecclesiastical figure. I believe that 

this is the Emperor Constantine, and that the scene is a 

continuation of another representation on this icon, the 

scene of the First Ecumenical Council. On both scenes the 

Emperor is depicted in his royal red robes, and with a crown 

on his head. The staircase is also present in both scenes. 

If one accepts this hypothesis, then the scene of the con-

secration illustrates a fragment from the Periodoi Nikolaou 

in which the saint, after hitting-Arius and being punished 

by the Council, is reinstated as a bishop due to the heaven-

ly intervention of Christ and the Virgin: "I kak toe veli-

koe ~judo uvidel car' i vsi svjati otci sbora togo, blago-

slovili ego i ne snjali s nego svjatitel'skago sana ego, i sa-

mi sja blagoslovili u nego ... I dlja togo ~juda predivnago 

milostiju Gospoda natego Iisusa Xrista i Preiistoj Ego 

Materi toie on opjat' stal svjatitel'." {Kljutevskij, p. 

457) . 
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The composition of this scene, as will be shmm later, 

was based on the preceding scene of the First Ecumenical 

Council. 

On the icon from Bol'~ie Soli (2) there are two scenes 

of the consecration of Nicholas, into a deacon and into a 

priest. In both scenes only three persons participate in 

the ceremony {a deacon, Nicholas, and a bishop). The dea-

con is all but squeezed out of the composition by the figure 

of Nicholas {only the deacon's head is visible behind the 

saint's back). A very interesting feature of these two 

scenes is that the painter depicteq them on a dark background 

which was supposed to convey the interior of a church, but 

this background resembles more a cave than an interior of a 

building. It is interesting that a very similar rendition 

can be seen on icons Nos. 11 and 12, there, however, the im-

pression that the interior is a cave has been diminished by 

the representation of church domes at the top of each scene. 

On the icon from Kievec (4), the officiating bishop is 

shown standing {in the deacon scene) or sitting {in the 

priest and bishop scenes) on a stepped podium. The number 

of steps increases in each scene from two to four, and may 

indicate, as in Byzantine art, a rank of the bishop: four 

steps {in our icon two} for a bishop, six (three) for an 

archbishop, and eight {four) for a metropolitan. However, 

the steps are depicted also in scenes of Schooling, Trans-
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lation of the saint's relics, and Appearance of Nicholas to 

Constantine. It is possible that the painter was fond of 

this detail (he may have borrowed it from some Byzantine 

work) and used it whenever possible without realizing its 

meaning. The sitting bishop is also a rare iconographical 

formula (it comes sometimes with the stepped podium). In 

our icons it can be found on icons Nos. 8 {in the deacon 

and priest scenes) 1 50 (in the bishop scene), and 82 {in the 

priest and bishop scenes). 

The rank of the attending church officials was appar-

ently not very important {with the sole exception of the 

bishop who always led the ceremony). On Russian icons one 

can see not only additional deacons and priests, but also 

bishops and monks (43, 48, 50). On icon No. 33 in the bi-

shop scene on the right side of the picture, just behind the 

officiating bishop, the painter depicted several young boys 

{subdeacons or altar boys) dressed in white tunics. A sim-

ilar representation of one boy is found on icon No. 55. 

Probably the most common distinguishing element of Rus-

sian scenes of the consecration of Nicholas is an open 

scroll which is being held by a deacon and a bishop above 

the saint's head {cf.: Myslivec, pp. 61-2). The scroll is 

present in a great majority of the scenes of consecration 

(.ill. 65). 
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The altar and the ciborium are sometimes omitted, ex-

actly like in Byzantine works, and the bishop who conse-

crates Nicholas is often depicted with a halo. 

On the icon from Boroviti (45) the scene of the con-

secration of the saint into a bishop (shown in accordance 

with the standard consecration formula, but with a greater 

number of participants) is preceded by another, unusual 

one. This unusual scene, which can be entitled Nicholas has 

a Vision of the Holy Spirit, shows the event which led to 

the ordination of Nicholas. At the left Nicholas sleeps in 

a bed. In the middle of the scene, in the air, we see an 

altar, and nearby, between the bed and the altar, an angel 

reaching or pointing to the altar. At the right a group of 

bishops raises their hands in a gesture of prayer. Thee-

vent is presented on the background of a church. Josef Mys-

livec, who had analyzed this scene (pp. 62-3) demonstrated 

that the representation of Nicholas, the angel, and the 

altar was based on the text of the Vita Nicolai Sionitae. 

According to this work, "Nikole Dux Svjatyj javisja vo sne, 

ka~a emu presto! slvnyj, obraz iereesk, velja emu sesti na 

prestol, ka1a emu prestol slavy." (VM~D6, p. 44, cf.: Leo-

nid, ii tie, p. 67). In the Greek text Nicholas had a vision 

in which the Holy Spirit showed him a bishop's ·throne and 

ceremonial vestments. The Russian translator rendered the 

word "throne" with the word "prestol" which in Old Russian 
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meant also an altar. Thus the painter depicted in the air 

an altar, not a throne. According to Myslivec, the right 

side of the composition, the group of bishops, could have 

been included into the picture under the influence of the 

description of the miraculous election of Nicholas by the 

clerics in Myra, known from the Vita per Metaphrasten (p. 

63). However, it is also possible that this group of bi-

shops was added for purely compositional reasons or in order 

to make the representation more solemn and authoritative. 

The Metaphrasten text served as a basis of the repre-

sentation of the event on the icon from Meletovo (22). On 

the background of a church only two haloed figures are de-

picted: at the left an angel, and at the right a cleric. 

According to Antonova and Mneva, this scene should be en-

titled the Appearance of an Angel to One of the Priests in 

. • h 1 • h 45 Myra w1th an Order to Elect N1c o as as Bis op. The scene 

tries to illustrate the following fragment of the Vita: 

Nekogda bo mutevi tomu / stariitine cerkovnomu A.B. I 

Bo~estveno nekoe pri!ed videnie, povelevaa emu mnjaMesja 

pri dverex cerkovnyx priteatu stati; kotoryj aM~e, rete, 

pre¥de vsex k cerkvi priidet, to est' moj podvizaem Duxom, 

i priimte toge, episkopom postavite: Nikola imja mutevi 

tomu . " (VM~D6, p. 142). 

The compositional formula of this representation most 

probably follows the iconography of the Annunciation, a very 
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popular subject, depicting at the left the Archangel Gabriel 

approaching the Virgin sitting or standing at the right. 

22. Nicholas with Paul of Rhodes and Theodore of Ashkelon. 

Inscription illegible. 46 

The representation of Nicholas, bent forward in a pose 

of contemplation or prayer, with Paul and Theodore standing 

behind him at the left, and with the whole composition shown 

on the background of a three-domed church, can be seen only 

on one Russian icon, from Meletovo (22) . 47 

There are no Old Russian literary sources of this scene. 

However, in a Latin Vita ss. confessoris Nicolai, written 

by a Venetian patrician Justiniani (Leonardo Guistiniani, 

died 1446), we read that Nicholas "duos sibi quasi consili-

arios adjungit, Paulum videlicet Rhodium et Theodorum As-

calonitam, viros in omni Graecia celebres." (I quote after 

Anrich, II, p. 178) . 48 Justiniani based his work on Symeon 

Metaphrastes and some unknown Greek texts ("apud Graecos"). 

Although these Greek texts could have contained information 

about Paul of Rhodos and Theodore of Ashkelon, it is more 

probable that Justiniani used a local Venetian legend which 

linked Paul and Theodore with St. Nicholas. 

According to Soviet scholars, the Meletovo icon dates 

to the 1460's (Antonova and Mneva, Katalog, I, p. 196). I 

suggest a slightly later date, the 1470's. It should be 
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remembered that in 1474 "Ivan III sent a special agent to 

Venice and repeatedly invited Italian architects and other 

masters to come to work for him in Moscow." 49 These Italian 

masters and members of the retinue of Ivan's wife Zoe, who 

accompanied her to Moscow, could have brought to Russia not 

only the Venetian legend, but even instructions on how it 

should be depicted. The legend could have reached Pskov in 

connection with frequent visits of Pskovian artists in the 

capital where they aided in the artistic development of the 

Kremlin. 

The iconographic formula used for the representation 

of this event may be a variation of the consecration compo-

sitions, but it is also possible that it derives from some 

Western models. 

23. Nicholas is Imprisoned. 

Inscriptions illegible. 

This illustration of an event from the life of St. 

Nicholas appears only on two late icons, Nos. 80 and 82. 

On the first, painted by Simon Xolmogorec, as far as can 

be distinguished on an imperfect reproduction, in a large 

prison cell, covered with a decorative roof, at the right 

St. Nicholas sits on a stool, dressed in his bishop's robes. 

Around the saint other imprisoned Christian sit and stand. 

Apparently the scene illustrates the following fragment of 
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the Vita per Metaphrasten: "Botestvenyj ubo Nikolae . . . 

• t b ' 1 d ...,,, • d • • Ja yst ot v a uscix gra u, rany i strogania, i uzy, i 

tmami inex muk osu~den byv, i potom s inemi mnogimi xrist-

iany temnici predan byst'. " (VM~D6, p. 144).SO- The 

scene can be identified as the imprisonment of the saint 

not only on the basis of the content of the representation 

(the miniaturization of the figures makes it difficult to 

notice all details), but also on the grounds of its position 

in the cycle. It follows the scene of the consecration of 

Nicholas into a b~shop and precedes the scenes of destruction 

of the temple of Artemis and the Fi,rst Ecumenical Council. 

This sequence of the scenes corresponds to the sequence of 

events described in the Vita per Metaphrasten (the corre-

spondenge of the scenes and the events described in the 

vita extends from the scene of schooling to the scene of 

death) . 

This sequence of the scenes and their adherence to the 

text of the Metaphrastian vita of the saint allows one to 

identify the scene which follows the consecration of Nicho-

las into a bishop on the Palex icon (82) as the imprisonment 

of the saint, despite the fact that it is based on different 

iconographic formula. On the background of a building in 

which prison bars can be seen sits Nicholas dressed in his 

brown cassock of a monk. At his left is a prison guard, and 

at his right three prisoners. The Palex icon also uses the 
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Vita per Metaphrasten as a source of the scenes from the 

schooling to the death of the saint. 

Iconographically, the scenes on icons Nos. 80 and 82 

present a skillful coinage of motifs borrowed from other 

scenes of the cycle. 

24. Nicholas Destroys the Temole of Art~mi~. 

Inscriptions illegible. 

The illustration of this miracle can be found frequent-

ly in the Balkan monuments, but does not appear in early 

Byzantine works. In Russia it was extremely rare, and was 

probably introduced into the cycle only in the 17th century. 

Among the icons researched one, a late plaque from the Mu-

seum of Icons in Recklinghausen (X), undoubtedly depicts 

this miracle, and another one, the work of Simon Xolrnogorec, 

has a scene which can be identified as the illustration of 

the deed only hypothetically. 

The plaque shows an interior of a pagan temple. In 

the middle of the temple Nicholas holds a statue of a god-

dess in his raised hands, ready to smash it to the ground. 

Another statue, already broken into pieces, lies on the 

floor, and the third, still intact, stands on its pedestal 

at the left. The statues are made of gold. To the right 

of Nicholas two supporting pillars of the temple are crumb-

ling and falling down. Two large devils run away from the 
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pillars ,to the right, and one escapes above Nicholas' head 

(ill. 66). 

The scene on Simon's icon represents Nicholas at the 

left, followed by a group of observers. To their right are 

several figures with their hands raised, throwing the idols 

to the ground. Some of the broken statues can be seen on 

the ground, in pieces. 

:.It would be difficult to point out the sources of the 

iconography of these two representations, since there was 

no:traditional iconography in the Byzantine period (see Sev-

cenko, p. 381). The second work can be compared to the 

Balkan monuments in some of which the saint is helped by 

other people, and there .are no devils depicted. The first 

icon also may ultimately derive from those south Slavic re-

presentations, but because of,its late origin it shows great 

changes in iconography. 

Searching for the literary sources of these represent-

ations, I discovered a lengthy passage in the Vita per Meta-

phrasten which narrates the deeds of Nicholas after his re-

lease from prison. The saint immediately set out to fight 

the vestiges of paganism. At first he destroyed idols: "I 

diven pa~e slova vsem v .du~ax le1a~e, ponete togda idol'skaa 

trebi~~a rnnoga i e~te ostavta videv, i k tern mnogo besovsku-

ju prileia~~a ljuboviju, i ne malo pogibaju~c!"a ... , revno-

stiju ie Bo~estvenoju razteg si du~u i mu1ski stav, i vsja 
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tex rnesta protea, ide~e aM~e trebit~e priklju~a~esja, na 

zernlju ubo nizverg iv prax istonc!ase." 
,, 

(VMCD6, p. 145) . 

Very soon afterwards, inspired by a heavenly revelation, 

Nicholas decided "ni Artemidiny ne ostaviti cerkvi, no i 

k toj prirazitisja, i ravno s pervyrni stvoriti, rekte do 

konca takotde razru~iti, bjate bo ta ukra~ena rnnogo i veli-

~estvorn drugix prevyte, i besom sladkoe iili~c'e. Ustrernle-

nie bo emu vnide na besy pa~e neteli na cerkov', i rnuteski 

na tu stav, ne tokrno, eliko~e stoja~e nad zernleju, vse raz-

ori i nizverle, no i ot samyx osnovanii istorte, i vsja ubo 

eliko na vysotu vzvy~enaja cerkve zernli vdast', a ete na 

1 . \/\/ . ., y zero i suscee osnovanie, na vzaux rnetase. Lukavii f e besi, 

nikako ~e tr'peti svjatago pritestvia ne rnogu~te, no bega-

ju~~e i glasy ispuM~axu, i ot nego obidirnom byti krepko 

vopiju~~e "' ( VMC D 6 , p . 14 6 ) . 

It is quite possible that Simon illustrated the first 

fragment of this text, Nicholas' destruction of idols and 

temples dedicated to many pagan gods, but not Artemis. 

The author of the plaque clearly indicated that he illu-

strated a miracle in which the saint not only destroyed 

idols, but also destroyed the temple and expelled devils. 

The second fragment then must have been used as a source of 

this representation. 

25. Nicholas at the First Ecumenical C-ouncil. 
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Inscriptions illegible. 

Outside the Nicholas cycle the representation of the 

First Ecumenical Council was included among the pictures 

of the Seven Ecumenical Councils, a series of illustrations 

devoted to the seven epochal events in the history of the 

Orthodox Church. Such pictures may be found in Russian 

f d . . . 51 h b . . . d resco an icon painting. Te asic composition, es-
52 cribed in the icon-painting manuals, consisted of the 

figure of the Emperor Constantine sitting on the throne at 

the top of a staircase, the figures of attending bishops 

sitting on both sides of the Emperor just below him, and the 

figure of Nicholas heading a group of haloed clerics and 

facing Arius leading a group of his followers, at the bottom. 

This canonical representation of the event was sometimes 

incorporated into the Nicholas cycle. One can see it on 

icons Nos. 45, 80, and 82. There are, however, three icons 

which make our iconographical investigation more interesting. 

Two of them (1 and 2) date to the end of the 13th--beginning 

of the 14th century, and one (22) to the third quarter of the 

15th century. 

On the icon from Pavlova (1) on the top of the scene we 

see the Emperor and a bishop sitting on a stepped podium, 

under a flat roof supported by four columns. At their left 

there is a small group of bishops. At the bottom of the 

picture, on the left side Nicholas stands with his left hand 
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raised, and on the right side is Arius, holding his hands 

defensively near his chest. Behind Arius, one of his fol-

lowers observes the encounter between the adversaries (ill. 

67). As can be seen, this composition resembles the canon-

ical one; the number of the figures is limited and the comp-

osition is simplified, but the main elements: the Emperor, 

the bishops, Nicholas, Arius, and the steps leading to the 

Emperor's throne, are present. It has been mentioned ear-

lier that in the second scene the author of this icon de-

picts the reinstating of Nicholas as a bishop during the 

Council (see the discussion of the consecration scenes) 

using the same compositional elements. 

The icon from B01 1 iie Soli (2) also presents the event 

in two separate scenes. The first scene shows the Council, 

but the composition in this case is very simple and involves 

only three figures. In the middle, at the top of a stair-

case or stepped podium a bust of a bishop can be seen. At 

the right, on the throne, sits the Emperor. At the left, 

in front of Constantine, is Nicholas in his bishop's robes. 53 

The figures are flanked by two tall buildings of rectangular 

shape. In the second scene the painter depicted the event 

which was loved so much by the Russians: the slap on Arius' 

face. Again, the composition is -very simple: at the right 

Nicholas with his right hand raised and holding a strange 

oblong object, is accompanied by another bishop, and at the 
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left Arius and two of his followers run away from the in-

dignant saint. The heretic bends forward and looks coward-

ly over his shoulder at Nicholas; behind Arius one can see 

the heads of his followers. The background of the scene 

consists of two tall buildings flanking the composition 

(ill. 68) • 

This representation of the Arius episode is unique in 

all Russian icons of Nicholas, and probably does not have a 

parallel in Byzantine art. Despite its simplicity, the comp-

osition is much more expressive than the canonical represent-

ations of the First Ecumenical Council, with their static 

and stiff array of figures. 

A very unusual rendering of the events at the Council 

is presented on the icon from Meletovo (22). In one scene 

the artist depicted Christ giving to Nicholas his Gospel 

book, and in the second (separated from the first by four 

other scenes) the Virgin giving to the saint his omophorion. 

The compositions of both scenes are elementary. On the first 

we see Christ at the right, bent over an altar, facing Nich-

olas who stands at the left and holds a Gospel book in his 

left hand. In the background of the scene is a church. The 

second scene is based on the vision or dream formula. At the 

left Nicholas rests on his bed, and in the middle the Virgin 

looks at the saint from behind a low all. At the right and 

left there are simple buildings. Since no omophorion in the 
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Virgin's hands is visible, it can be argued that the scene 

shows another miracle from the life of the saint, the ap-

pearance of the Virgin with a plea to erect a church in her 

honor, 54 which has been discussed earlier. The vision for-

mula would be perfect for the latter miracle. However, if 

we accept the former attribution, 55 we must draw a conclu-

sion that the author of this icon has not been concerned 

with the chronology of the events and may have used a var-

iety of different iconographical sources, combining them in 

an erratic manner. 

What were the literary sources of all these Russian 

representations? In Chapter II the most important texts 

describing the events at the Council were discussed. Three 

icons, Nos. 45, 80, and 82, which show a canonical rendering 

of the event, probably do not go back to any particular 

literary text and have been copied from the representation 

of the Council among the Seven Ecumenical Councils. It should 

be noted that these three icons are relatively late and give 

a very extensive selection of the saint's miracles; thus the 

inclusion of the scene of the Council in them is not surpris-

ing. Much more significant is the presence of the scenes 

illustrating the events at the council in early icons. 

Since the Old Russian version of the Periodoi Nikolaou, the 

"Nekni~noe ~itie", appeared in the beginning of the 15th 

century, it could have not been the source of the icons from 
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Pavlovo and Bol'~ie Soli. Most probably they were based 

either on the legend which linked the appearances of the Vir-

gin and Christ to Nicholas with the participation of the 

saint in the Council, or on some kind of icon-painting man-

ual. The source of the scenes on icon No. 22 was either the 

"N k . V .,_. t. II 56 . d . • . e niznoe zi ie, or Byzantine an Russian icons mentioned 

in Chapter II. Characteristically, these icons did not nec-

essarily have to be hagiographical. Very often the saint's 

simple portrait (full figure, bust, or head and shoulders) 

was not surrounded by the border scenes representing the 

miracles and events from Nicholas' life, but had two small 

pictures on each side of the saint's head: at the left there 

was Christ with a Gospel book, and at the right the Virgin 

with an omophorion. Even if this composition in the begin-

ning was to depict the ordination of Nicholas into a bishop 

(as the Vita Compilata attested), very soon the meaning of 

the representation changed. The painters began to consider 

it a subtle hint at the Arius episode, an allusion to the 

well known, but officially forbidden story. Therefore the 

representation of the Arius episode among the miracles of 

Nicholas, within the cycle of the border scenes, became ex-

tremely rare, while in the middle of the board, near the 

saint's head, it appeared very often. At least one third of 

the hagiographical icons of Nicholas researched in this work 

contained the images of Christ and the Virgin. If one takes 
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into consideration that non-hagiographical icons of the saint 

were even more numerous than hagiographical, and frequently 

included the images of Christ and the Virgin, the popularity 

of the story of Arius becomes much more apparent than any 

literary work (Povest' o bra~nike, Avvakum, duxovnye stixi) 

is able to indicate. 

26. The Story of the Three Generals (Praxis de stratelatis). 

So far we were dealing mostly with single scenes ·de-

picting particular events and miracles performed by St. Nich-

olas. In the case of Praxis de stratelatis, the most fre-

quently illustrated St. Nicholas story, we encounter not one 

or two, but several scenes devoted to specific fragments of 

the narrative. While only six Byzantine monuments represent-
57 ed the Praxis story in six scenes, the others gave no less 

than three scenes. In Russian painting, however, the situa-

tion was a little differe~t. Among the researched icons only 

one, from Novgorod (15), has six scenes illustrating the 

story of the three generals~ Several works include four 

episodes (2, 6, 7, 10, 12, 32, 37, 51) or only one represent-

ation (45, 47, 59, 60, 70, 79), but the most common are the 

icons with two or three scenes. 

The six scenes, found on so few works, depict the fol-

lowing fragments of the story: a) Nicholas saves three men 

from execution; b) The three generals in prison (Nicholas 
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appears to the three generals in prison); c) Nicholas ap-

pears to Constantine in a dream; d) Nicholas appears to 

Ablabius in a dream; e) The three generals come before Con-

stantine; and f) The three generals thank St. Nicholas. 

Each of these scenes must be analyzed separately (after the 

title of each analyzed scene the appropriate inscriptions 

are given). 

a) Nicholas Saves Three Men from Execution. 

Inscriptio~s: Svjatyj Nikola izbavi tri mu~i ot 
naga meca (6); 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi tri mu~a ot 
smerti ( 8) ; 

Svatyj Nikola izbav 3 mu~i ot naa 
( s i c) me ca ( 15 ) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi tri mu~a ot me~a 
( 17) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi tri muri (21); 
Svjatyj Nikola izbavi trex mu~ei ot 

me~a (51); 
Svjatyj Nikolae izbavi trex rnu1ej ot 

me~a (66); 
Svja~yj Nikolae ~judotvorec izbavi 3-x 

muzej ot me~a (81). 

The iconography of this scene, which shows the three 

men, an executioner with a sword, and the saint, derives from 

the scenes of martyrdom (~ev~enko, p. 314). Through a de-

tailed analysis of Byzantine monuments, Sev~enko discovered 

that the number of figures in this composition never ex-

cedes five, the three men are almost always blindfolded, and 

Nicholas almost always restrains the executioner by grasping 

the sword's blade. The men are either neatly lined up in a 
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row, or one of them is isolated, while the other two stand 

on the side, awaiting their turn to be beheaded. Their 

hands are usually tied in front of them. The executioner 

is most often depicted dressed in a short tunic or tunic and 

a cape, but sometimes he wears a full military costume. 

Finally, the figure of Nicholas is sometimes reduced to a 

mere bust emerging from behind a rocky hillside (see Sevten-

ko, pp. 313-8}. ~ev~enko also found out that the earliest 

compositions apparently depicted the men seminude, with 

their hands tied behind their backs, with one of them sin-

gled out for immediate execution. The executioner in these 

earliest compositions probably wore a military costume (pp. 

312-3, 314-6). 

It is interesting to apply these conclusions, made on 

the basis of Byzantine representations, to Russian composi-

tions. 

On the icon from Meletovo (22) there are seven figures 

shown. At the left is St. Nicholas, with his right hand 

grasping the sword of the executioner. The executioner 

holds one of the prisoners by his shoulder, while two other 

men wait at the right. Behind them, on the background of 

a building, we can see two other figures, expressively 

gesturing in indignation. These two figures must represent 

the citizens of Myra who gathered at the place of the exe-

cution: "Prited, obrete narod mnog, i der~a~~a spekulatar-
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• -I I J a mec . .. " (VMCD6, p. 91). As was mentioned before, the 

icon from Meletovo, which may be based on some Western mo-

dels, includes many unusual compositions and violations of 

canonical iconographical formulae. It is interesting that on 

two Byzantine icons reflecting Western influences, Nicholas 

grabs the shoulder of the executioner (see ~ev~enko, p. 313). 

It is quite possible that the author of the icon No. 22 had 

seen such representations and remembered the characteristic 

gesture, but applied it to another figure in the scene. 

More than five figures also appear in this scene on 

icons Nos. 80 and 82. On the first, at the left there is 

a large group of observers, and on the second in the top 

left corner three women and at the right two men descend 

towards the place of the execution. As these icons are 

late and show the miniaturization of the compositions which 

is accompanied by overcrowding of the scenes, they cannot be 

indicative of the changes in the canonical representation. 

Therefore one can assume that the five-figure rule of Byzan-

tine works holds also for Russian icons (at least till the 

middle of the 17th century). 

Whjle in Byzantine works the men are blindfolded, in 

Russian icons they are free to see what is happening. Only 

on icon No. 76 the man who is singled out to be executed 

first has his eyes covered. 
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Like in Byzantine monuments, in Russian icons Nicholas 

grasps the blade of the sword, stopping the execution. Only 

on icon No. 79 the saint seems to be blessing with his 

right hand. Perhaps the painter wanted to avoid the repre-

sentation of a physical contact between the saint and the 

executioner, and preferred to show the moment of the saint's 

arrival at the spot. 

Similar to Byzantine artists, the Russians have two ways 

of depicting the prisoners: the three men together (ill. 69-

70) or one of them separated from the other two (ill. 71-2). 

Both formulae are used equally often. The hands of the men 

are in most cases tied in front (the executioner may hold 

the end of the rope). As far as can be distinguished, only 

on icon No. 2 their hands ar.e bound behind their backs, which 

would reflect an early iconography; however, the executioner 

holds his sword in both hands, which, according to ~ev~enko, 

was a latter addition (p. 313). On icon No. 46 only two 

prisoners can be noticed, one being executed, and one wait-

ing at the left. 

On a few icons the executioner is dressed in a military 

costume with a pointed helmet and armor (11, 13, 14, 49, 56, 

73), on the others he wears a tunic (2, 12, 15, 22, 50) or 

a tunic and a cape (6, 17, 19, 21, 25, 26, 31, 33, 43, etc.). 

On icons Nos. 49 and 73 the executioner seems to give his 

sword to the saint, and on icon No. 78 he wears a strange 
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pointed hat, and his facial features are those of a Mongol 

or a Turk. 58 

On the majority of Russian works Nicholas appears on 

the right side of the composition, depicted in full figure. 

Only on icons Nos~ 2, 6, 13, 22, 49, and_73 he is shown 

standing at the left, and only.on icons Nos. 11, 14, 21, 26, 

33, 43, 51, and 52 his bust can be seen behind a rocky hill-

side. This rocky background is predominant in Russian works. 

Only icon No. 22 presents the scene on the background of 

buildings, and icons Nos. 33, 55, and 80 combine the hillecks 

with elements of architecture. 

On late icons (79, 81, 82) the executioner holds the 

man to be executed first by his hair. 

b) Nicholas Appears to the Three Generals in Prison (The 

Three Generals in Prison). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola izbavi tri muii iz tem-
nicy nepovinny sut' (1); 

Svjatyj Niko/ ... / izbavi tri 
mu~i is tern/ ... / nice (6); 

Svjatyj Nikola javi trem mufam·v tem-
nici ( 8) ; 

Javisja svjatyj Nikol / . / mu~i v 
temnici (15); 

Svjatyj Nikola javi / . / mu~em v 
temnici (17); 

Svjatyj Nikola ute~aet' tri muie vo 
temnici (34); 

.Svjatyj Nikola javisja trem mu~am v 
• ternnice ( 35) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja trem mu~ern v 
• temnice ( 51) ; 

Svjatyj Nikolae javisja trem mu~em v 
temni ce ( 6 6) ; 
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Svjatyj Nikola izbavi tri mu~i ot tem-
nicy i gor'kija smerti (62). 

In Byzantine painting the earliest representatibn of 

this episode can be seen on an 11th century icon from Sinai. 

"The generals sit in what appears to be a vaulted room seen 

in cross-section ... The three men sit in a row, their 

feet clamped between two parallel slats of wood, the 'stocks' 

. ·The generals are of three different ages, the one in 

the centre being the eldest, with a white beard." (Sev-

~enko, p. 325). According to the art historian, the icon-

ography of the scene "was not created on the basis of the 

Nicholas texts, but was adopted almost without change from 

a Biblical scene of similar content, namely, that of Joseph 

in prison with the baker and the butler ... " (ibid., p. 

325). During the centuries the composition underwent a 

very few changes. The most important one was an addition of 

the figure of Nicholas on the right side of the picture. 

The saint "was probably included simply to emphasize that he 

was the agent of the men's release" (ibid., p. 330). 

In Russian icons this basic composition evolved in sev-

eral directions. One small group of monuments presents only 

the three generals sitting in the prison cell, reminiscing 

of Nicholas' saving of the three innocent men at Myra (11, 

13, 14, 15). Nicholas is not depicted, thus this group is 
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obviously based on the earliest compositional scheme. But 

even within this small group certain differences can be 

noticed. For instance, icon No. 13 shows only the busts of 

the generals, although it preserves the rule that the eld-

est man should be placed in the middle, between his two 

companions. Icon No. 15 shows the men sitting with their 

feet in stocks, but the general in the middle faces his 

friend at the left, not the viewer (ill. 73). Icon No. 14, 

instead of portraying the generals in heavy wooden stocks, 

shows their feet tied up with ropes or chains (ill. 74). 

Another group of monuments expanded this primary comp-

osition by the addition of the figure of Nicholas, which 

frequently led to a change in the representation of the 

generals. The painters had less space to accomodate the 

prison building, therefore they either made· it smaller, or 

taller and more narrow, squeezing the prisoners inside. Some 

painters, to be sure, were able to avoid this compositional 

difficulty by the selection of appropriate space on the 

panel. Icon No. 6 is one of the best examples of such a 

successful inclusion of the figure .of Nicholas and preserva-

tion at the same time of the primary representation of the 

three generals in prison (ill. 75). On icon No. 48 the 

painter had even too much space for the scene (it was caused 

by his division of the wings of a triptych into 10 long and 

narrow horizontal stripes). Similarly good compositions can 
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be found on icons Nos. 23, 27 and II. On icon No. 7 we see 

not only the preservation of the oldest compositional model, 

but also the ingenuity of the painter. In the left top 

corner of the scene, above the prison building in which the 

three generals sit in their usual pose, the bust of Nicholas 

appears behind the structure. 

Less successful renditions of the scene are more numer-

ous. On icon No. 5 the prisoners are standing, and due to 

the lack of space the middle one is behind the other two, 

so that only his head and shoulders can be seen. On icon No. 

8 the prison is covered with a pointed roof, and each pri-

soner is separated from one another by a column. This re-

presentation resembles more a reliquary with sculpted fi-

gures of bishops and saints, than a prison building. A sim-

ilar composition appears on icon No. 41. An interesting in-

terpretation of the scene gives icon No. 12. Nicholas stands 

almost in the middle of the picture and bends towards the 

left. At the left is a tall prison building with three 

unusually small windows through which one can hardly see the 

heads and upper bodies of the generals. Instead of the pri-

soners, Nicholas is the most important character in this 

composition (ill. 76). 

The third group of monuments (17, 65, IV, etc.) attempts 

to show the volume of the prison building, depicting its 

front and side wall. In each of the walls there is an arch-
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ed opening or window (on icon No. 32 the openings are 

rectangular). In the front window, larger and higher than 

the side one, two generals sit side by side, with their 

knees visible. The third general appears in the smaller 

window. Two steps lead to the building. Nicholas is on 

the right or on the left, slightly bent, holding his Gospel 

and pointing towards (or blessing) the prisoners (ill. 77) 

It is possible that these representations derive from an old 

formula used by the painter of the icon from Pavlovo (1). 

There, on the left side we see a small building with a 

gabled roof and the front and side wall. In the openings in 

the walls appear the generals:. two in the front wall, and 

one in the side wall. 

More often, however, the painters were unable to show 

the spatial complexity of the building and depicted only 

the front wall of the prison, but included the two charact-

eristic arched windows, the first larger and the second 

smaller (19, 29, 35, 40, 43, 46, 51, 54). Another variant 

of this composition can be seen on icon No. 25. Nicholas 

is at the left, in his characteristic pose, holding the 

Gospel. At the right is the prison with two large steps 

leading to it, but it has only one large arched window, and 

the generals sit so close to each other that it is difficult 

to see how many of them are there: two or three. In a sim-

ilar composition on icon No. 33 the men have just a little 
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more space. 

In the 16th century still another variant of the scene 

became popular. The prisoners no longer sit in prison, but 

are outside, with their feet in stocks (ill. 78). A large 

dark window in the building is behind them. Nicholas usual-

ly approaches from the right (31, 42, 50, 53, 74, 76, V). 

The placement of the generals outside of the prison (some-

times a part of the body of one of the men is inside) may be 

connected with icon-painting practice of representing the 

events which took place inside the buildings, outside, on 

their background. The painters could also have reasoned 

that since the saint is so often depicted standing outside 

the prison, the generals may as well be there. 

A very limited number of icons (92, 47, 55) gives a 

completely different illustration of the event. The saint 

is shown leading the generals out of prison. He holds the 

first man by his hand, while the other two men follow their 

companion. On icons Nos. 47 and 55 we can see the heavy 

prison doors wide open, and on the latter work the prison-

ers step out from large wooden stocks which resemble a 

trough. A similar representation is known from the fresco 

at Donja Kamenica in Yugoslavia (second quarter of the 14th 

century). Sev~enko is probably right in her explanation of 

the reasons for the appearance of such a composition. She 

believes that "the fact that the saint i~ shown himself set-
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ting the generals free reflects a particularly literal in-

terpretation of the message of the-texts, namely, that Nich-

olas was responsible for the generals' deliverance" (p. 331). 

From the 15th century on, in some compositions, bars 

can be distinguished on the prison's windows (27, 43, 54, 57, 

76, 78, 80, 81, 82). 

On two late icons we can observe a further enrichment 

of the scene. Simon Spiridonov Xolmogorec (80) in one scene 

illustrated not only the appearance of Nicholas to the three 

generals, but at the top of his representation depicted the 

appearances of the saint to Constantine and Ablabius. He al-

so added the iigures of the prison guards near the building. 

The guards are also shown on the Palex icon (82); the figure 

of the saint in this work appears inside the prison, behind 

bars. 

c) Nicholas Appears to Constantine in a Dream. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola javisja carju Kostjan-
tinu VO sne pro tri muzi (1) i 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja / ... / 
tjantinu carju / ... /mu/ ... / 
is tern / . . . / ( 3) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja Kostjantinu car-
ju / ... / i tri mu~i s temnice (6); 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja Konstantinu car-
ju so Avlav'em vo sne (8); 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja Kostjantiu car-
j u VO s / . . . / ( 15) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja carju Kostjan-
tinu v sne (17, 21); 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja carju Kostjan-
tinu vo sne, povele emu pustiti tri 
mu~e is temnice (34); 
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Svjatyj Nikola javisja vo sne carju 
Kostan'tinu (35); 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja carju Konstan-
tinu vo sne (51); 

Svjatyj Nikolae javisja carju Kon~stan-
tinu (sic) vo sne (66); 

Svjatyj Nikolae ~judotvorec javi~ja car-
ju Konstantinu vo sne (81). 

The iconography of this scene, according to §ev~enko, 

~can derive ultimately from any one of several Biblical 

dream scenes" (p. 338) which show a sleeping figure on a bed 

and another figure near the bed. Because in those scenes 

the image of a sleeping King approached by someone in his 

dream is rare" (p. 338), one has to look for parallels "in 

compositions which contain the image of a sick King, for a 

sick King is generally represented lying on his bed in much 

the same position as the sleeping Constantine. And when 

another figure attendant upon him is added, the formal sim-

il~rity to our scene is striking. One such is the scene of 

David playing to the sick Saul ... " (p. 340). 

It is most probable that for the Nicholas scene the 

painters invented a composition which contained elements 

taken from the typical Biblical dream scene and from the 

scenes of the sleeping or sick King (see ~ev~enko, p. 341). 

On the earliest preserved Byzantine icon, from Sinai, 

in this scene "there are only the figures of Nicholas and 

Constantine, and an architectural backdrop. Constantine 

lies on his bed, his eyes closed, his head turned to one 
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side and resting on his right hand Behind the bed 

stands Nicholas, his right hand raised in speech. Behind 

and flanking the figures are two structures: a tower and 

a building with a gabled roof." (~ev~enko, .PP• 337-8). 

The majority of Russian icons strictly follows this 

iconographical formula (ill. 79-80). The only important 

difference is that on many icons Constantine does not rest 

his head on his hand (1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, 
59 etc.). The architectural background varies in details, 

but in most cases is based on two structures flanking the 

composition. On two icons (48 and 55) the figure of Nicho-

las is more dynamic. The saint reaches with his right hand 

towards Constantine's shoulder, as if to shake him and wake 

him up, and points with his left hand to some invisible 

distant object. This "realistic" gesture leaves no doubt 

that an indignant Nicholas is talking to the Emperor about 

the innocent prisoners, and orders him to release the men. 

On icon No. 48 we find one more interesting detail. Con-

stantine is asleep, and his crown is placed on a "night 

table" near the bed. 

Only a few icons present Constantine awake (3, 41, 49, 

73), sitting on the bed or expressing surprise with his 

hands (ill. 81~2). Finally, only on icons Nos. 12, 19, 26, 

and 41 one or more of Constantine's guards are depicted. On 

icons Nos. 19 and 41 a guard stands outside the Emperor's 
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bed chamber, but on icon No. 12 one, and on icon No. 26 two 

guards are represented in the same room. On icon No. 71 we 

see a servant near Constantine's bed. It is interesting to 

note that neither the guards nor servants are mentioned in 

the texts, therefore they must be either an example of the 

painter's literal interpretation of the narrative (Constan-

tine was surprised that Nicholas was able to enter his 

chambers: "Kto ubo ty esi, i kako v moju polatu vnide?": 

(VM~D6, p. 94), or are a borrowing from the representations 

of the sleeping Kings (see ~ev~enko, p. 345). 

d) Nicholas Appears to Ablabius in a Dream. 

Inscripttons: Svjatyj Nikola javisja Avlaviju eparxu 
glagolja otpusti sko / / tri 
mu~i is temnici (3); 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja vo sne Ovlaviju 
/ ... I ti tri mu~i is temenice (6); 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja Evlav'ju vo sne, 
otpustita 3 mui nepovini sut' (15); 

Nikolae javisja eparxu Evlaviju vo sne 
( 3 8) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola javisja Ensarexu (sic) 
vo sne (.51). 

The scene of Nicholas' appearance to Ablabius "repeats 

the formula used for representations of Nicholas appearing 
V 

to Constantine virtually unchanged." (Sev~enko, p. 351). 

The only differences are in depicting Ablabius without a 

halo, while the Emperor was often haloed, and rarely with a 

head cover (icon No. 15), while Constantine usually wore a 
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crown (ill. 83-5) or a royal ceremonial cap, the so-called 

"sapka Monomaxa". The scene is also less often included in 

the cycle. The guards never appear in the Ablabius compo-

sition. 

e) The Three Generals Come Before Constantine. 

Inscriptions: Car' Kostjan'tin posylae dary svjatomu 
Niko / . . . / ( 15) . 

The iconography of this scene "is based on the estab-

lished formula for an imperial audience. This formula, 

which derives from the scene of Herod interrogating the 

three Magi, was used for such compositions as Christ before 

Pilate, John the Baptist before Herod ... and St. George 

before Diocletian. Of all of these, the closest to our 

scene is that of the Magi before Herod ... " (~ev~enko, 

p. 362) . 

Although, as Sevcenko has shown, "a relatively small 

number of representations of this scene exists from any 

period" (p. 366), on the basis of the presence or absence of 

the gifts in the compositions, they may be divided into two 

groups: one depicting the generals being interrogated by the 

Emperor (no gifts), and another depicting Constantine giving 

the gifts to the generals to be delivered to their savior, 

Nicholas. 
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In Russian works the scene appears very seldom. Among 

the research icons only three include the scene (15, 45, 80). 

The closest to the old compositional canons is the represent-

ation on icon No. 15. Constantine sits at the left, on a 

square throne, and hands a Gospel book to the first of the 

three generals, who stand in line in front of him. Behind 

the Emperor is a palace guard or a servant, and the whole 

composition is shown on the backdrop of simple architectur-

al forms (ill. 86). A more complicated composition is em-

ployed by the author of the icon from Borovi~i (45). Con-

stantine is at the right, standing on a pedestal, and hand-

ing a Gospel to the three generals at the left. Behind the 

Emperor, as well as behind the generals, one can see many 

figures of observers. The architectual setting is also dev-

eloped. On the icon of Simon Xolrnogorec (80), Constantine 

sits on a throne at the right, and to his left stand the 

generals and a large group of observers. It is impossible 

to distinguish any gifts in the Emperor's hands, thus icons 

Nos. 15 and 45 represent Constantine giving the men gifts 

for Nicholas, and icon No. 80 possibly Constantine interro-

gating the generals. 

f) The Three Generals Thank St. Nicholas. 

Inscription: Svjatyj Nikola priimle dary (15). 
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When one compares the representation of this scene on 

icon No. 15 to the previous one, the similarities are easy 

to notice. On the left the three generals stand in a line 

before Nicholas who sits in front of a building. The first 

general holds a Gospel book which he received from Constan-

tine, and hands it to the saint (ill. 87). 

Although the iconographical formulae in both scenes 

are almost exactly the same, Sev~enko suggests that this 

scene is based not on the scenes depicting the imperial 

audience, but on the scene of the three magi approaching 

the Virgin and bringing her gifts (p. 372). As can be seen, 

the representation is extremely rare in Russian painting, 

appearing only on icon No. 15. 

In conclusion, several interesting observations may be 

made in regard to Russian icons which include scenes from 

the Praxis de stratelatis. The icons with four illustra-

tions show all scenes but the last two. The icons with 

three scenes eliminate not only the last two, but also the 

appearance of Nicholas to Ablabius. The Carpathian icons, 

which us.ually depict only two scenes, select the appearance 

of Nicholas to Constantine and the appearance of the saint 

to the three generals in prison. Other icons with only two 

scenes almost always include the scene of the saving from 

execution, and most often the appearance to Constantine, but 

sometimes instead of the latter they put the appearance to 
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Ablabius (4, 38) or the appearance to the three men (24, 30, 

74, 82). Another interesting feature of Russian icons is 

that the scenes of the Praxis are rarely placed in chronolog-, 

ical order (3, 34, 47, 54, 58, 80, 81, 82). In most cases 

the scene of the saving from execution is in the middle or 

in the end of the cycle, and the three men saved by Nicholas 

are depicted as the three generals, not the three men from 

Myra. Quite often the painters insert between the scenes 

illustrating the Praxis other representations: on icon No. 

7, for example, the scenes of Nicholas' appearances to Con-

stantine and Ablabius are followed by two scenes illustrat-

ing the carpet miracle and a scene of the healing of a 

demoniac. Only after these three scenes appears the contin-

uation of the Praxis: the appearance of the saint to the 

three generals in prison, and, as a final illustration, the 

saving of the three men from the sword. The same phenomenon 

can be seen on icons Nos. 25, 37, 38, 49, 5~, 55, 63, 64, 

and 73 (cf. Myslivec, p. 66). 

It is virtually impossible to determine the literary 

sources of particular representations of the Praxis. As was 

shown in the chapter devoted to the texts, the Russians knew 

the story in two long, full versions (the original Praxis 

and the redaction of Metaphrastes) and in five short ver-

sions (three redaction of the Synaxarion, an excerpt from the 

Slovo poxvalno, and an excerpt from the Thaurna de Basilio). 
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Only two long versions described the story with all the de-

tails. This enables one to assume that the author of the 

icon from Novgorod (15) knew one of these long versions, 

and could illustrate the narrative in six scenes (even he, 

however, committed a chronological error placing the scene 

of the execution in the end of the story, and the scene of 

the appearance of the saint to Constantine after the scene 

of his appearance to Ablabius). The other painters did not 

leave us any indication of which text they used. Perhaps 

the best theory is that most of the artists have not used 

any particular text, but simply copied the scenes, following 

an established tradition of illustrating the story. 

27. Angels Announce the Death of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions illegible 

On several Russian icons (40, 45, 71, ·72, 76, 80, and 

82) in the scene which precedes the saint's death (or in the 

death scene itself) we can notice the representation of an 

angel or several angels. On icon No. 40 at the left is 

Nicholas, -standing at the backdrop of a landscape. An angel 

approaches from the right side. Iconographically, this 

scene resembles the scene of the appearance of Archangel 

Michael to the saint on the icon from Meletovo (22), but An-

tonova suggests that it is an appearance of an angel (Drev-

nerusskoe, p. 78: "Angel izve~~aet Nikolu o ego smerti"). 
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On the icon from Borovici (45), on the left side of 

the scene Nicholas lies on the bier, and above him stand 

three haloed angels. On the right side, on the background 

of a church, Nicholas is shown again lying in an open sar-

cophagus, while a group of church officials stands at the 

far right. 

On icon No. 71 Nicholas lies on the bier and behind 

the bed are two angels. The angel at the left may be 

carrying Nicholas' soul, wrapped in white sheets. There 

are no deacons or bishops represented on this scene. 

A similar illustration appears on icon No. 72. In 

the foreground we see the open sarcophagus with the body of 

the saint. In the middle of the scene, behind the sarco-

phagus, one angel embraces Nicholas, and another stands with 

the saint's soul in his hands. At the left is a bishop, and 

at the right a deacon. In the background a church and other 

buildings are visible. 

Icon No. 76 shows a sarcophagus with the saint's body 

being embraced by an angel with large wings, at the left a 

deacon with a censer, and at the right a bishop with a Gos-

pel book~ in the background is a church with three cupolas. 

Simon Xolmogorec depicted the bier of Nicholas sur-

rounded by five haloed angels, but did not show any deacons 

or bishops, and placed the scene within a single room pre-

sented in cross-s~ction. 
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Finally, the author of the Palex icon (82), gave the 

most elaborate representation. The saint lies on the bier 

in the middle of the scene. Behind the bier an angel em-

braces Nicholas' body, while in front, in the foreground, 

a kneeling figure of a woman can be seen. To the right of 

the bier is a large group of deacons and monks, and at the 

left a bishop followed by monks. The background consists 

of elaborate architectural forms. 

It is very difficult to determine the literary source 

of these representations. The appearance of angels to the 

saint before his death is mentioned in the Vita Nicolai 

Sionitae and in the Periodoi Nikolaou. ·The latter text, 

which was based on the Vita Nicolai Sionitae, describes 

the event in greatest detail, but it is doubtful that the 

painters have illustrated it in these scenes (with the ex-

ception of the icon from the collection of Pavel Karin (40) 

which includes another scene based on this particular 

text). It is most probable that they remembered the frag-

ment from the Vita Nicolai Sionitae, but based their illus-

trations on the traditional iconography of the Assumption 

of the Virgin {Koimesis). Only icon No. 82 gives an indi-

cation that the painter actually illustrated the Vita 

Nicolai Sionitae. The figure of a woman in front of the 

bier must represent the sick Eugenia, the last person heal-

ed by Nicholas. According the the text, when Nicholas was 
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already at his deathbed, "pride lena imenern' Evgenija. 

' d 1 Y 1musc1 ux zo na nov rnesjac', i pripadsi ej, i znamena ju, 

i molitvu sotvori nad neju na lo~i le~ate, i iscele 1ena 

" (L • d "'z • • . eoni, 1t1e, p. 7 3) . 

28. The Death of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions: Prestavlenie svjatago Nikoly (1, 66); 
Uspenie svjatago Nikoly (6, 21); 
Prestavlenie svjatago Nikoly ~judotvor-

ca (33,60 81); 
I . .. I nie svjatago Nikoly (76). 

The scene of the death of St. Nicholas was illustrated 

in Russian icons according to a formula which ~ev~enko call-

ed a "funeral composition" (p. 394). Such a composition 

depicted Nicholas lying on the bier and being attended by 

the representatives of the clergy (at least one bishop and 

one deacon). In Byzantine painting, especially in the 14th 

century, this composition began to resemble a "full liturg-

ical ceremony, replete with the finest trappings of Paleo-

logan society." 
.,,, 'ti (Sevcenko, p. 395). In Rus~ian icons, 

however, the composition remains relatively simple: such 

details as candlesticks around the bier, or the figures of 

the Psaltai (cantors) are omitted, and the number of the 

participants in the ceremony is usually limited. The saint 

may be attended by a bishop and a deacon (1, 2, 49, 72, 74), 

by two bishops (41), by a bishop and two deacons (14, 51), 

or a deacon and two bishops (8). Sometimes more than two 
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or three figures are depicted. On icon No. 6 we see only 

two bishops and one deacon, but in the middle there is ano-

ther figure crouching at the bier. 61 On icon No. 12 there 

is a bishop at the left, and behind the bier are several 

.(barely distinguishable) figures of other participants. On 

icon No. 22 at the left there are two deacons and a bishop, 

and at the right another deacon. On icon No. 23 at the 

right a bishop leads a group of at least three people, and 

at the left at least five observers stand behind the bier. 

On icon No. 30 there are only three attendants, but one of 

them is a monk. Tfie icon from the collection of I.S. Ostrou-

xov (43) shows one interesting detail, very common in Byzan-

tine monuments, but infrequently represented in Russian 

icons: at the left one of the two deacons holds an open 

book. A bishop is in the middle, and another deacon at the 

far right. Between the bishop and this deacon there is a 

figure of undetermined rank. On the icon from the collec-

tion of N.P. Lixa~ev (48) a bishop (with a Gospel) is fol-

lowed by a boy (subdeacon). The saint lies on the bier, and 
62 a barely distinguishable figure embraces his body. At the 

right we see two deacons and a group of other attendants. 

A bellfry with two small and two large bells frames the 

f . h 63 composition at the ar rig t. On icon No. 55 at the left 

a bishop leads a deacon and several observers, and at the 

right two monks stand behind a deacon with a censer. On 
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icon No. 80 a large group of clergy, with at least two 

bishops, is lined up behind the bier of Nicholas. On icon 

No. 81 at the left are at least four figures headed by a 

bishop with a book, and at the right another, an even lar-

ger group, possibly including some deacons and monks. 

Finally, on icon No. 82 at the right a figure of a monk 

with a book, and at the left nwnerous other figures can be 

seen. Behind the bier of Nicholas, as far as can be dis-

tinguished, several monks kneel in prayer. 

In all these compositions, except two, the body of the 

saint, dressed in bishop's vestments, with a Gospel book 

placed on his chest, is visible. The representations on 

icons Nos. 8 and 14 show the closed sarcophagus. Thus 

these two illustrations could be considered representations 

of the burial of St. Nicholas. However, as will be shown, 

there is another iconographical formula for the representa-

tion of the burial, which has been widely used in Russia. 

It should be noted in conclusion that the early icons 

sometimes show a ciborium, or a bladachin supported on 

columns, over the bier (2, 4). Much more common is the 

architectural background depicting a church building, towers 

and walls. 

29. The Burial of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola polo~en vo grob (1); 
I . .. I nie svjatago Nikoly (17); 
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Polo~enie vo grob' svj a tago Nikoly ( 2 7) ; 
Polofenie v grob' svjatago Nikoly (34); 
Polo~enie vo grob svjatago Nikoly (35); 
Pogreben'e svjatago Nikoly ~judotvorca 

( 51) ; 
Pogrebenie svjatago Nikoly (62, 76). 

In the 14th-15th century a composition depicting the 

burial of St. Nicholas appeared in Russian icons. This comp-

osition was not based on the eraly Byzantine burial composi-

tions which included in the scene the figures of two men 

lowering the body of the saint into the sarcophagus, and a 

figure of a bishop censing or blessing the body (see ~evcen-

ko, p. 392). The Russian composition was a variation of the 

death scene, achieved through an important addition. In the 

middle of the scene, between the standard representations of 

a bishop and a deacon, the painters insert a figure of a man 

holding diagonally a lid of the sarcophagus. The lid covers 

the legs of the saint (ill. 88). Usually the saint's head 

is at the left, only icons Nos. 7, 50, and 56 reverse the 

composition. 

Apparently the painters wanted by means of this express-

ive addition to illustrate the moment after the funeral, 

when the saint's body was placed in the coffin and the cof-

fin was closed. 

The most common representation of the burial includes 

only the figures of a bishop, a deacon, and the man putting 

down the lid (17, 19, 25, 27, 34, 54, 58, etc.). The same 
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composition with an additional observer was also well known 

(21, 35, 50, 52, 56, 57, 60). Icons Nos. 18, 31, and 32 in-

cluded two additional observers, icon No. 26 -- three (one 

of them was a monk), icon No. 29 -- four, and icon No. 33 

six. 

The background of many of these representations is oc-

cupied by a large building resembling a basilica, or by a 

church with one or more cupolas. Sometimes additional ar-

chitectural details are shown on either side of the scene. 

Several icons place the burial scene after the scene 

of the translation of the saint's relics (to be discussed 

below). These icons (1, 11, 35, 40, 61, 62, 74) probably 

depicted the second burial of Nicholas, after his relics 

were transported to Bari and buried in a new church. Despite 

the fact that a different event was portrayed, the composi-

tion of the scene remained exactly the same. Only in a few 

cases {1, 40, 74) the painters used the death formula in-

stead of the burial formula. 

30. The Translation of the Relics of St. Nicholas. 

Inscriptions: Prenesenie moltem svjatago Nikoly iz 
Mir v Bar (1) ; 

Prenesenie svjatago Nikoly (17); 
Perenesenie mo~~ej svjatago Nikoly 

ot Mur v Bar grad (34); 
Prinesenie mo~~ej svjatago Nikoly iz 

Mir v Bar grad (35); 
Perenesenie mo~~ej svjatago Nikoly (51); 
Svjatago Nikolu nesut pogrebati (62); 
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Prenesenie mo¥~ej svjatago Nikoly (66); 
Prenesenie ~estnyx moM~ej ife vo svjatyx 

otca na~ego Nikoly, arxiepiskopa Mir 
Likijskix, ~judotvorca, ot Mir v Bar 
grad (81); 

Prinesenie ~estnyx mo~~ej svjatago 
Nikoly ~udotvorca (82). 

The translation of the relics of St. Nicholas, as we 

remember, was not acknowledged or celebrated by the Byzan-

tines, hence the lack of Byzantine representations of the 

event. However, the Russian representations were based on 

existing Byzantine representations of similar events, name-

ly, the translation of the body of John Chrysostom, or a 

Patriarch of Constantinople. 65 The translation formula 

called for the illustration of the sarcophagus or casket, 

carried by deacons towards a church or town with an open 

gate. The Russian artists remained very faithful. to this 

canonical composition, although several icons, especially 

of an earlier date, presented only the deacons carrying the 

sarcophagus, but failed to depict the town (1, 7, 11, 13). 

The other enriched the composition by the addition of one 

of two figures waiting for the relics at the gates (2, 12, 

14). From the end of the 14th -- beginning of the 15th 

century on, at the left of the scene are icon hillocks and 

at the right a characteristic pentagonal tower with small 

turrets. In the center of the tower a cupola with a cross 

on its top is sometimes placed (19, 21, 25, 29, 33, 41, 55). 

Such towers appear frequently in illustrated manuscripts and 
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represent walled cities. 66 

There are similar compositions which show the city of 

Bari as a tower or church of a different shape (18, 26, 32, 

40, 56, 74). A common feature of many of these scenes is 

that the end of the sarcophagus is already inside the city 

(18, 19, 26, 32, 33, 40, 41, 55). 

Another way to depict Bari can be seen on icons Nos. 

28, 31, and 42. In the middle of the scene is a large 

church with a semicircular dome, and on either side of the 

church are two tall buildings. The casket is carried not 

by deacons, but by four men in colorful tunics. 

Only in the 16th century compositions appear in which 

the sarcophagus is shown open and the body of Nicholas can 

be seen (45, 48, 54, 71, 74, 76, 81, 82, 84). This repre-

sentation must have developed under the impact of the re-

presentations of the saint's death, in which, as a rule, 

the casket is open. In the same century some painters add-

ed a figure of a bishop following the group with the sar-

cophagus ( 2 9?, 3 2, 3 3, 4 8, 5 4, 5 5) . 

A totally different and unique rendering of the event 

is found on icon No. 45. The painter depicted the trans-

lation in two scenes. In the first, at the left, three 

ships with large white sails are at sea. In the middle 

ship, as far as can be seen in the reproduction, lies the 

body of the saint. At the right, ashore, the tall, but 
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simple church and the walls of Myra are shown. Within the 

walls of the city the body of the saint is represented 

again, lying at the foot of the church. A large group of 

people (probably the Barians) approaches the body. In the 

second scene, at the left, two ships near the shore, and 

at the right is an impressive city with high walls, towers, 

roofs and many windows in the buildings. In front of the 

walls several men (deacons?) carry an open casket with the 

body of the saint. They walk toward a group of people 

which stands in front of the gates to the city. In the 

foreground at the left there may be another group of people 

(the sick and the crippled?) . 67 

One can find appropriate passages in the literary 

account of the translation which could have been in the 

mind of the painter during his work on these scenes: "I 

tu take narjadita rnu~a blagogovejna boja~~isja Boga v trex 

korablex iti po svjatogo ... I priido~a v Lukiju grad 

Mur'skyj, i prista!a v limene gradstern', svet ie stvor~e, 

vzem~a oru~ija vnido~a v cerkov' svjatago Nikoly ... i 

obreto~a raku polnu mura, i ... mo~~i ego vzjasa s rad-

ostiju, i nesoia iv korabl' svoj, i otplu~a v more. 

Videv~e ~e Barjane, jako priido~a s rnol~'mi svjatago 

Nikoly ot Mur, i izido~a vsi gralane v sretenie ego, mu~i 

i ~eny, ot rnlada i do velika, s svei~ami i tem'janom 

.. 68 
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Another unique representation of the event appears on 

icon No. 82. It is a very large scene, filled with figures, 

architectural details and landscape. In the background we 

see characteristic Palex towns with decorative facades, 

fairy tale-like towers and roofs, ornamental gates and 

arches. In the middle of the composition are dynamic and 

expressive icon hillocks, constituting an immediate back-

ground for the procession which carries the body of the 

saint and for countless observers lined up along the path 

of the procession. The carriers are headed by a monk, pro-

bably an abbot, who holds an icon of St. Nicholas. He is 

followed by deacons and monks, also carrying procession 

icons of the Virgin and Christ on high poles. Four deacons 

in ornate robes support the heavy green sarcophagus with the 

body of the saint. Nicholas lies in the casket with the 

Gospel book placed on his chest. Around the sarcophagus 

are other figures of deacons and subdeacons with censers and 

candlesticks. Behind the carriers is another large group of 

people, led by a bishop, two young boys (subdeacons) and a 

deacon with a very large candlestick. Several other people 

(among them three monks) descend from the city at the left, 

and a man with a golden cross on a platter, who heads 

another group of citizens, descends towards the procession 

at the right. In the bottom right corner a sick man sits 

on the ground. This elaborate composition may illustrate 
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an equally detailed description of the arrival of the relics 

in the Synaxarion: "O nern~e uvidev~e, i¥e vo grade, s 

episkopy i svjas~enniki, inoki, so sve~~ami i firnijanorn, 

i vsjakirn ukra~eniem, i ves' pri~et cerkovnyj, vsenarodne 

muzie s ~enami i cjudy v sretenie svjatago telese, i 

sxodjat ot nego!e vsjak vozrast blagoslovenie togda priem-

~e, rnnogi bedny, xrorny, slepy, gluxi, besny i razli~nyrni 

nedugi oskorblenii nezavistnu isceleniju spodobi~asja .. 

11 69 

31. Nicholas Saves Demetrios From Drowning (Thauma de 

Demetria. 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola izbavi Dmitrija iz dna 
morja (1, 8); 

Svjatyj Nikola/ ... / bavljaet' 
/ ... I ri iz d / ... / rja (3); 

Svjatyj Nikola postavi Drnitra vo domu 
svoerne ( 6) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi Dmitreja o potopa 
( 15) ; 

/ ... / Nikola izbavljaet' z dna rnor-
ja (.16); 

Svjatyj Nikola izvede Dmitreja iz dna 
morja (17); 

Svjatyj Nikola izja Dumitrija iz rnorja 
( 2 3) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola vozja ~eloveka ot dna 
rnorja imenern Dmitrija (34); 

/ / izbavi Dmitreja iz dna morja 
( 39) ; 

I I Dmitre / ... / morja (47); 
Svjatyj Nikola izbavi Drnitrija ot poto-

pa ( 51) ; 
Svjatyj Nikola vynjal zo dna rnorja 

~eloveka imenem Demitrija (58); 
Svjatyj Nikolae izvede Dmitrija is dna 

morja (66). 
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The miracle of saving Dernetrios from drowning, rarely 

illustrated in Byzantine, but more frequently in Yugoslavi-

an, post-Byzantine works, enjoyed great popularity in Rus-

sian icons. The most probable iconographical source of the 

scene were the representations of Christ walking on the 

waves ("Navicella") or the Miraculous draught of fishes. 

In these compositions Christ appeared standing on the waves 

or ashore, reaching with his hand towards Peter who was 

either partially submerged, or stood on the surface of the 

water. In the Demetrios composition these two figures are 

preserved, only instead of Christ we see St. Nicholas, and 

Demetrios takes the place of Peter. The saint stands either 

on the left or right side of the scene, holding a Gospel in 

his left hand and reaching with his right towards Demetrios, 

who is drowning. Only on icons Nos. 41, 50, and II the 

saint holds his Gospel in his right hand. 70 On one icon 

only (51) Demetrios cannot be seen, and the saint does not 

hold his hand out. On the icon from Borovici (45) not only 

the head of Demetrios, but also of several other sailors can 

b . h 71 e seen int e waves. 

Most icons present the scene as taking place in a lake, 

surrounded by a hilly landscape. In several cases (3, 16, 

47, 56, 80, II) elements of architecture are shown on the 

side of the scene (ill. 89). 
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The boat usually resembles a flat crescent, but some-

times the painters attempt to show the volume of the boat 

or its inside part (3, 22, 23, 41, 49, 56, 57, 58, 72, 74, 

II, XII). In the majority of our examples the boat is 

turned over, floating on the surface. On icons Nos. 26, 47, 

51, 55 and 78 the boat is sinking. In three instances the 

boat has a sail (22, 43, 57), and oars are rarely shown (14 

-- two, 22 -- two small and two large, 23, 26, 31, 33, 49, 

55, 57, 69, 74 and 80 -- one). Several works (16, 27, 35, 

46, 59, 75) 72 do not depict the boat at all (ill. 90). It 

is quite possible that the painters departed from the canon-

ical composition in order to convey the fragment of the 

story when Demetrios was at the bottom of the sea. The in-

scription on icon No. 16 ("Nikola izbavljaet' z dna morja") 

may confirm such a hypothesis, although it should be kept 

in mind that similar inscriptions appeared in the scenes 

which represented the boat. 

Five icons deserve special attention. On the icon from 

Ozerevo (6) one sees a different composition, which may be 

entitled Demetrios in his house. In the middle of the 

scene Demetrios sits in the house which is surrounded by 

four figures: two at the right and two at the left (ill. 

91). Since the figures at the left closely resemble the 

figures at the right, I assume that the painter depicted 

only two neighbors: before they broke into Demetrios' 
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house, and afterwards. Their gestures do not allow one to 

determine which group represents the earlier moment of the 

action. 

The icon from Kolomna (14) shows the miracle in two 

scenes. The first is a standard representation of Nicholas 

pulling Demetrios out of the sea, with a boat and two oars 

floating on the surface. The second presents at the left 

a small narrow building with a gabled roof. In front of the 

building (that is, inside) sits Demetrios, holding an oar 

in his hands. Water is pouring down Demetrios' legs in 

two delicate coils. At the right, seven neighbors stand in 

poses showing surprise and puzzlement. 

On the plaque from Palex (79) the painter combined 

these two scenes into one. On the left side of the compo-

sition Nicholas saves Dernetrios from drowning. On the right 

side, ashore, Demetrios sits in his house, while the neigh-

bors (two men and a woman), shown above, approach the house 

(ill. 92). 

Simon Spiridonov Xolrnogorec (80) illustrated the mirac-

le in a very similar way. In the upper left corner of his 

composition Demetrios is in his house, and the neighbors 

are corning to investigate what is going on. Below, in the 

foreground, Nicholas saves the man from death in the abyss. 

The scenes which depict the moment of the discovery of 

Demetrios in his house by his neighbors are probabiy based 
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on some Byzantine models, possibly on the fresco in Bojana. 

It should also be underlined that icons Nos. 6 and 14 (in 

the second scene) do not show the saint at all; this being 

faithful to the literary source, but unorthodox for a hagio-

graphical icon. 

Finally, icon No. 44 presents an unique.innovation. 

There are only two scenes on this icon, and one of them il-

lustrates Thauma de Demetrio. But instead of Nicholas, an 

angel pulls the man out of the waters (in the second scene 

an angel heals a demoniac). I believe that the author of 

this icon was a little suspicious of the saint's powers to 

be everywhere and help everyone, often at the same time. 

For him, a much better explanation was that Nicholas saved 

and helped through his "agents" angels. 

32. The Story of Basil (Thauma de Basilio). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola/ ... / Vasil'ja 
/ ... I rikova ot sracin i pos 
/ ... I ru otca i materi (1); 

/ I soroci / ... /, Svjatyj 
Nikola post/ ... /mater/ ... / 
v domu (6); 

Svjatyj Nikola vosxiti Vasilija, syna 
Agrikova, ot carja sorocinskago (8); 

Svjatyj Nikola postavi Argikova (?) 
syna pre/ ... / cem svoim ot 
stra~in (17); 

Svjatyj Nikola postavi Agrikova / 
( 19) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola privede Vasilja ko otcu 
svoemu (21); 

Svjatyj Nikola pri / ... / se / 
. I (23); 
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Svjatyj Nikola prinese Agrikova syna 
ot sracin i postavi ego na dvore 
ot~im ( 3 4) ; 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi ot stracyn Agri-
kova syna Vasil'ja (51); 

Svjatyj Nikolae izbavi Vsil'ja Agriko 
syna ot sracyn (66)i 

Svjatyj Nikolae ~judotvorec izbavi 
Agrikova syna ot sracyn (81); 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi syna Agrikova ot 
knjazja stracinskago (VIII). 

In Byzantine painting the story of Basil was rarely 

illustrated, and its iconography underwent several import-

ant changes. The earliest representation, in two scenes, 

can be seen on an icon from Sinai (12th-13th century). In 

the first scene, at the left, three Arabs (the Emir, wear-

ing a crown, is in the middle) sit at the table, 73 feast-

ing. At the right, Nicholas leads Basil away, holding him 

by his hand. In the second scene, at the right, three 

people: the mother, the father, and a guest sit solemnly 

at the round table. At the left, Nicholas stands behind 

Basil, with his hand on the boy's shoulder. Basil's hands 

are empty and he reaches towards his parents. 

The iconography of the first scene probably derives 

from some Byzantine illustrated chronicle which depicts 

the events involving the Arabs, while the second scene 

is based on the formula used in the Marriage at Cana comp-

ositions (this accounts for the solemn figures of the 

parents and the guest). The figures of Nicholas and Basil 

"are also cliches: the artist used a common formula for 
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departure in the first scene, and for presentation in the 

second." V V (Sevcenko, pp. 410-1). 

In subsequent centuries the following changes in this 

basic iconography can be observed: the figures of the 

parents are no longer solemn and rigid, but express emo-

tions caused by the unexpected deliverance of their son; 

some monuments have only the scene representing the return 

of Basil, and then the figure of the guest is eliminated 

and the shape of the table is oblong; two Yugoslavian mon-

uments give completely different renditions of the story. 74 

The Russian icons, though undoubtedly based on Byzan-

tine works similar to the Sinai icon, nonetheless include 

certain interesting variations and new elements. 

The earliest icons limit the number of figures in each 

scene to four. In the first scene, near the Emir sits his 

wife, wearing a crown, like her husband. Sevcenko thought 
. I 

that the figure of the Emir's wife at Rarnaca could have been 

borrowed from some Western representation of the event (p. 

417). If this hypothesis was correct, it would suggest that 

the earliest Russian icons were also influenced by Western 

iconography. Since it is rather unlikely that all the 

painters in Russia would follow a Western example, another 

hypothesis should be put forth. There probably existed 

earlier Byzantine works which depicted the Emir's wife, and 

they served as a source of Russian representations. This, 
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of course, does not excluse the possibility that these ear-

ly Byzantine works borrowed the figure of the Arab queen 

from some Western source. Whatever is the origin of this 

representation, it is standard in Russian icon painting. 75 

It must be said, in this connection, that the illus-

tration of this scene in Russian icons appears only when 

both scenes are represented. In all instances when the 

painters illustrate only one episode, they include the 

scene of the return of Basil. 

In numerous Russian icons (1, 2, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 18, 

23, 33, etc.) Basil holds a cup, goblet, or a glass in his 

hand {ill. 93-4), which is an illustration of the following 

words of the text: "I zrjaxut' otroka stojasca. iv 

ruce derzasce st'kljanicu vina polnu" and "Nose nyne v 

Krite na veceri predstoljal esm' knjazju sra~inskomu ... 

Da nyne re6e knjaz': 'Cerpli mi.' -.I • I se cerpax 1 xotex 

podati st'kljanicju siju polnu, i ne vede kto silen vne-

zaapu poxvati mja i st'kljanicju siju, jakoze nyne derfju 

polnu. " {VMCD6, pp. 8 and 9). On icon No. 6 besides 

a cup in his right hand, Basil holds a towel in his left 

{ill 95) . 76 The towel, lying on the table near Basil, ap-

pears also on icon No. 29. 

In Russian works the table is almost always rectangu-

lar. Only in two 16th century icons it is round (33) or 

oblong (40). 
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A limited number of icons shows five figures in each 

scene (33, 49, 56, 74, 76, VIII), but it is obvious that 

they are not based on our primary iconographical formula, 

but reflect the development in icon-painting, characterized 

by an inclusion of more figures in particular compositions. 

This development towards multi-figured compositions 

and detailed representations can be observed even better on 

icons Nos. 41, 55, 78, 80, 81, and 82. On the first two 

works we see the parents being accompanied by two guests 

(ill. 96), on icon No. 81 -- by three, on No. 78 by four 

or five, on No. 80 -- by seven, and on No. 82 by thir-

teen. Another addition to the compositions, which also 

reflects this trend towards miniaturization and attention 

to detail, appears in the 16th century. On icon No. 43 

, h. h 77 three dogs announce Basils return to is ouse. Dogs 

are depicted on icons Nos. 56, 71, 76, 82, V, and VIII. 

One of them sniffs at Basil's hand, as if trying to recog-

nize the smell of his long absent master. In the works 

which depict dogs, the painters apparently wanted to em-

phasize the instrumental role of canines in the story; 

their barking alarmed the parents and resulted in the dis-

covery of Basil in the courtyard (ill. 97-98). 

On the icon from Liskowate (57) the father express-

ively points to his eyes, as if he wanted to say: ''Vasilie, 

se nyne tja viiu istinoju, r'ci mi, ty li esi, ili sten' mi 
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sja toboju ka:z'et'?" (VMt=D6, p. 8). It is one of these 

rare representations in which we are able to determine which 

particular fragment, or even a1sentence, of the literary 

source has been illustrated. 

The most unusual representation of Thauma de Basilio 

appears on icon No. 25. In the first scene at the left 

the Emir sits on a stool 1 holding his feet on a square ped-

estal. In front of the Arab stands Basil (he may hold a 

tiny cup in his hand). In the second scene Basil is at the 

left, and at the right, behind the table, are his astounded 

parents. In neither scene Nicholas is represented. Such an 

unorthodox approach could have been a result of the paint-

er's attempt to illustrate the words in which the boy ex-

plained to the father the means of his rescue: "I ne vede, 

kto silen vnezaapu poxvati mja ... i ne vede jako na zem-

li stojax, take bo mnjaxsja,jako vetrom' nosim bex." (VMCD6, 

p. 9). Another possible explanation is that the painter 

wanted to indicate that nobody else, but Basil, could see the 

saint. 

The -three late icons, Nos. 80, 81, and 82, deserve a 

separate description. On the first we see a large room on 

the left side of the scene. Seven guests sit along the table 

in the room. The parents stand in the foreground. On the 

right side of the picture, in a smaller room (probably a 

courtyard), stand Basil and Nicholas. 
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On icon No. 81, in the foreground, Nicholas is at the 

left, behind Basil. At the right is a staircase and the 

father descends to the courtyard to greet his son, who still 

holds a cup in his hand. At the top of the composition, in 

the left corner, the painter depicted the feast: the mo-

ther talks to three guests who sit along the table. 

On icon No. 82 in the right upper corner we see the 

feast in Agrik's house: the mother is at the left, talking 

to nine guests seated at the both sides of a long table. 

On the left side of the picture is a long staircase, ending 

in a building with a gabled roof. Through the door of this 

building exit four people, ready to step down the stairs. 

The rather is shown almost at the bottom of the staircase, 

anxious to greet his son, who, at the same time, is being 

sniffed by one of two dogs. Nicholas stands behind Basil, 

on the extreme right (ill. 97). 

In these late icons the figure of Nicholas is much less 

important than it has been in early icons with only four 
78 figures in each scene. The illustration of the return of 

Basil becomes a miniature, a genre picture in which details 

from every day life of the Russians can be noticed. For in-

stance, on icon No. 82 Basil does not hold a cup, or a pit-

cher, but a flask. This may be explained only by the pop-

ularity of such flasks in Russia at that time. A similar 

flask in Basil's hands appears also on icon No. VIII, an 
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18th-century Northern work (ill. 98) . 79 

33. Nicholas Saves Christopher From Execution (Thauma de 

presbytero). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola izbavi ot naga meca 
popa Krystofora (23); 

Svjatyj Nikola izbavi ~eloveka ot 
rne~ja (53). 

The miracle of saving Christopher from the sword was a 

later addition to the cycle of the scenes illustrating the 

life and miracles of St. Nicholas. It was depicted infre-

quently, the earliest representations dating to the 15th 

century. Characteristically, the scene appears only in 

Carpathian icons and in late Russian icons with an unusual-

ly extensive repertory of scenes (80, 82). 

The earliest example of the scene can be seen on icon 

No. 23. At the left stands St. Nicholas, grabbing the 

sword of the executioner with his right hand, and holding a 

Gospel in his left. The executioner is in the middle, while 

at the right the priest bends forward awaiting the blow. 

His hands are tied behind him. In the background are green 

hillocks. The awkward pose of the executioner is worth 

noting: he looks at Christopher, but his hands with the 

sword seem to grow out of his back. All other icons which 

include this scene present the executioner in a more natur-

al and "correct" pose, with his right hand raised to strike 
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a blow, and his left holding his sheath (53, 60), the hair 

of the priest (27, 80, 82), or just resting on his hip (75). 

On icons Nos. 27, 60, 75, 80, and 82 Christopher's hands 

are tied in front. 

It is easy to notice that the composition of these 

scenes derives from the standard representation of Nicholas 

saving three men from execution, especially from this vari-

ant which shows one man singled out for an immediate execu-

tion, while the other men stand on the side, waiting for 

their turn. However, while the Carpathian icons eliminate 

the figures of all participants in the event but Nicholas, 

the executioner, and the priest, the late Russian icons re-

turn to the old formula of three men. 

On icon No. 80 the only element which differentiates 

the scenes of saving the three men and Christopher is the 

absence of spectators in the latter. The priest and two 

other condemned men kneel before the executioner. He holds 

Christopher by his hair and raises his right hand with a 

sword. Nicholas, who stands in front of the men, grabs the 

sword with his right hand. 

On icon No. 82 the priest stands alone, being held by 

the executioner by his hair. Two other men, ready to be 

executed, stand at the left, and behind them a group of ob-

servers can be seen. 
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In this connection, the best identifying factor for 

these two late icons is the position of the scene in the 

cycle. As in both cases it appears in the second part of 

the cycle, and is preceded by another scene of execution 

within the story of the three generals, it should be ident-

ified as the saving of Christopher from the sword. 

34. The Story of Peter (Thauma de Petro scholario). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola postavi Petra v Rimu 
( 15) ; 

Izbavi muza iz temnici (V). 

Thauma de Petro is another miracle which has not been 

depicted in Byzantine painting, while its representations 

in Russian icons are rare. The earliest scene devoted to 

the miracle was found on the 14th--15th century icon from 

Novgorod (15). The iconography of this scene is extremely 

simple: on the background of two buildings flanking the 

composition, and a wall connecting these buildings, we see 

at the left St. Nicholas standing with his Gospel book, and 

at the right Peter, in a short tunic, approaching the saint 

with his hands extended towards him (ill. 99). Such an 

elementary formula, with two figures facing each other, 

could not indicate clearly enough which fragment of the 

story was illustrated, and had the inscription been destroy-

ed it would have left no indication what the scene repre-

sented. It is not surprising, therefore, that this composi-
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tion did not become popular and widely accepted. For a hun-

dred years the miracle with Peter was forgotten, and when it re-

appeared again in the middle of the 16th century it was illus-

trated according to another, more appropriate iconographic.fonnula. 

On the icon from Borovici (45) for instance, at the 

right, in a room with an arched ceiling, there are three 

figures: in the corner a man sits on a small stool or ped-

estal, and at the left are two saints (they have halos). 

Behind the saints, on the extreme left is another figure, 

standing outside the room. The characteristic setting of 

the scene, with the dark background of the room, indicates 

quite well that the miracle takes place in prison. Thus, 

the man standing outside may be identified as a prison 

guard, and the figures inside as Nicholas, Simeon, and Peter. 

Peter sits in the corner while the saints stand in front of 

him. This iconographical formula, deriving from the scenes 

of the appearance of Nicholas to the three generals in pri-

son, has two important distinguishing elements: the pre-

sence of two saints in the prison, and a single figure of a 

prisoner. Apparently this rendering satisfied the painters 

and they accepted it as the best way to represent the mirac-

le. On icon No. 76, Peter sits at the left, in front of a 

prison building (the bars can be seen on the dark window in 

the background), while Nicholas and Simeon approach from the 

right, Nicholas talking to Simeon. The composition is flank-
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ed at the right by another building with a black door. On 

icon No. 80 at the right, in a large and elaborate prison 

cell, Peter lies on the floor, while Nicholas and Simeon 

stand in front, possibly freeing him from his chains. At 

the left we see the saints again, standing in front of the 

prison building. In the top left corner of the scene is 

another representation, probably showing one of the first 

appearances of Nicholas to Peter. 80 Peter lies on the bed 

and the saint bows over the bed, standing behind, like in 

scenes of appearance to Constantine or Ablabius. Spiridonov 

succeeded in depicting at least three moments of the action: 

the first or second appearance of Nicholas to Peter in a 

dream, the arrival of Nicholas and Simeon in front of the 

prison, and the appearance of both saints to Peter in the 

prison. However, it is easy to see that this was achieved 

mostly by miniaturization of the composition, not by the 

introduction of a new iconography. Simon's composition, 

despite its ability to convey three separate moments of the 

story, was based on existing iconographical models combined 

in one representation. 

On icon No. 82, on the right side of the picture we 

see the prison. Inside, on the right, Peter sits on a 

throne-like chair, and Nicholas with Simeon stand in front 

of him. On the left side of the scene Nicholas leads Peter 

out of the prison building. Behind them a fragment of a 
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mountaineous landscape can be seen. Since I am unable to 

read the inscription, a possibility of a different inter-

pretation of the scene must be indicated. The figure which 

sits on the throne may be the Pope. Then, the prison would 

have to be the Pope's palace, and the saint accompanying 

Nicholas, Peter, dressed in his monk's cassock and haloed. 

This hypothesis may be confirmed at this time only by the 

color of Peter's tunic. In the fragment showing Nicholas 

leading Peter out of the prison, the man wears an orange-

red tunic. A tunic of the same hue can be noticed under 

the cassock of the haloed figure accompanying Uicholas, 

while the enthroned man is dressed in a golden robe. 

Finally, on icon No. V we see a composition which, due 

to the damage, can be only hypothetically identified as the 

illustration of Thauma de Petro. At the left St. Nicholas 

leads a man with a halo towards a stately figure which sits 

on a throne on the right side of the scene. Although My-

slivec (p. 81) believed that this scene represents Thauma 

de servo liberate, it is much more probable that we are 

dealing with an illustration of the appearance of Nicholas 

and Simeon to Peter in prison (notice the similarities in 

compositions) . 

The inscription to this scene indicates that the 

pa,inter might have copied his composition from some model. 

Not knowing how to entitle the scene (a correct inscription 
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should have included Peter's name), he named it "Nicholas 

saves a man from prison", since the prison was the obvious 

place of the miracle. 

35. Nicholas Heals a Lame Man (Thaurna de Nicolao claudo). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola xromva 81 isceli (51). 

On only two Russian icons are there scenes which 

can be identified with certainty as representations of 

this miracle of St. Nicholas. The most expressive render-

ing appears on icon No. 51. In the background there is a 

church with an icon of the saint in the middle. Under the 

icon is an altar. At the right we see one standing figure, 

while at the left the lame man holds the icon with his left 

hand and supports himself on the altar with the other. His 

legs are still weak and cannot hold his weight. 

The painter illustrated the final episode of the story 

in this scene. The lame man recognized the saint in· the 

icon and asked him to fulfill his promise and to heal his 

ailment: "I oboim ikonu svjatago Nikoly obema rukama svo-

ima. I na~asasjaemu zily prostirati i kosti, i sta 

prost na zemli. 11 (VMCfo6, p. 57). 

The painter, lacking the Byzantine examples and canon-

ical compositions, had to invent an appropriate formula for 

the scene. He successfully linked several common motifs: 

the church with an icon of St. Nicholas on the wall was 
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taken from the scenes illustrating the Kiev miracle (see 

below), the figure of the lame man from the scenes of heal-

ing demoniacs, and the altar from the scenes of the conse-

cration of the saint. However, despite its compilative 

character, the composition has clarity and leaves no doubt 

what miracle is depicted. In this connection it is dif-

ficult to explain why this miracle was so rarely illustrat-

ed. The only other representation appears on the icon from 

Palex (82). At the left the lame man climbs the steps lead-

ing to a church, and St. Nicholas, who stands near the steps, 

advises him to go to the church. At the right, in the 

church, the lame man half kneels in front of an icon of the 

saint, while at least three people observe the miracle. 

This icon shows two moments of the action: at the left 

the moment when the man "na~a, polzaja po zemli, iti k svja-

tomu Nikole. Idus~ju ~e emu po puti, javisja emu presvjatyj 

Nikolae" (VMCD6, p. 56), and at the right the fragment re-

presented on icon No. 51. 

On icon No. 72, at the left side of the composition 

is a man crouching in an awkward pose. Nicholas stands at 

the right and blesses the man. In the background are hil-

locks and trees (?}. Myslivec thought that the scene de-

picted the miracle of healing the lame man, and he used 

as an argument the pose of the man which indicated clearly 

that he could not move his legs (p. 77). However, since 
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this unusual scene neither shows an icon of the saint, a 

church, nor any spectators, and includes also the figure 

of Nicholas, not required in the primary composition (No. 

51), it is much more probable that it depicts the healing 

f d . 82 o a emoniac. · 

36. The Saracene Miracle. 

Inscriptions illegible. 

The representation of this miracle can be found only 
83 in the most extensive cycles, despite the great popular-

ity of the story in Old Russian manuscripts. On icon No. 

80 we find the illustration of this fragment of the story 

in which the Saracene describes what has happened to him: 

"Egda bex v temnice, sly~ax edinogo stra~a moljascasja 

svjatomu Nikole, na~ax i az molitisja I javisja mi 

~elovek star, ple~iv, v belax rizax ... I re~e mi: 'Pocto 

zovesi Nikolu? Znaesi li ego?' I rex: 'Znaju ego, ibo 

slyjax ego velika pomo~~•nika. I ne vem ~to glagola, 

toliko slyiax, i~e mi re~e sracyn'sky: 'Dokude ti spati?' 

I vozbnuv, videx zenu i deti na odre domu svoego. 

At the left, near the prison wall, a guard sits pray-

ing to St. Nicholas. At the right, in the prison, the Sara-

cene lies on a cot, and the saint stands nearby, talking to 

the sleeping pagan. At the top of the composition, in the 

left corner, the Saracene wakes up on his bed, while his 
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wife (and children?) stand behind the bed, in a small room. 

This representation, like other scenes on Simon's icon, is 

a skillful coinage of common iconographical formulae. 

On icon No. 82 the miracle is presented in a slightly 

different way. At the right the Saracene sits in a small 

cell, and receives food from a guard. At the left, in the 

background, we see an elaborate prison building with white 

bars near the ceiling, and in the foreground Nicholas leads 

the Saracene out of prison. Although the painter did not 

illustrate the story literally, but just indicated that 

the pagan was in prison and was freed by Nicholas, one can 

attribute the scene as the Saracene miracle on the basis 

of its position in the cycle. It is placed among the 

posthumous miracles of the saint in exactly the same spot 

as on the icon painted by Simon Xolmogorec: i.e., after 

the scene of saving Christopher from execution and before 

the story of the Patriarch. 

37. The Carpet Miracle (Thauma de stromate). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikola daet' kover zene 
vdovice (l); 

~judo svjatago Nikoly kako kupi 
kover u starca / ... / vda 
/ ... / 6 litr zlata, vzem kover 
I . I donese v / ... / m 
/ . I starca, / . / prin 
I . .. I e kover / ... / (2); 

Svjatyj Nikola kupi / ... / (7); 
Svjatyj Nikola kupi kover u blag-

overna mu~a, 



Svjatyj Nikola prinese kover i vda 
kover ~ene starceve (8); 
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Svjatyj Nikola ku~il kover u pirsjan 
I . . . I < 10; 8 

Svjatyj Nikola kupi kover u star'ca, 
Svjatyj Nikola kovr dae star'ceve ~ene 

( 15) ; 
I . . . I ikola / . . . / t' zen / . . 

. I (16); 
Svjatyj Nikola kupi u starca kover, 
Svjatyj Nikola dae starceve ~ene kover 

(51);86 
Svjatyj Nikola kupil kovr u muia (58); 
Svjatyj Nikolae kupi kover, 
Svjatyj Nikolae daet' lene ego kover 

( 6 6) . 

In Byzantine art the representation of the miracle of 

the carpet appeared only once, in a 13th century fresco 

• t B • 87 1 • h • a OJana, and ater, int e post-Byzantine period, it 

could· be found in a few Rumanian churches dating to the 

16th and 17th century. In Russia, however, it was frequent-

ly illustrated. The earliest preserved representations are 

of the 13th--14th centuries. 

The Russian artists had three ways of illustrating the 

miracle. The first called for the representation of the 

moment of buying the carpet and the moment of returning it, 

in two separate scenes. The second united these separate 

scenes into one. The third presented only one moment of 

action: the buying or returning of the carpet. 

The first method, the most popular one, was employed 

already in the earliest icons (ill. 100-1). The third 

method was also used early (if one considers the scene at 
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Bojana as the primary composition, this rendering of the 

story may be the oldest), but the Russian artists did not 

resort to it very often. In the 15th century the second 

method appeared and in the next hundred years it became 

the most common, probably due to its "space-saving" quali-

ties. 

Despite the presence of three different ways of il-

lustrating the miracle, its iconography was very stable. 

In a typical scene of buying the carpet Nicholas and the 

old man stand facing each other and holding the folded 
88 or unfolded carpet. Only on icons Nos. 10, (ill. 102) 

15, 16, and 23 the carpet is still in the old man's pos-

session. The background of the scene usually consists of 

buildings and walls (on icons Nos. 8 and 10 they are ab-

sent), and only occassionally of elements of landscape 

(40, 82). In a typical scenerof returning the carpet 

Nicholas faces the old man's wife. The woman is frequent-

ly depicted standing inside a building (2, 11, 29, 33, 43, 

47, 51, 65, and 75). The saint either still has the car-

pet in his hand (ill. 103) ready to be handed to the woman 

(2, 7, 11, 13, 15, 16, 29), or has given it to her already 

and now both hold a piece of it. 

On icon No. 58 the painter depicted not only the car-

pet between the saint and the old man, but also a purse of 

gold which Nicholas gives to the man. 
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In compositions which show both moments of the action 

in one scene, the arrangement of the figures may be as fol-

lows: the old man -- Nicholas -- Nicholas -- the woman {18), 

Nicholas -- the man the woman Nicholas {27, 47)~ or 

the man -- Nicholas the woman Nicholas {29, 33, 51, 65, 

75). There is rarely a clear division between the figures 

in the middle; most often the dividing element is a wall of 

the building or a column. 

On icon No. 80 three moments of the action are repre-

sented. At the bottom left, in a large building with a 

richly decorated roof, the old man discusses with his wife 

the way of obtaining money for the feast of Nicholas. They 

hold the unfolded carpet between them. At the right, on 

the top of the composition, Nicholas returns the carpet to 

the woman, and at the bottom he buys it from the old man. 

No other icon presents the moment of the conversation be-

tween the couple, but in this work, painted by Simon Spiri-

donov, its presence is not surprising (see his detailed re-

presentations of other miracles). 

Finally, icon No. 82 shows a somewhat different scene. 

On the background of a hilly landscape the painter depicted 

a walled town, with several buildings. At the top right, 

standing among the icon hillocks, Nicholas buys the carpet 

from the impoverished man. At the left, in the foreground, 

Nicholas returns the carpet to the woman, who looks at the 
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saint from behind a wall or a fence. 

38. The Story of the Three Merchants (Thauma de tribus 

Christianis). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Nikolae izbavi trex kupcov 
ot potopa, oni ~e na dne morstem 
by~a bliz ada, oni z ogra~deny 
by~a jako stenami vokrug, i uzri~a 
sebe pomo~cfoika skorago ( 4 3) ; 

Svjatyj Niko/ ... / izbavi trex 
ot kita (V); 

Cjudo svja½ago Nikoly o trex dru-
zex, exa~a po morju v korabli 
s nevernymi i vmetasa ix v more 
(VI) . 8 9 

The miracle with the three merchants was never il-

lustrated in Byzantine painting. In Russian icons it ap-

peared late, in the 16th century, but soon developed in-

to one of the most colorful and fascinating representa-

tions among the miracles of St. Nicholas. 

Since it is difficult to determine which representa-

tion of the miracle in researched icons is the earliest, 

it is best to begin the description from one of the oldest 

and at the same time longest renderings of the story, on 

icon No. 42, from the Novgorod region, dating to 1551. 

The icon depicts the miracle in three separate scenes. 

The first scene shows a large boat with one sail in the 

middle. In the boat are several figures, but two men sit-

ting in front are the most important because they push a 

man in red robes overboard, head first. At the bottom of 
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the scene, amidst the waves, two heads of drowning men can 

be seen. 

This scene illustrates the beginning of the story of 

the three merchants: "Beia~e v korabli tom' vsi jazyci 

poganstii, no razve bysa v nix tri celoveka kristianska 

rodu, rnnogo imenija imus'8a. Sego radi sove~,fa~a na nix 

poganii izrinuti ix is korablja. Toj ze no~~i napado§a na 

nix, onem spjascirn, abie bezbozni jazyci izmeta~e ja v more. 

Oni le brodja~e v mori ... Edin ~e ot nix ne umeja~e 
''II 

plavati na vode, da sego radi skoro utope . . . " • (VMCD6, 

pp. 119-20). 

In the second scene, at the right, two of the merchants 

sit on a stone in the middle of the sea and lament their 

lost friend. At the left, a large fish swims up to the 

stone and opens widely its jaws, allowing the third mer-

chant to step out of the fish on the stone. The man car-

ries a heavy sack on his back. 

This scene illustrates the following fragment of the 

text: "Byv°M'ju d'ni, sedosta na kameni ... i pomyslista 

~e o utoptem;' . druze svoern' . Sedj a~~-ima :te ima, vosply kit 

velik istrasen, i polozi glavu svoju na kameni tom, i ot-

verze usta svoja, i byst' aki propast' velika. Ona dva 

vozopista . mnja, jako polreti ja xo~~et'. I se abie 

izyde izo ust kitovyx drug ix, nosja s soboju me~ok tja~ 

fek. '' (VMCD6 ,· p. 120) . 
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The third scene presents the stone at the right, with 

the three men sitting on it, approaching a tower which is 

ashore, on the left side of the composition. The tower 

represents the city of Byzantium. In front of the tower 

two or three people dressed in rich clothes await the ar-

rival of the stone. These people must be citizens or the 

courtiers of the Prince Vatapon. The text says: "Be~·a~e 

~e dva d'ni, i byst' tretij den', uzre~a ~e bereg i grad 

... I egda le priply~a ko bregu grada Vizantijskago .. 

gra~ane vse stekMesja na byvtee 6judo i povedaMa o nix 

Vataponu, knj azj u svoemu." (VMCD6, p. 121) . 

The iconography of these wonderful scenes probably 

derives from the illustrations of the story of Jonah. In 

such representations there were at least three important 

elements which could have served as models for the Three 

Merchants Miracle: Jonah being thrown out of the ship, head 

first; Jonah being swallowed by a sea-monster; and Jonah in 

) d b . . h b. 90 front of a city (Niniveh? , greete y its in a itants. 

The author of icon No. 42, one of the first to depict this 

miracle of St. Nicholas, added some details to the Jonah 

formula in order to make it fit the Nicholas story. His 

additions consisted of the heads of the two drowning men 

at the bottom of the first scene, the stone with the mer-

chants on it, and the sack on the shoulder of the man emerg-

ing from the fish. A very similar rendering (possibly a 
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copy of icon No. 42 or deriving from a common source) of 

the miracle, also in three separate scenes, can be seen on 

• 77 91 icon No. . 

The icon from the collection of D.V. Sirotkin in Niznij 

Novgorod (55) is surprisingly close to icon No. 42, however, 

it omits the third scene, the arrival of the three merchants 

in Byzantium, and in the first scene includes one more de-

tail. At the very bottom, under the two heads of the men in 

the sea, one can notice a fragment of the floating stone; 

this is an illustration of the following sentence of the 

text: "A onem e~ce plavaju~~im, i abie vozrinusja kamen' 

velik iz dna morja i na~a plavati pred nimi, aki gora 

velika." (VM~D6, p. 120). The second scene repeats ex-

actly the composition of the second scene on icon No. 42, 

even the colors of the men's robes are the same: the two 

men on the stone wear green and yellow tunics, and the one 

emerging from the mouth of the fish wears red (ill. 104). 

The author of the wings of a triptych (56), probably 

because of the limited space, united in one picture the 

second and third scenes from icon No. 42. At the right is 

a tower with a door leading to the city, and at the left 

the fish spits out the man in red clothes, while the two 

other men, one wearing yellow and one in greenish-blue 

tunic, sit on the stone. The painter eliminated the fi-

gures of the citizens of Byzantium waiting for the arrival 
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of the stone, but by the inclusion of the tower indicated 

clearly enough that he also had in mind the moment of the 

merchant's arrival at the city. 

The icon from Borovi~i (45) gives a unique rendering 

of the miracle. There are only two scenes, but they depict 

the entire story in great detail. In the first, the three 

scenes from icon No. 42 are combined into one representa-

tion: at the top the merchants are thrown out of the ship, 

in the middle two men sit on the stone and the third emerg-

es from the fish with a sack over his shoulder, 92 and at 

the right the three men arrive on the stone at Byzantium 

and are greeted by a group of people. The second scene 

shows in the top left corner the prince, Vatapon, sitting 

on a throne, accompanied by a servant. At the right is a 

long table set for a feast. The three merchants stand in 

front of the table holding chalices in their hands, while 

the six pagans sit at the other side of the table. This 

part of the scene is divided from the bottom part by a long 

wall. Below, at the left, the pagans are being executed. 

They stand on a bridge, bending forward, their hands tied 

behind their backs, while executioners, ready to push the 

condemned men off the bridge into the water, stand behind 

them (ill. 105) . 93 

This unusual composition translated into the language 

of painting the follwoing fragments of the story: "Knjaz' 
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. .,., 
ze Vatapon poveli sokrytisja im trem / the merchants -- A.B. 

/ v domu svoem' i onex / the pagans -- A.B. / prizvati k 

sobe ·na abed. Sedja~~im ~e im na trapeze, na obede u knjaz-

ja, knjaz' ~e po~eptav edinomu ct slug svoix v uxo, rek: 

'Poveli trem' onem vnesti pit'e vragom svoim.' Oni ~e take 

stvori~a, vneso~a pitie v polatu vragom ... Knjaz' ~e im 

'Dajte pitie gostem' sim.' I egda pribli~iMasja k 

nim s stekljanicami, poganiizeegda vozresa na nix, abie 

poletes'a no~i iz ruk ix, i sedo~a, aki mertvi ... Knjaz' 

ze povele vrnetati poganyja v more, rek: 'Da umret' smertiju 

nezhajus~ij Boga, ju1e beta ustroili znaju~6im Boga, da vpa-

dut v jamu, iie iskopas'e ruce ix ... " (VMtD6, pp. 121-2). 

The sources of the iconography of this composition are 

complex. The figures of the condemned pagans waiting on the 

bridge for execution probably derive from the representations 

of the execution of heretics in Novgorod. They could have 

been borrowed from illustrated chronicles, particularly from 

the Licevoj Letopisnyj Svod (The Illustrated Compiled Chron-

icle), a work executed under the auspices of Makarius and 

containing more than 16 thousand miniatures. The rest of 

the figures, as well as the architectural backdrop, may de-

rive from these chronicles or from manuscripts illustrating 

the life of St. Nicholas. 

It should be noted that in all the icons described 

above the figure of Nicholas was not depicted in the scenes 
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illustrating the miracle with the three merchants. This was 

not surprising, since the text did not mention the saint's 

inunediate involvement in the events. However, on the icon 

from the Ostrouxov collection (43), another variant of the 

composition appears. In a round lake, surrounded by icon 

hillocks, at the left we see a widely open mouth of a gi-

gantic fish. One of the merchants emerges from the fish and 

steps on a round stone, occupied by his two friends. At the 

right stands St. Nicholas in his bishop's robes. 

The addition of the figure of Nicholas, probably under 

the impact of other scenes in which he was depicted, changes 

the meaning of the scene. No longer are the merchants the 

most important part of the composition, and no longer is the 

representation a faithful rendering of the literary text. 

In this connection the inscription to the scene should be 

analyzed. 

According to Antonova and Mneva (Katalog, II, p. 85) 

the inscription was renewed in the 19th century. I believe 

that the author of the icon inscribed the scene with the 

simple "Svjatyj Nikola izbavi trex kupcov ot potopa," which 

indicated quite well what miracle he illustrated. However, 

the 19th-century restorer did not know the story of the 

three merchants. Puzzled by the representation, he decid-

ed to describe in his inscription what he saw on the picture. 

Thus, he interpreted the fish as the open mouth of Hell, and 
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the stone as a wall on the bottom of the sea. Such an inter-

pretation is not surprising, if one takes under considera-

tion frequent representations of the open mouth of Hell 

in the compositions of the Last Judgement or the Vision of 

John Climacus, in which the sinners are falling into the 

gaping jaws of the monstrous head. It is surprising, how-

ever, that Antonova and Mneva agree with the restorer's in-

scription and interpretation, and do not point out the real 

meaning of the scene. 

Almost exactly the same composition, with the figure of 

St. Nicholas standing at the right, the merchants on the 

stone in the middle, and the fish at the left, but with less 

landscape around the lake can be seen on icon No. V. The 

inscription to this scene also indicates that the painter 

did not know the text of the story very well. He writes: 

"Svjatyj Niko lae izbavi trex ot kita", while we know 

that the whale was sent by the saint to save the man who 

drowned. 

The confusion in inscriptions shows that many painters, 

copying their compositions from other icons, did not have 

any idea which miracle they were illustrating, and tried to 

interpret the representations of their inscriptions, often 

committing significant mistakes. For a contemporary re-

searcher these "misinterpreted" inscriptions are a proof of 

the lack of knowledge of the literary texts among many art-
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ists. 

Icons Nos. 71, 80, and 82 include representations which 

only hypothetically may be considered illustrations of Thau-

Ifil!. de tribus Christianis. Icon No. 71 shows the three {?) 

men in the middle of the lake, and Nicholas at the left, in 

front of a tower. It is possible that the scene depicts the 

arrival of the merchants at Byzantium. However, the men are 

naked to the waist and apparently stand in the water, in-

stead of sitting on the stone. On icons Nos. 80 and 82 in 

the middle of the sea is a sailboat, one man is being thrown 

overboard, and Nicholas rescues one drowning figure in ex-

actly the same manner as in the scenes of saving Demetrios 

or the Patriarch {see below). The reasons for this change 

in iconography of the merchant miracle are unclear. Perhaps 

the story which described the fantastic miracle involving a 

fish and a floating stone, in the 17th century, the age of 

reaiistic tendencies, was considered improper, too naive, 

too fairty-tale-like to be depicted in the traditional way. 

Instead of showing the stone and the fish, the painters con-

verted the composition into just another sea miracle, pre-

senting Nicholas saving one of the merchants from drowning, 

with no hint at the fantastic elements of the story. 

39. The Story of the Patriarch {Thauma de patriarcha). 

Inscriptions: Svjatyj Niklae cjudotvorec izbavi 
Afonasija ot potopa (81); 



Svjatyj Nikolae izbavi patriarxa 
ot potopa (VI) . 
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Thaurna de patriarcha, a miracle story preserved only 

in Slavonic manuscripts, had not been illustrated in Byzan-

t . . . 94 . . . ine painting and in Russian icons appeared infrequently. 

The earliest representation is a scene on the icon from 

Kievec (4). In a round lake a roan dressed in a white cowl 

and a brown cape is drowning. He reaches with his right 

hand towards Nicholas. The saint, standing at the left, 

ashore, grabs the man's hand and pulls him out of the water. 

At the top left of the composition are icon hillocks and at 

the top right a simple tower. 

The scene tries to illustrate the moment when Nicholas 

appears to the drowning Patriarch of Constantinople and 

saves him from· the~abyss. According to the Old Russian text: 

"Patriarxu ~e utapaju~~ju, i pornjanuv grex svoj, glagolju~6e: 

'Svjatitelju velikij, arxiereju Mirskyj ... izbavi mja ot 
. k v glubiny morskya, ot naprasnya srnerti~ ot gor ago casa 

izmi mja ot glubiny seja.' I priide skoro na porno~~• svjatyj 

Nikolae, po morju xodja, jako po·suxu, i priblizisja ... im 

za ruku patriarxa ... " (VMD~6, p. 69). 

One look at the composition brings to mind the repre-

sentations of the saving of Demetrios· from drowning. The 

posittons of the drowning man and the saint are in both 

scenes exactly the same. The scene with-the.Patriarch dif-
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fers only in two details: Athanasius wears a white cowl, 

and there is no boat foundering in the sea. The similarity 

of both scenes must have limited the circulation of the 

Patriarch illustration, since it did not appear in Russian 

icons (in the monuments researched in this dissertation) be-

fore the second half of the 16th century. Characteristical-

ly, when it reappeared again, it was based on a completely 

new iconographical scheme. 

This new rendering of the miracle can be seen on icons 

from BorovHH ( 45) and from the Pe~erskij -Monastery near 

Pskov (V). The icon from Borovi~i shows the Patriarch in 

his white cowl, sitting at a table which is set for a feast. 

Near the table to the left of Athanasius, stands a man who 

can be identified as Theophanes. It is possible that he 

holds a jug with wine in h~s hands. 95 Above Theophanes, on 

the wall, hang three icons. At the extreme left a group of 

people, among them some clerics, approach the table. The 

background of the scene consists of buildings with windows, 

and walls. A very similar composition (possibly a copy) is 

found on icon.No. v. The scene is extensively damaged, and 

its interpretation poses some difficulties. At the right 

one can distinguish the Patriarch sitting at the table. Near 

h ld • h • • h • h d 9 6 the table is Theophanes, o ing somet ing in is ans. 

Above Theophanes the three icons hanging on the wall, and 

at the left at least one figure approaching the table, can 
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be seen. 

Myslivec, who did not notice the representation on 

the icon from Borovi~i and maintained that the Pe~erskij 

Monastery icon is the only one to depict the scene, thought 

that the painter represented not only the fragment of the 

story in which the Patriarch scourges Theophanes for having 

an icon of Nicholas, but also another, in which Theophanes 

prays to the icon for the miracle of the multiplication of 

wine. He even went so far as to identify the figure at the 

left as the cleric whom Theophanes asked to bless the icon 

(p. 80). The last part of this interpretation cannot be 

accepted, since Theophanes clearly does not pray to the 

icon, but serves the Patriarch at the table, and the person 

at the left may be any of the participants at the feast. 

However, on both icons the painters were able to a·11ude to 

several moments of the action: to the three icons ordered 

by Theophanes, to the feast in which Athanasius and the 

clergy participated, and to the miracle of the multiplica-

tion of wine. 

What is most significant in these new renderings of 

the story is that the old iconographical formula (saving 

from drowning) did not satisfy the painters and they in-

vented a more suitable one, based on traditional motifs 

(the table set for the feast, for instance, could have been 

borrowed from the scenes of the return of Basil). The new 
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formula, nonetheless, was also not able to convey the story 

fully and extensively, since it abandoned the representation 

of the saving of Athanasius from drowning. A synthesis of 

these two representations became the ultimate goal of the 

artists. 

In the end of the 17th century such a synthesis was 

achieved by Simon Xolmogorec {80). On his icon one can see 

three scenes illustrating the story. The first shows at the 

left the appearance of Nicholas to Theophanes in a dream. 

Nicholas bends over the bed and asks the man to order three 

icons from the painter Aggeus. At the bottom right we see 

Theophanes leaving his house and approaching the doors of 

the painter's studio. In the top right corner Simon placed 

a representation of Aggeus painting the icon of St. Nicho-

las. The second scene shows in the foreground a very detail-

ed representation of the feast at the house of Theophanes. 

The Patriarch sits in the middle of the table, among numer-

ous guests who drink wine from large chalices. At the bot-

tom left Theophanes talks to a servant, apparently puzzled 

as to what to do about the wine. In the top left corner 

is the scene of greeting the Patriarch by Theophanes, and 

in the top right corner a scene of Theophanes praying to the 

icon of Nicholas {ill. 106). The third scene depicts a ship 

on the sea, and on the right side a scene of saving of Atha-

nasius by the saint. The poses of the Patriarch and Nicholas 
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are traditional: Nicholas extends his hand to the man who 

drowns in the sea. In the background of the scene one can 

notice miniature buildings, towers, and walls, with some 

elements of landscape in the middle. As can be seen, the 

story is illustrated in great detail, although Simon again 

does not invent new iconographical formulae, but connects 

many common motifs and elaborates on details. 

Another elaborate rendering of the story appears on 

icon No. 82. In the first scene, on the backdrop of build-

ings, towers and walls, Theophanes, standing at the extreme 

right, greets the clergy in his house. Above, on the wall, 

hang three icons, resembling a tympanum. At the left, as 

far as can be determined, the Patriarch criticizes Theo-

phanes for his selection of Nicholas as the subject of the 

icon. In the left upper corner, the icon of the saint hangs 

above an altar, and Theophanes approaches it with his hands 

outstretched. In the second scene at the left is a found-

ering ship, and at the right a traditional representation 

of the saving of the Patriarch from drowning. 

Such a complicated illustration of the story was far 

beyond the reach of less skillful painters. The author of 

icon No. 81 depicted the saint standing ashore, on the left 

side, holding the Patriarch by his hand. Athanasius is in 

the middle, and in the top right corner we see a boat with 

a sailor who spreads his hands in a gesture of amazement or 
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astonishment. 

On icon No. VI in the top left corner a boat carries 

Athanasius and two sailors on either side of the Patriarch. 

In the foreground, at the right, Nicholas pulls the Head 

of the Church out of the water (ill. 107) . 

. Thus, from the 14th to the 18th century the iconography 

of this miracle made a full circle, going through various 

stages and experiments. The experimentation was a result 

of the lack of canonical examples which would serve as 

models for the representation of the story. The search for 

an adequate rendering of the conent of the story led some 

painters to miniaturization of the scenes and illustration 

of several temporal fragments of the text, and the others 

to a simple addition of the boat to the old iconographical 

formula used in the Demetrios miracle. 

40. The Story of the Liberated Servant (Thauma de servo 

liberate). 

Inscriptions illegible. 

Among the researched icons only two were found which 

possibly include scene or scenes representing this miracle 

of St. Nicholas. In both instances the identification is 

purely hypothetical, since the quality of the reproductions 

does not allow one to see all the necessary details. On icon 

No. 40 the miracle may be represented in two scenes. In the 
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first we see a prison building, that is, a simple structure 

with a figure of a man sitting inside. At the left is St. 

Nicholas bending towards the building's window. In the 

second scene the background also consists of a building, but 

the saint bends over a bed occupied by a sleeping figure. 

Apparently the first scene depicts the appearance of the 

saint to the imprisoned servant boy, and the second his ap-

pearance to the boy's master, Epiphanius. 97 The icono-

graphy of both representations may be traced back to the 

other scenes from the cycle: the appearance to the boy in 

prison may derive from the scenes illustrating the Praxis 

de tribus filiabus (notice the similarity in the shape of 

the buildings and in the saint's pose), while the appearance 

to Epiphanius from the scenes illustrating the birth of 

Nicholas and his appearance to Constantine in a dream. 

A similar rendering of the miracle appears on icon No. 

82, only there both episodes are connected in one scene. 

At the right, on the background of a small chamber (the 

cellar in which the boy was imprisoned) we see the servant 

facing St. Nicholas, and at the left the saint appears to 

Epiphanius: the man rests on the bed in his chambers, while 

Nicholas, bent over the bed, orders him to release the ser-

vant from prison. 

41. The Story of the Monastery (Thauma de sepulcro). 
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Inscriptions illegible. 

Only two late icons represent this miracle. On icon 

No. 80, at the bottom right side of the scene are two 

figures: a boy, sitting on the ground, and a man, pointing 

towards a monastery shown above. At the top of the composi-

tion, inside the monastery walls, we see these two figures 

again, standing in the center and looking at an open grave 

(?) At the left there is a large group of monks, and at 

the right, in a small cell, one can notice an icon of St. 

Nicholas and possibly some monks praying to it. Only on the 

basis of these details the scene is identified as the illu-

stration of the monastery miracle. The bottom part of the 

composition then shows the moment when the traveller meets 

the boy who claims to be looking for his father. The upper 

part of the scene depicts the moment when the grave was open 

and the gold was discovered. The scene of the praying to the 

icon of the saint may illustrate the thanks given by the 

monks of the monastery to the saint for their deliverance 

from need. 

The composition on icon No. 82 is even more complicated, 

and it is identified as the illustration of the monastery 

miracle only on the basis of the presence in the scene of the 

buildings and walls of the monastery, figures of the monks, 

the angel (boy), and possibly the grave. 
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The most probable source of the iconography of these scenes were 

the 16th century illustrated manuscripts, and the icons which illus-

trated the miracles of wonderworkmg icons of t."1e Virgin (of Vlaclimir, 

of Tixvin, of Tolga etc.). In these works the rconasteries were quite 

often representea. 98 

42. The Kiev Miracle. ---------

Inscriptions: / ... / svjatago / ... / kako izbavi otroka 
ot potoplenija i / .. / Sofei v Kieve na 
polatex {45). 

,Since the Kiev miracle was written in Russia, it is not surpris-

ing that its illustrations can be found only in Russian icons and 

frescoes. The icon painters, lacking Byzantine canpositional m:xiels, 

had to invent their own iconography to convey the miracle. We can 

trace the developrent of this iconography on the basis of surviving 

representations, despite the fact that they are not very numerous. 

One of the earliest illustrations of the miracle appears on the 

icon fran Kievec (4). The scene shows a large church with one dome, 

framed on the left side by a fragment of another architectural 

strcuture, and on the left by icon hillocks. At the left side of the 

church, in the middle of the ·wall, an icon of St. Nicholas can be seen. 

At the oottan of the scene, a stiff little figure in red clothes lies 

with hands raised uµvards {ill. 108) . It is easy to see that the 

painter wants to depict the manent of the story in which the child, 

miraculously saved by Nicholas fran the river, is placed in the Cath-

edral under the icon of the saint. The sources of this iconography 
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are much more difficult to· detennine. The representation of St. 

Sophia rray derive franmany architectural forms in icon painting, and 

fran early manuscript illuminations, but could have been a "realistic" 

F,Ortrait of the largest and most magnificent building in Kiev. The 

lying figure resanbles a boy or a young adult rather than a child, 

and is proportionally larger than one might have expected. The raised 

hands should be probably identified as a sign of life which, the 

painter thought, would indicate clearly enough that the child was 

saved. I could not find any similar representation of a lying figure 

in Old Russian painting of that period; the pose is certainly differ-

ent than the characteristic "hand under the chin" pose in dream and 

vision scenes. Even more surprising is the color of the child's 

clothes. Among the representations of this miracle this is the only 

icon in which the child is dressed in red. It is possible that the 

red color was used by the painter only for the purpose of differentiat-

ing the figure from the background and making it rrore visible. 

On icon No. 12 this cani:csition is further developed. On the 

right side we see the church with an icon of St. Nicholas in the mid-

dle. Under the icon, at the foot of the church, lies the child wrap-

ped in white sheets. The mother Jmeels nearby, bent toward the child. 

The father, and a group of at least three observers, stand behind her 

at the left. In the background is a tower with a rounded roof. 

One .imnediately notices that the canposition of the scene fran 

the Kievec icon was expanded through an addition of other figures. 

This new rendering depicted the manent of the rerognition of the child 
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by its IIDther. But the nost important change was the representation of 

the child as a baby, wrapped in white sheets, and the elimination of 

its raised hands. This iconography, deriving from the scenes of the 

Nativity, in which the Christ child lies in his crib wrapped in-white, 

made the identification of the little figure as a baby much easier. 

The 16th century brings another carposition. 99 On icon No. 37 we 

see a dark boat can:ying the parents who's raised hands express grief 

and despair. The baby, in a white wrap, floats in the water under the 

boat. 

This ccrnposition illustrates the following fragrcent of the story: 

"I e~ce ie emu edu~6ju po rece po Dnepru, :lena ~e ego der:laSe deti§t'e 

• dr . • • d t· od • to .. lOO Th • na ruce, i vz emasJa, 1.spust1. e Ja v v u, 1. u pe. e paint-

er based his scene on other scenes fran the cycle (characteristically, 

the boat is in the middle of a round blue lake surrounded by pink 

rrountains; as has been shavn, such a rendering of sea miracles is can-

rron in the 16th century); the gestures of astonishment, surprise, 

despair and grief (raised hands with palms pointing outwards) are very 

often used, and have been depicted, for example, in the Birth of Nich-

olas scenes. 

Apparently both renderings of the miracle had a parallel develop-

ment. On icon No. 45 these two renderings are united in one canposi-

tion, but in addition, new details are introduced. In the left top 

comer the sail.boat carries the parents. The father holds an oar and 

the nother looks at the child who slipped fran her hands and fell in 

the water, head first. Just below the child \\e see St. Nicholas, 
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standing, holding the child in his anns. At the right side of the 

scene the painter depicted Kiev, with its walls and churches: on the 

extreme right is a large white church, and irrmediately to the left is 

a smaller one, possibly a part of the large church. The icon of St. 

Nicholas hangs on the wall of this smaller building. Under the icon, 

on an altar, lies the child. To the right of the altar is a group of 

people, possilily headed by the father, and on the left another group 

of people, Irost likely clergymen, with a metropolitan in front. The 

city of Kiev is enclosai by red brick walls, and a bridge leads to 

the gate in the wall (ill. 109) . 101 

The author of this icon represented. three m::ments of the action: 

the drowning of the child, the rescue of the child by St. Nicholas, 

and the discove:r::y of the child in St. Sophia Cathedral. He canbined 

two old iconographical formulae and added still another one, tbat of 

Nicholas holding a baby. This representation was probably based on 

the scenes of the baptism of Nicholas. 

On icon No. V, as far as the damaged state of the \avUrk allows one 

to jtrlge, at the left is a boat with two figures (father and rrother) 

in it, while the child, wrapped in white sheets, drowns in the water 

below. At the right, on the ground, can distinguish a church, with 

an icon of St. Nicholas on its wall. The child lies under the icon, 

and at right, near the child, stands another figure (possibly the 

father or the sacristan). 

On the icon paintai by Sinon Xolirogorec (.80), at the bottan we 

see the boat, with a sail, an oar, and at least four figures inside. 
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One of the passengers, a woman dressed in red (the rrother), bends over-

board trying to catch the baby, but it floats away down the river. At 

the top of the canposition, on the right, in a large structure there is 

the icon of the saint and the child rests under it. One of the figures 

on the left, in a small vaulted chamber, prostrates itself in front of 

the altar and the icon: it is the mother, recognizable by her red 

ganrents. 

Finally, the artist fran Palex (82), depicted the boat at the left, 

with the parents inside, and the mother trying to catch the white-wrap-

ped bundle floating in the water. At the right he painted the church 

with an icon of St. Nicholas, the child lying tmder the image, and the 

father kneeling in front of the altar. He also presented two groups 

of spectators on either side of the altar. 

It is obvious that all these canpositions employ similar rrotifs, 

slightly changing the gestures of the figures, or details of the ar-

chitecture and landscape. Nonetheless, one sees that the painters have 

relative freedan in their canpositions: they can change the µ:>sitions 

of the parents, vary the shapes of the coat and the church, even in-

clude the figure of St. Nicholas. All these "freedans" are a result 

of the late developrrent of the iconographical fo:rmulae employed in 

this scene, and the lack of Byzantine established examples. 

This freedan can be obsenred even rrore in two icons which possib-

ly include a representation of the Kiev miracle (the identification is 

only hypothetical) based on canpletely different iconographical mcx:lels. 

The first is the icon from Meletovo (22). In the analyzed scene the 
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pa.inter shavs an .interior of the church. Outside (that is, inside), on 

the left Nicholas stands erect, bless.mg; on the right are three ha-

loed figures: a child, a wanan, and a man. The child is be.ing held 

by the wanan, while the man stands behind. It is not clear at all if 

this group of figures can be considered a portrait of the Kievan fam-

ily happily retmited after their ordeal. The cat1t=0sition would fit 

nnich better as a representation of the miracle of giv.ing a child to a 

childless couple, which, as we have seen, was described in the Vita 

Nicolai Sianitae, and ended with Nicholas blessing (baptizing) the 

child. The only features which speak against such an interpretation 

are the size of the child, unusually large for a one-year old, and the 

halos around their heads. 

If one accepts the hypothesis that the Meletovo icon was based on 

sane Western m:xlels, it is possible that the pa.inter used an illustra-

tion of the Substituted Cup story for his rendering of the Kiev miracle. 

This kind of a borraving would explain the size of the child in the 

Meletovo scene. However, since I was not able to find an appropriate 

Western representation, this theory may prove to ce totally false. 

On the veil fran Zagorsk (73) we find a representation which is 

similarly difficult to interpret. On the background of a landscape 

with trees (a very tmusual rendering), at the left stands Nicholas 

holding his hand on a shoulder of a boy. The boy kneels in front of 

a wanan depicted in the middle. At the right is a figure of a man. 

The wanan and the man have halos. Here again are dealing with a 

representation which can be only hypothetically called the Kiev miracle. 
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It is similar to the .Meletovo representation, but the boy is even larg-

er, and kneels in front of the wanan. The trees in the background also 

do not present any clue helpful for an identification of the scene; it 

is rcost probable that they are there for purely decorative purI,JOses~ 

It is possible that the scene on the veil does not depict the 

Kiev miracle, but a miracle connected with the donor of the work. 

Arrong the scenes depicted on this veil eight are standard scenes ap-

pearing on icons of Nicholas Velikoreckij or Babaevskij. In three 

corners of the veil are representations of Gregory the Theologican, 

Mary Magdalene, and Alexius the God's Man. Our scene is in the fourth 

comer, on the bottan right. The representations of Gregory, Mary, 

and Alexius undoubtedly depict the patron saints of the donor and his 

family (the veil was donated by Alexius Mixailovi~ and Macy Miloslav-

skaja), thus the :image in the fourth corner may also show an event re-

lated to the tsar. Perhaps the work was executed after the birth of 

one of Alexius sons; the importance of the birth of a male child to 

the tsar could have easily resulted in such a representation. This 

would also explain the halos around the heads of the \\OITiail and the man 

in our scene. 

Finally, one of the scenes on icon No·. 8 probably depicted the 

Kiev miracle, but suffered considerable damage in its bottom part. The 

preserved part shavs a church with an icon of Nicholas on its wall. 

One can assume that under the icon there was a representation of the 

child lying in a similar pose to the child on icon No. 4. 

43. The Polovtsian Miracle. 
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Sorocini', 
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Pr / . . . I Soroc I . . . I Nikole t I . . . / 
(15) . 

Despite its Russian origin, the Polovtsian miracle was quite in-

frequently included among the illustrations of the miracle of Nicholas 

on Russian icons. The earliest representation, in two scenes, appear-

ed on iron No. 15 from Novgorod. In the first scene, on the right, 

one can see a tall building (church) with an icon of St. Nicholas on 

its wall. In the middle of the scene are two figures: the man £ran 

Kiev, pointing towards the iron with his left hand, holds his right 

ann around the shoulders of the Polovtsian. The pagan slightly bends 

fo:rward and looks at the ioon, holding his hands out to the image 

(ill. 110). This scene renders visually the following fragment of the 

story: "Glagola emu gospodin ego: 'Xo~c'e~i li, dam tja na poruku 

svjatanu. Nikole' ... t vede ego v cerkov', i pokaza emu ikonu svjata-

go Nikoly ... I otve~~a Polovd'in, re& s radostiju: 'Xo~6ju, i vse 

ispolnjU r~eilQe tObe milOjU • • • Ill (VM:06, P• 112). 

The serond scene shavs the ending of the sto:ry. At the left is 

the same church with the iccn of Nicholas, and at the right the Polovt-

sian falling on his knees in front of the icon. Above the pagan are 

two horses, the ransan he brought to the church (ill. ill). In 

the text we read: "Ne tokno iskup prigna gospodinu, no i lise boja-

sja pobornika na~go svjatago Nikoly. Egda ie priexa vo grad ne exa 

prei na dvor, ide:le be sidel, no exa k cerkvi svjatago Nikoly, idet'e 

be dan na poruce." (OCD6, p. 117) . 
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The representation of horses in this scene can be cc:mpared to 

roughly contanporary representations of horses on the icon of Florus, 

Laurus, Blasius and M:>destus in the Russian Museum (Lazarev, Novgorod-

skaj a, ill. 44) , but ultimately may derive fran icons depicting St. 

George and the Dragon, St. Boris and Gleb, etc., or fran illustrated 

chronicles. 

Another illustration of the Polovtsian miracle appears on icon 

No. 43. Since the reprcxluction I have is not sufficiently clear, 

I depend for my description on Mysli vec (p. 81) . On the backdrop of 

a hilly landscape, at the right a group of horsenen can be seen, while 

another horse runs without its rider. In the middle of the picture 

stands Nicholas with his right hand raised, holding the Polovtsian by 

his hair with his left. The saint apparently has just pulled the pa-

gan off his rrount ( that is why his horse runs free) , and punishes him 

with a broan. 

This oomposition illustrates another fragment of the text. After 

two appearances to the Polovtsian with a request to bring the ransom 

to Kiev, Nicholas appearai to the pagan for the third time during the 

meeting of the Cuman princes and noblerren, and punished him nost cru-

elly. The text descrires what happened in detail: ''Nekolile potarn za 

male d 'nii priklju~isja sonmu byti knjazern' ix i velrrotam, s" exav~imsja 

im mnogym i toj Polov~in, danyj na poruce ... priexa tu ~e. Egda z'e 

sta na kone so aru°finoju, storie is konja sila nevidima ..• ~judno, 

bratia, bja~e videti mu~enia ego: ovogda bja~ glavoju ~ten, ovog-

da ie ot zanlja vosxi~ten i razdraien o zernlju, ovogda ~e bja¥e glava 
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V. ego rneZJU nogu ego, k tanu nevidirro, aki dubcy, b'jas'e sila Boiija." 

(VM!o6, pp. 115-6). 

Icon No. 82 uses basically the same cattpoSition and illustrates 

the same fragment of the text but adds sane new details. At the top 

left we see a horsanan on a gray horse, and at the right another one 

on a white horse. In the middle the saint pulls the Polovtsian fran 

his horse, which is red, holding the man by his hair with his left 

hand and raising his right as if to strike a blow. Below, the Polovt-

sian lies on the ground and is being whipped by two angels standing on 

either side. The ba.ckgrmmd consists of icon hillocks and a small 

architectural ensemble in the top right comer. 

As can be seen, the author of this icon interpreted the ~rds 

"sila Bo~ija" as two angels helping Nicholas to punish the disobedient 

pagan. Nicholas just throws the man off his horse, but the messengers 

of Gerl execute the "physical" punishment. 

As far as can be seen on icon No. 77, one scene shows the punish-

ment of the Polovtsian, and another the m:ment of bringing the ransan 

to Kiev. 

It is rrost probable that these later representations of the 

miracle have been based on the miniatures illustrating the fairous 16th 

century manuscript of the life of the saint (see Chapter III). 

44. The Miracle with Stephen De~anski. 

Inscriptiais illegible. 
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The representation of this miracle of St. Nicholas 

was found only on icon No. 80. In the first scene the trad-

itional formula for the appearance of the sa.int has been used: 

Stephen lies on the bed while Nicholas stands near the King 

showing him something in his hand. At the top left there is 

a miniature scene which may illustrate the moment of impri-

sonment or blinding of Stephen. The main representation cor-

responds to the following fragment of the narrative: "No,~i 

skcm~evaj u.~6e s j a, snom tonkim ovi j at byvaet / Stephen -- A. B. 

/. I zrit mula predstavta emu, svja~~ennolepna videnia imus-

~a, svjatitel'skoju odez'doju ukras'ena su·§~a .. . "' • ..,, . nosJasca 

na desnoj svoej dlani obe ego izver1ennya o~i, i glagolju~6a 

k nemu: 'Ne skorbi Stefane, se bona dlani moej tvoi o~i.' 

I so slovom pok~zovaaMe emu nosimoe. Onie, jako mnja~esja 

glagola k nernu: 'I kto esi ty, gospodi moj, ile tolikoe o 

rnne prileianie tvorjai?' I javleisja: 'Az esm' Nikolae, 

Mir Likejskix episkop. 1
"

102 

In the second scene, on the background of a richly 

decorated building, Stephen sits on a throne and Nicholas 

stands at the left touching the King's eyes. This is an 

illustration of the appearance of Nicholas to Stephen in 

the monastery and his miraculous healing of the King. Ac-

cording to the text of the miracle, one evening, when the 

King was in the church and fell asleep, tired after a day 
-../ of work, he saw "ocirna serdca svoego onaago bozestvenago 
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mu~a, i~e pre~de tomu javl'legosja, predstav~a i rekMa k nemu: 

'Imai li v pamjati, e~e pre~de rex ti ... ne skorbeti, v 

moej bo ruce tvoja zenica, i six tebe pokazax?' On ~e v pam-

jati six prixodyti javlja~esja i k nogama svjatitelju pripa-

dati, i milovania prositi. I javleisja. jakoie poda-

vaa~e videnie toga vzdvig i kerstnoe znamenie na lici stvori. 

O~iju ze krai prsnymi kosnuvsja, re~e: 'Gospod' na~• Isus 

Xristos', i~e slepago ot ra~denia vo~ivyj, i tvoima o~ima 

prvyj daruet zrak.' I ov ubo nevidim byst'." (Arkiv, p. 9). 

Similar compositions of Stephen sitting on a throne, 

with Nicholas restoring his sight, were known in Serbian 

monuments (Myslivec, p. 84). They derived from such repre-

sentations as the imperial audience (with the Emperor seated 

on the throne) or Christ Enthroned. It is possible that Si-

mon Xolmogorec used one of the Serbian icons or frescoes as 

a model of his illustrations. 
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(1938), 26-65. -

11. L. Bol'~akova and E. Kamenskaja, Gosudar-
stvennaja Tret'jakovskaja Galereja: Drevnerusskoe 
iskusstvo, (Moskva: Sovetskij Xudo~nik, 1968), 
ill. 31. 

12. For further details of the Birth of the Vir-
gin iconography consult the monumental J. Lafon-
taine-Dosogne, Iconographie de l'enfance de la 
Vierge dans_ ! 'Empire Byzant"ine et Occident, 
vol. I (Bruxelles, 1964) , .and II (Bruxelles, 1965). 

13. Icon No. 48 has only the figure of the father 
shown on the background of a church. To his right 
are a bishop, who holds the child above the bap-
tistery, and a deacon. 

14. Icon No. 45 shows three deacons, icons Nos. 
48 and 72 -- a bishop and a deacon, No. 77 -- two 
deacons, Nos. 81 and 82 -- a large group of church 
officials. 

15. See, for example V.N. Lazarev, No'Vgorods·kaja 
ikonopis', (Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1969), ill. 35 and 
46. 

16. I have in mind the so-called ~tenie o ~itii i 
£ pogublenii bla~ennuju ·strastoterpca Borisa i 
Gleba, written by Nestor, and the so-called Ska-
zanie i strast', !_ poxvala svjatuju mu~enikuBorisa 
i Gleba, an anonymous work of slightly earlier 
origin. Both works, together with the texts from 
Synaxaria .and texts of the masses in honor of the 
saints were published by D.I. Abramovi~, Zitija 
svjatyx mu~enikov Borisa i Gleba !, sl·u~by im, 
(Petrograd, 1916). See also Ludolf ~1iiller, "Stu-
dien zur altrussischen Legende der Heiligen Boris 
und Gleb," Zeitschrift fur Slavische Philologie, 
2 3 ( 19 5 4 ) , 2 5 ( 19 5 6) , 2 TTl 9 5 9 ) , and 3 O ( 19 6 2 ) . 

17. When one keeps in mind the overall crude and 
primitive nature of this icon, it may be argued 
that the painter has attempted to depict the scene 
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of healing a woman with a withered arm, but his 
lack of skill makes the repr~sent4tion look like 
a healing of a blind woman. 

18. This "common source" could have been any 
popular symmetrical composition in which the mid-
dle figure is flanked by two other figures, for 
instance the representation of the Deesis or the 
Transfiguration of Christ. 

19. Myslivec mentions an icon from Tver' in which 
in this composition two students are depicted, and 
considers it the only representation with more 
than one student in Russian icon painting (p. 60). 
As we have seen, there are many icons which show 
more than one disciple. 

20. The coin, dating to 238--244 A.D., may re-
flect an old Lycian myth later reworked into the 
story of Nicholas and the cypress of Plakoma; see 
Gustav Anrich, Hagios Nikolaos. Der heilige Niko-
laus in der griechischen Kirche, vol. II~(Leipzig 
and Berlin: Teubner, 1917), pp. 225-6; sev~enko, 
pp. 276-7. It is also possible that the legend 
appeared as a reaction of the Church against the 
pagan practices of tree worship. In the sanctuary 
of Aesculapius at Cos it was forbidden to cut down 
the cypress trees; after the destruction of the 
temples of Diana-Artemis trees were venerated as a 
substitute for the goddess; see Sir James George 
Frazer, The Golden _Bough: study in Magic· and 
Religion, abridged ed., (New York: Macmillan Pub-
lishing Comp. Inc., 1978), p. 128; Dmitrij Tschi-
zewskij, Der hl. Nikolaus, (Recklinghausen: Ver-
lag Aurel Bongers, 1957), p. 76. 

21. Myslivec thought that the figure of the man 
with an axe was introduced in Russian icons only 
in the 16th century (p. 72). Our examples prove 
that it appeared in Russian works as early as the 
end of the 13th century. 

22. See the illustrations in Lazarev, Novgorod-
skaja, ill. 17, 24, 41, and 65. 

23. V.I. Antonova and N.E. Mneva entitle this 
scene "A Monk Prays in Front of a Spring (Drawing 
of Water?)": Katalog drevnerusskoj ~ivopisi Tret'-
jakov Galerei, vol. I, (Moskva: Nauka, 1963), p. 
252. 
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24. Among the other scenes there is the illustra-
tion of the felling of the cypress of Plakoma, which 
confirms the supposition that the painter has known 
both texts. 

25. . See Kurt Weitzmann, The Icon: Holy Images --
Sixth to Fourteenth Century, (New York: George 
Braziller, 197 8) , ill. 22; V. I. Antonova, Drevne-
russkoe iskusstvo v sobranii Pavla Ko•rina, (Moskva: 
Iskusstvo, 1966), Ill. 33. 

26. Myslivec accompanies his discussion of the 
scene on the icon from the collection of Soldaten-
kov by this (much later in date) inscription (p. 
63) . 

27. The veil No. 73 dates to the 17th century, and 
was donated by Alexei Mixailovi~ and his wife Marija 
Miloslavskaja. 

28. Cyril Mango, Byzantium: The Empire of New 
Rome, (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1980), p. 
236. 

29. See Arximandrit Antonin, "Sv. Nikolaj, episkop 
pinarskij i arximandrit sionskij," TKDA, No. 6 
(ijun '), 1869. 

30. The representations of Thauma de Demetria, 
Thauma de patriarcha, Thauma de tribus ·christianis 
and theKiev miracle, which will be discussed la-
ter, are not included here. 

31. Except in icons with a distorted chronology 
of the scenes, as No. 27. 

32. A horse was in Old Russia considered a symbol 
of water and sun. See S. Maslenitsyn, Kostroma:, 
(Leningrad: Aurora, 1968), p. 38. 

33. It is possible that such a position of Nicholas 
was supposed to indicate that the saint came to the 
ship walking on the waves. 

34. For instance S.I. Maslenicyn, Jaroslavskaja 
ikonopis', (Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1973), ill. 57; 
M.A. Nekrasova, Palexskaja rniniatjura, (Leningrad: 
Xudo~nik RSFSR, 1978) p. 71. 
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36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 
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' E.S. Smirnova calls the scene "Vision of a 
Church" (Videnie xrama); "Ikona Nikoly iz Borovi-
l:ej," SGRM, VII ( 19 61) , 53. 

This may be the saint forbidding the diggers 
to continue their work. 

See M.V. Alptaov, Sokrovi~~a russkogb iskus-
stva XI-XVI vekov: ~ivopis', (Leningrad: Avrora, 
1970), ill. 139, 141; V.G. Mirzoev, Byliny i leto-
pisi: Pamjatniki russkoj istori~eskoj mysli,--
(Moskva: Mysl', 1978), pp. 121, 136; A.N. Saxarov, 
Diplomatija drevnej Rusi: IX-pervaja polovina ! 
v., (Moskva: Mysl', 1980), ill. between pp. 160-
1. 

Myslivec identifies this scene as the multi-
plication of wine, although he mentions the poss-
ibility of it being the multiplication of bread 
(p. 64). 

v.o. Klju~evskij, Drevnerusskie ~itija svjatyx 
kak istori~eskij isto~nik, (Moskva, 1871), p. 458. 

See, for example, M.V. Alpatov, Umetni~ko 
blaqo Rusije, (Beograd: Izdava~ki Zavod Jugoslav-
ija, 1967), p. 132; Antonova, Drevnerusskoe, pp. 
120-1, ill. 116. 

V. Ma~nina, Arxangel Mixail: Ikona "Axangel 
Mixail dejanijami" iz Arxangel'skogo sobora 
Moskovskogo Kremlja, (Leningrad: Avrora, 1968), 
esp. ill. 1 and 24; Alpatov, Umetni~ko, pp. 4, 94. 

In the Vita Nicolai Sionitae the following 
miracles describe the healings of demoniacs: ~judo 
4: o ~elovece, ot nego ~e izgna dux ne~ist: ~judo 
9: rte molitvoju isceli besnu i suxu; ~judo 14: 
o anagnoste, iz nego ~e izgna besa; ~judo 15: O 
pastuse, ego ~e isceli; ~judo~l6: 0 Zinone, ego 
ze isceli ot ne~istago besa; Cjudo 17: O Pavle 
~etce, ego ~e ot besa izbavi; ~judo 18: 0 Kir'jake, 
ot nego ~e molitvoju dux zol otgna: ~judo 19: 
~elovek imenem Mermis, ego ~e ot ljuta besa molit-
voju izbavi; ~iudo 21: Otroka isceli, ot ne~istago 
besa mucima:; ~judo 22: lenu nekuju isceli, ot neja 
~e otgna neprijaznennago besa; ~judo 25: ~elovek 
besen imenem Lev, ot nego ~e svjatyj otgna duxa 
ne~istago (Leonid, ~itie, pp. 42, 53-4, 63-6, 69-70, 
71-2) . 
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43. , For example: "A kotorii ne~istymi duxami 
odr~imi, i ot tex besi otbegali"; "Ne~istye te dusi 
gde koli usly~ali svjatoe imja ego, ottole besi ot 
~elovek otbegali"; "bol'nyx isceljal i besy ot ~e-
lovek prognal" (Klju~evskij, p. 456). 

44. See Alpatov, Sokrovil!a, ill. 137 and 194. 
In the 16th century large devils become more com-
mon. 

45. "Javlenie angela odnomu iz iereev Likii s 
ukazaniem postavit' arxiepiskopom goroda Miry Ni-
kolu": Katalog, I, p. 196. 

46. Apparently Antonova and Mneva were able to 
read the inscription, since they name the scene 
according to it (po nadpisi): Katalog, I, p. 196. 

47. The miracle was not illustrated in Byzantine 
painting. 

48. In the 16th century Polish Jesuit Piotr Skarga 
in his Lives of Saints gave an exact translation , 
of this fragment, quoting as his sources the works 
of Metaphrastes, Justiniani and Lipomanus: "Do 
pracy swej zacnych sobie towarzyszy obra~, Paw~a z 
Rados i Teodora Askalonit~, ludzi we wszystkiej 
Greoji znanych ... ": Sywoty_swi~tych starego i 
nowego zakonu ... przez ks. Pietra Skarg~ societ-
atis przebrane, uczynione, i j~zyk pol~ki 
prze~ozone ... , (Krakow: Wydawnictwo Ksiyzy Jezu-
it~w, 1936), vol. IV, p. 387. 

49. Nicholas V. Riasanovsky, A History of Russia, 
2nd edn., (New York-London-Toronto: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1969), p. 141. 

50. Compare with the fragment from redaction C of 
the Synaxarion: "Jat byst' starej!hnami gradskimi, 
i jazvami i uzami oblo~en byv ot nix, iv ternnicu 
vver~en byst' so inyrni xristiany.": A. Ponomarev, 
Parnjatniki drevnej russkoj cerkovno-u~itel'noj 
literatury: Slavjano-russkij Prolog, vol. II, part 
I, (Sankt-Petersburg, 1896), p. 59. 

51. See, for instance, Lazarev, Stranicy istorii, 
·p. 37; Antonova, Drevnerusskoe, p. 115. 

52. See Chapter III. Compare "Erminij a ili nastav-
lenie v ~ivopisnom iskusstve sostavlennoe ieromon-
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axom i ~ivopiscem Dionisiem Furnoagrafiotom, 11 • ~, 

No. 4 (aprel') 1868, 381-382. 

53. The scene suffered considerable damage. This 
makes my attribution only hypothetical. 

54. The gesture ·of the Virgin who points with her 
left hand towards a building which frames the scene 
at the right, may confirm such a theory. 

55. I entitle this scene following Antonova and 
Mneva, Katalog, I, p. 196. 

56. As we have already seen (the scenes of Nicho-
las with Paul and Theodore) this icon includes re-
presentations which cannot be paralleled in other 
Byzantine or Russian icons. It is possible that 
they were based on Western models. Thus, the 
source of the scenes described above could have 
been not the "Neknilnoe zitie", but some Western 
work. 

57. Since no work contains more than six scenes, 
one can assume that this was the ultimate icono-
graphical rendering of the story. 

58. The representation of the executioner as a 
Mongol or Turk can be related to historical events 
in the 17th century, particularly to the war with 
Turkey and to the numerous Cossack uprisings. The 
atrocities of the Muslims could have been associ-
ated by the painter with this miracle of the saint. 

59. "The gesture ... is ... a common Byzantine 
formula for the representation of either a sleeping 
or a sick figure. A reclining figure looks very 
much like a dead one, and must, by some means, be 
distinguished from a corpse. Dead men are shown 
lying with their hands alongside their bodies or 
crossed on their chest; hence, when a figure rests 
his head on his hand, or raises his body on one 
arm, he is endowed with a crucial sign of life." 
(~ev~enko, p. 341). 

60. The inscription says "The Death of St. Nicho-
las", but the scene presents the burial of the saint 
( see below) . 

61. This may be Eugenia, the woman whom Nicholas 
healed before his death (see above), or some figure 
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added by the painter to better illustrate the grief 
of the Myrians after their bishop's demise. 

62. This figure may have the same purpose as the 
figure.on icon No. 6, but may also derive from the 
old formula for burial (see Sev~enko, p. 404), or 
from figures of angels discussed in previous scene. 

63. The bells on the bellfry appear not only in 
the burial compositions (26, 29, 55), but also in 
some other scenes. 

64. The scene is entitled "The Entombment of St. 
Nicholas", but it depicts the death of the saint. 
Apparently the painters often had difficulty in 
selecting the appropriQte composition for their 
scene. Sometimes they wanted to depict the death 
scene and used the burial formula (see note 60), 
and sometimes, when they thought they represented 
the burial, they really painted the death scene. 

65. See s. Der Nersesjan, "Moskovskij Menologij," 
in Vizantija. Ju~nyje Slavjane ! Drevnjaja Rus'. 
Zapadnaja Evropa: Iskusstvo ! kultura, (Moskva: 
Nauka, 1973), p. 105 (a miniature from the Greek 
Menologium of the 11th century); Alpatov, Sokrovis-
~a, ill. 40 (a miniature from the 13th century Slav-
onic translation of the Chronicle of Hamartolos). 

66. See Atanas Bo~kov, B~lgarskata istori~eska 
~ivopis, vol. I, (Sofija: Bulgarski Xudo~nik, 
1972), ill. 78 (Chronicle of Manasses, 14th centu-
ry). 

67. The quality of the reproduction does not allow 
me to determine with certainty what is represented 
in the scene's left corner. 

68. I. ~ljapkin, "Russkoe pou~enie XI veka o pere-
nesenii mo~~ej Nikolaja ~udotvorca i ego otno~enie 
k zapadnym isto~nikam," in PDP, X (Sankt-Petersburg, 
18 81) , pp. 6-7 . 

69. Prolog: Martovskaja ~ertvert', (Moskva?, 
1910), p. 361. Cf. Chapter III, a description of 
the Translation in pattern-books. 

70. Such an unorthodox placement of the Gospel is 
very rare, but appeared in several Byzantine men-
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uments (in the saving from execution scene). There, 
however, it was caused by the reversal of the comp-
osition (~ev~enko, p. 317), while here and in some 
other scenes in Russian icons it is probably just a 
mistake of the painter. 

71. Smirnova (Ikona Nikoly, p. 53) entitles this 
scene The Saving of the Patriarch Athanasius. Only 
the position of the scene just next to the scene of 
the feast at Theophanes' house speaks for this ident-
ification. However, since the man who is being saved 
by the saint does not wear a characteristic cowl, I 
assume that the scene represents the saving of Deme-
trios. 

72. I also could not notice a boat on icons Nos. 
12, 19, and 28. 

73. Because of the damaged state of the icon, the 
table cannot be seen. But the 15th century copy of 
this icon, also from Sinai, shows the Arabs seated, 
"and this mai have been the case on the early icon 
as well." (Sev~enko, p. 409). 

74. The fresco at Psa~a {1366-1371) shows five 
standing figures: at the extreme left Nicholas, 
then Basil with a cup and a towel, next the father 
{possibly with a candle in his hand), the mother, 
and a monk. The scene depicts the moment of meeting 
Basil in the courtyard. This representation brings 
to mind the icon from Pavlova (1), where all the 
figures {Nicholas, Basil, and the parents) are also 
shown standing in front of a simple building. The 
fresco at Ramaca {1395) in both scenes shows Basil 
with a pitcher and a towel. Nicholas is represent-
ed on horseback, a motive probably borrowed from 
the miracles of St. George {see ~ev~enko, pp. 411-
418) . 

75. Exceptionally interesting are icons Nos. 25 and 
32 which portray only the Arab prince. 

76. A cup {pitcher) and a towel in Basil's hand, as 
we remember {see note 74) appeared in frescoes at 
Psaca and Ramaca. At Bojana, Basil has only a towel 
{~evcenko, p. 411). 

77. The dogs already appeared in the scene at Rama-
ca (Sev~enko, pp. 415 and 418). 
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78. It may be worth noting that the position of 
Nicholas in Russian icons is not significant. He 
may be placed at-the right or left side of the 
composition. 

79. Myslivec mentioned two Russian icons which de-
picted the father coming to greet Basil with a candle 
in his hand (p. 71); this would be a naive visual 
rendering of these words of the text: "I poidota s 
sveM~ami mnogami ... " (VMCD6, p. 8). 

80. It is possible that this small composition 
shows the appearance of Nicholas to the Pope. 

81. Myslivec reads "xromca" instead of "xromva" 
(p. 78). 

82. In the Vita Nicolai Sionitae Nicholas heals 
a man with withered legs. The miracle takes place 
in the Sion monastery or its vicinity, and the 
saint heals the patient with a sign of the cross 
and with holy oil (see Leonid, fitie, p. 70). Per-
haps this scene is an illustration of this particu-
lar miracle. 

83. According to Antonova and Mneva (Katalog, I, 
pp. 214-5) on icon No. 10 there is a scene of 
saving the Saracene from prison. I do not have a 
reproduction of this representation, but it is pos-
sible that the scene illustrates the Polovtsian 
miracle (notethat in the inscriptions to the Polov-
tsian miracle on icon No. 15, the Cuman is also 
called a Saracene). 

8 4. Arximandr it Leonid, ed. , "Posmertnyj a tudesa 
8vjatitelja Nikolaja Arviepiskopa Myr-Likijskago 
Cudotvorca. Pamjatnik drevnej russkoj pis'mennosti 
XI veka: Trud Efrema, episkopa perejaslavskago," 
in~, LXXII (Sankt-Petersburg, 1888) pp. 41-2 .. 

85. The reading of ·the last word of the inscrip-
tion is only hypothetical. It is possible that the 
full inscription read "St. Nicholas bought the car-
pet from a Persian." Maybe this or similar in-
scription was misread by the author or restorer of 
icon No. 51? See note 86 and Chapter VI, note 35. 

86. For a discussion of the problem involved· in 
reading this inscription see Chapter VI, note 35. 
See also note 85 above. 
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87. The absence of the illustration of this 
miracle in Bulgarian icons may be related to the 
difficulty of the Bulgarians in understanding 
the word "kover." Not understanding the word, 
they frequently· tried to change it or to indicate 
through an addition of the word "srebr'ny" (sil-
ver) the great value of the object described in 
the story. Hence we find the following names of 
the object: "beleg srebr' nny 11

, 
11 srebr' ny kover'" , 

"srebroto", "srebrena ~a~a 11
, 

11 sincir' ", "na~~rapa", 
etc. On an 18th century icon from Thrace Nicholas 
gives a silver object {diadem?) to the old man's 
wife (reproduced on a postcard issued by Fotizdat-
Bulgaria, Nr. D-1214-A, probably in a series of 
Bulgarian Icons). For a fascinating discussion of 
the abovementioned changes in the story see E.I. 
Demina, "Klassifikacija bolgarskix Damaskinov po 
redakcijam •~uda o kovre' ," U~enye Zapiski Institu-
ta Slavjanovedenija AN SSSR, XXIII (1962), 212-46. 

88. A very similar unfolded carpet can be seen on 
the well-known hagiographical icon of Boris and 
Gleb; see M.V. Alpatov, Kraski drevnerusskoj ikon-
opisi, {Moskva: Izobrazitel'noe iskusstvo, 1974), 
ill. 10 (the scene Svjatopolk Rewards the Murderers. 

89. This inscription can be seen on the bottom part 
of the reproduction of the Thauma de patriacha scene. 
Although the miracle with the three merchants is 
not reproduced there, it is possible to read the in-
scription and to notice the halo of Nicholas on the 
right side of the illustration. 

90. A very good illustration of the similarities 
in iconography presents the Jonah scene in the 
10th century Paris Psalter. See Joan Comay and 
Ronad Brownrigg, Who's Who in the Bible, (New York: 
Bonanza Books, 1980), p:-°223°:- --

91. Myslivec assumed that this was the only icon 
with three scenes illustrating the story (p. 79). 

92. I cannot see the fish, but its presence in 
the picture is almost certain. 

93. The representation of the execution may be a 
proof of the Novgorod origin of the icon from 
Borovi~i. The heretics in Novgorod were thrown 
off the bridge on Volxov. See Smirnova, Ikona 
Nikoly, p. 58. 
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94. It is depicted in the church at Pelinovo, 
Yugoslavia (1717-1718). Similarly to Thaurna de 
Petro, Thaurna de sepulcro, the Polovtsian Miracle, 
Thauma de presbytero Mitylenensi and the Transla-
tion scene, which sporadically appeared in post-
Byzantine monuments, it was probably copied from a 
Russian work. 

95. It may also be an icon of St. Nicholas. 

96. Probably this is a container with wine, but 
the quality of the reproduction prevents a better 
identification. 

97. Antonova calls this scene "Healing of the 
sick" (Drevnerusskoe, p. 78). 

98. See; for example I.N. Voejkova and V.P. 
Mitrofanov, Jaroslavl', (Leningrad: Avrora, 1973), 
pp. 128-9; see also p. 130. 

99. It- is possible that this new composition ap-
peared earlier, but the oldest representation of 
this kind among the researched icons dates to the 
16th century. 

100. A.V. Bagrij, "Kievskij spisok ~uda sv. Nikol-
aja ob utoplem deti~~e," IORJAS, XIX (1914) No. 2, 
277. 

101. It may be the representation of the bridge 
across the Volxov river leading to Novgorod's 
Kremlin, hence another proof of the possible Nov-
gorod provenance of the icon. See Smirnova, Ikona 
Nikoly, p. 58. 

102. Arkiv povjestnicu Jugoslavensku, IV (1857), 
4. 
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CONCLUSION 

The following observations and conclusions can be 

drawn on the basis on the study of the literary, artistic 

and folkloric phenomena connected with St. Nicholas the 

Wonderworker: 

Among the texts described and analyzed in this work 

the~ita Nicolai Sionitae, the 15 miracle stories often 

placed after it, the Vita per Metaphrasten and the Praxis 

de Stratelatajproved--::-be the most important sources of 

inspircj._tio.n_f_oi:__Russian painters. The vitae included in .,..---- ........ "'""-. 

the Synaxarion and the Periodoi Nikolaou ("Nekni!noe Ii-

tie"), as well as the account of the translation of Nicho-

las from Myra to Bari, were used less often. The miracle 

stories centered around several common and most popular mo-

tifs (loci communes): the appearance of the saint to a be-

liever or pagan, the calming of the waves and saving from 

drowning, saving from prison and execution, miraculous heal-

ings and exorcisms, miraculous travels of the saint from 

place to place in an instant, miraculous multiplications, 

and the charity or financial assistance of the saint to the 

needy. Many stories (one may assume that ultimately all of 

them) originated as oral tales and legends, and in the be-

ginning were not devoted to this particular saint or any 

saint at all; instead they featured some sort of a mythical 

hero or miraculous helper. Only at the time when the cult 
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of St. Nicholas grew and there appeared a need for stories 

which would demonstrate his sanctity and powers {it must be 

kept in mind that there have been no data about Nicholas of 

Myra), were these traditional heroes of oral tales replaced 

by the saint, and the stories, subsequently, became part of 

the Nicholas lore. However, even today, in many instances 

it is clear that Nicholas is only a compositional element 

framing the story, or a later insertion into the narrative 

which otherwise concentrates on the experiences of peasants, 

merchants, craftsmen, etc. This phenomenon is particularly 

apparent in larger works with well developed plot and dia-

logue, and with more or less successful attempts at psycho-

logical motivation of the actions of the heroes. 

One group of miracle stories later developed into the 

stories of wonderworking icons of the saint. An analysis 

of these tales shows their obligatory elements: a miracu-

lous, appearance of the saint and (or) his image to a Christ-

ian or a pagan, the building of a chapel or a church on the 

spot where the icon appeared, miraculous healings performed 

by the icon, miraculous travels of the image, and sometimes 

the defense of the people from enemies. Incidentally, these 

tales which seem to be of purely legendary, fantastic and 

didatic character reveal under close scrutiny much fascinating 

historical data and are a rich source of information for the 

student of Russian spirituality and folklore. 
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Ultimately, the illustrations of the events from the 

life of St. Nicholas and of his miraculous deeds derived 

from the texts, i.e., the literary works gave the impulse 

to painters to illustrate them. The artists tried, when-

ever possible to make use of already existing models, and 

they sought them primarily in the field of Biblical icono-

graphy; by accepting the established, easily understandable 

and legible iconograph~cal formulae, such as the appearance 

formula, the birth formula, or the prison formula, they 

were able to present the Nicholas scenes. Thus, the early 

compositions very often closely resembled the Biblical mo-

dels they followed. They became Nicholas compositions only 

through an addition or change of details in those venerated 

models. When an old, traditional formula could not be 

found, icon painters invented new compositions. The new 

representations had many possible sources: not exact co-

pies, but closely related Biblical scenes, other scenes from 

the Nicholas cycle, the illustrated manuscripts, or a com-

bination of the above. It is interesting that the icono-

graphy of these new compositions has been less rigid, thus 

the painters have had a larger field for displays of their 

originality. 

The Nicholas cycle appears to be much more developed 

in Russian icon painting than in Byzantine art. The Rus-

sians began to enrich the cycle as early as the 14th cent-
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ury, but especially numerous changes and additions were 

introduced in the 15th and 16th centuries. Among the 

scenes which were never illustrated in Byzantine art were 

Nicholas' refusal to take milk on Wednesdays and Fridays, 

his baptism, his healing of a woman with a withered arm, 

his charming of a dragon and drawing water from the moun-

tain, his miracle with a stone, his giving a child to a 

childless couple, his encounter with Arius, his saving of 

Christopher, the three merchants miracle, the Kiev miracle, 

the Polovtsian miracle, and the Translation of the saint's 

relics. Several other representations were much more com-

mon in Russian icons than in Byzantine works: the saving 

of Demetrios from drowning, the miracle with the Patriarch, 

the saving of Peter from prison, etc. In many scenes there 

are specific details found only in Russian works. 

In several cases the Russian artists followed a parti-

cular text or group of texts very closely. The author of 

icon No. 45, for instance, used the Vita Nicolai Sionitae 

and the Vita per Metaphrasten as a basis of his rendering 

of the events from the life of the saint, and a selection 

of the miracle stories for his posthumous deeds. If the 

author of icon No. 15 had in mind any text for his render-

ing of the Praxis de Stratelatis (it is possible that he 

simply copied the compositions from some Byzantine work 

without even looking at literary works), he must have used 
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one of the long versions of the Praxis, since only they 

give all the necessary details. The author of icon No. 12 

probably knew the Vita Nicolai Sionitae and redaction B of 

the Synaxarion. There are many more examples of such trace-

able influences exerted by the texts on the representations 

of Nicholas miracles. There are, however, also numerous 

examples of the influence of some other source: an oral 

legend, an icon painting manual, or a text not related to 

Nicholas. Nonetheless, the great majority of icons gives 

no indication of what texts (if any) have been used as 

sources of the pictorial representation. One can observe 

in a few icons the phenomenon of a lack of knowledge of a 

literary work or a total misinterpretation of a text (Nos. 

43, V, etc.). 

It is virtually impossible to determine the principles 

of the selection of the scenes from the cycle. Apparently 

the selection was left freely to the painter, although he 

was obliged to represent some events from the saint's life, 

and some posthumous miracles. A number of scenes were il-

lustrated more often than others; among the most common re-

presentations, the birth of the saint, his schooling, his 

consecration as a deacon or bishop, his death or transla-

tion of his relics, and an episode from the Praxis de Stra-

telatis are omitted only rarely (in icons of Nicholas Baba-

evskij and Velikoreckij, for example, there is no i·llustra-
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tion: of the birth of the saint). It may be argued that 

sometimes the inclusion of particular scenes depended on 

the geographical area in which the works were executed, or 

on the tastes of the donor of the icon, but such a theory 

is difficult to prove. 

The importance of several specific icons for the study 

of the iconography of St. Nicholas in Russia is worth not-

ing. Two early works, from Pavlovo and Bol'~ie Soli (1 and 

2) are important because they illustrate the Arius episode 

within the cycle, and do not allude to the events at the 

First Ecumenical Council by the placement of the figures 

of Christ and the Virgin on either side of the saint's head. 

The icon from the Ugre~skij Monastery (12) is significant 

for its illustration of ~wo miracles otherwise unknown in 

icon painting, the charming of a dragon and drawing water 

from the mountain, which have been based on the text of re-

daction B of the Synaxarion, a folkloric resonance of the 

Vita Nicolai Sionitae. The icon from Meletovo (22) proved 

to be one of the most unusual Russian hagiographical works 

devoted to the saint. The fact that it presents many scenes 

not found in any other icon of Nicholas and that the icono-

graphy of these scenes differs notably from the common By-

zantine canons are sufficient reasons for devoting a special 

study to this particuiar work, with special attention given 

to Western influences. Among the 16th century works two de-
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serve special mention. The icon from the collection of Pa-

vel Kerin (40) is interesting for its large number of border 

scenes and for the unique representation of the miracle of 

charming the devil, based on the text of the Periodoi Niko-

laou. Despite fewer border scenes, the icon from Borovi~i 

J45), presents probably the most original selection, and 

even in traditional subjects shows a particular individual-

ity and originality of approach. E.S. Smirnova in her art-

icle devoted to this work ("Ikona Nikoly iz Borovi~ej," 

SGRM, VII, 1961) mentioned the possibility that the icon 

was painted under the impact of a heretical movement of 

Artemij, the former Father Superior of the Trinity-Sergius 

Monastery in Zagorsk, and his disciple Porfirij. The here-

tics did not believe in the miracles performed by saints 

and criticized the cult and veneration of St. Nicholas, 

maintaining that the saint was a "man of humble origin" 

(smerdovic) and could not have performed all the alleged 

miracles. Although the heretics were condemned in 1553, a 

movement of this sort must have resulted in a strong promo-

tion of the cult of Nicholas, and the Borovi~i icon could 

have been one of the means of glorifying the Wonderworker. 

As proof of this hypothesis Smirnova points out the pre-

sence on the icon of the representation of the Thauma de 

patriarcha, a miracle story about the Patriarch of Constan-

tinople who, like the Russian heretics of the 16th century, 
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did not believe in the wonderworking powers of the saint 

and also called him "smerdovi~". The other scenes on the 

icon, illustrating the most unusual miracles of the saint 

(multiplication .of bread, giving a child to a childless 

couple, etc) confirm the supposition that the icon was 

painted in order to visually demonstrate that Nicholas 

could have performed any miracle. In this connection it 

should be noted that, although the story about the Patri-

arch was known already in the 14th century and was depict-

ed in icons (No. 4), only in the 16th century did it be-

come popular, and in the next hundred years, especially in 

monastic circles, its illustrations forced out the illus-

tration of the saving of Demetrios (see the repertory of 

scenes in Russian broadsides, in Chapter V). Finally, two 

late icons (Nos. 80 and 82) exemplify the final stages of 

the development of the cycle. They present several scenes 

which were not previously illustrated in Russian works 

(the grainship miracle, the imprisonment of Nicholas, the 

monastery miracle, etc.), and thus extend the number of 

border scenes to almost forty, and present very developed 

compositions with an unusual element of ornamentalism, and 

with a multitude of figures and details. 

A few words may be added here as to the most suitable 

way of publishing hagiographical icons (not only those of 

St. Nicholas, but in general). A publication of an icon 
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should include a general view of the work, supplemented by 

all the necessary data concerning dimensions of the icon, 

the date of its appearance, the school of painting, reper-

tory of border scenes, collection, etc., and an enlargement 

of every scene with an iconographical study of this scene 

in the context of other hagiographical icons of this par-

ticular saint, and including all inscriptions. As was men-

tioned before, such an approach to icon publishing is now 

being employed in some Soviet scholarly works. However, 

still too many icons remain only esthetic objects, devoid 

of all the necessary apparatus for their full understanding 

and thorough study. 

These concluding remarks would not be complete if one 

failed to emphasize the amazing growth of the popularity of 

Nicholas in Russia in the 16th century. Throughout the 

dissertation numerous ways in which this popularity mani-

fested itself are discussed. First, there were a large num-

ber of manuscripts written at that time, related possibly 

to the appearance of the Reading Menaea of Makarij, and 

their copying. Opposition to the anti-Nicholas heresy men-

tioned above probably also played an important role in the 

growth of the veneration of the saint. The appearance of 

illustrated vita of the saint, together with the appearance 

of the wonderworking icons, tales about them, and new ver-

sions of the old stories must have been promoted by Ivan IV 
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and his officials, who wanted to make Nicholas the most 

powerful spiritual defender of the country. All these 

phenomena led to an enrichment of the illustrated Nicholas 

cycle: new renderings of old compositional schemes were 

invented and miracles never before iilustrated appeared 

among the other border scenes. In general, the number of 

icons painted increased in proportion to the production of 

manuscripts. This trend continued in the 17th century. 

Although there were certain changes in the popularity of 

particular miracles, the cult of the saint remained very 

strong. Folklore supplied new examples of the saint's 

universaility and miraculous powers. From the 17th century 

on, Nicholas became a favo·rite of all classes, from princes 

to peasants and beggars. And the image of the Wonderworker 

as an all-powerful saint, good and speedy helper, eager de-

fender of .the people and the nation was ceded to us in Rus-

sian art, literature and folklore. 

It is hoped that studies similar to this one will be 

undertaken in connection with other popular saints. This 

may lead in the future to a large study of hagiographical 

icons in Russia and their relationship with the Old Russian 

hagiographical literature. The method of research developed 

here, using extremely complex Nicholas texts and a full ar-

ray of icons could be adapted to similar studies of other 

saints. 
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